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Chapter 1: Introduction
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1.1 Thesis Motivation

High resolution imaging has long been an extremely important tool in understanding the 

fundamental nature of the world around us. For centuries, disciplines including biology, 

chemistry, and engineering have relied on traditional optical techniques for their imaging 

needs. Given their extensive historical development, simplicity, and cost effectiveness, 

optical imaging methods have, until recently, been the predominant standard in research 

and development. Unfortunately, there are inherent limits to the resolution obtainable 

with conventional optics. Specifically, the spatial resolution o f traditional optical 

techniques is limited to half of the wavelength of the light used [1]. When using radiation 

in the visible gamut o f the electromagnetic spectrum, the fundamental limit to resolution 

thus lies between 200 and 300 nm. In order to attain higher resolutions, researchers must 

either use shorter and shorter wavelengths, or else they must turn to alternative imaging 

technologies.

The natural constraints imposed on conventional optics have, therefore, motivated 

the development of higher resolution systems including the scanning electron 

microscope, and transmission electron microscope. More recently, the evolution of 

scanning probe microscope systems such as the scanning tunneling microscope and the 

atomic force microscope has had a direct impact on image resolution. Using these 

modem methods, investigative imaging at the atomic scale is not uncommon; however, 

the gains in resolution have not come without a price. Much of the information inherent 

to conventional optical techniques is no longer available. Optical contrast mechanisms, 

spectroscopic capabilities, and the high temporal resolution once accessible via all optical 

methods have been discarded in the pursuit of higher resolution. Moreover, many of these
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new techniques suffer from other problems. Scanning tunneling microscopy, for example, 

necessitates a conductive sample thereby precluding most biological applications. Atomic 

force microscopy can be used in ambient conditions and yields atomic-scale 

topographical information, yet chemical and compositional information are not 

retrievable. Scanning electron microscopy requires not only a conductive, but also a 

vacuum compatible sample due to the relatively short mean free path of the electron in 

air. Thus, researchers are once again turning to novel all-optical imaging techniques. 

Near-field nano-optics is one such technology. Still in its infancy, near-field imaging 

relies on collecting from a sample, light that has been confined at the nanometer scale. 

All of the contrast mechanisms inherent to traditional optical imaging are maintained 

while still acquiring images at the molecular level. Because of the multitude of 

advantages all optical imaging offers, near-field nano-optics should prove to be a viable 

alternative to modem imaging techniques.

1.2 Thesis Objectives

The goal of this thesis is to investigate the interaction of light in the near-field with 

nanometer scale structures. To achieve this, a prototype near-field optical probe is 

constructed. Along with a numerical model used to predict the operation of the near-field 

probe and to determine the propagation characteristics of ultrashort pulsed light in the 

near-field, the fabrication of the near-field probe is described.
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1.3 Thesis Organization

This thesis is composed of five chapters and four appendices that outline the completed 

experimental and numerical work. Chapter 2 describes the fundamental principles of 

near-field optics and provides a review of previous experiments on the subject. Chapter 3 

entails the development of a theoretical model for the time-dependant propagation of 

light through metal and dielectric nano-structures. A finite-differencing scheme in time- 

domain is employed in conjunction with a formalism that accurately describes the 

interaction of light with metallic structures. This model is employed to predict the 

operation of the near-field optical probes as well as to determine the propagation 

characteristics of ultrashort pulsed light in metallic nano-structures. Chapter 4 illustrates 

the fabrication process for the near-field optical probes. Chapter 5 provides a conclusion 

of the completed work as well as future avenues to explore in using the newly developed 

near-field probes in experimental work. All relevant C++ code written during this thesis 

is presented in Appendix A, as well as the mask designs in Appendix B.

1.4 References

1. Abbe, E., Beitrdge zur Theorie des Mikroskops und der mikroskopischen 
Wahrnehmung. Arch. Mikrosk. Anatomie, 1873. 9: p. 413.
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2.1 Diffraction Limit

The limits to optical resolution have been well known for over a century. This diffraction 

limit stems from the spot size to which light can be focused by conventional lens-based 

optical systems. At the focal point of a lens system, light tends to form a pattern of 

concentric rings instead of a well resolved circle. Known as the Airy disk, its 

characteristics were first described by Ernst Abbe in 1873[1], He stated that the distance 

between the point of highest intensity and the first bright ring is given by

Ax = Q.6U/A//L (2.1)

Here, X is the wavelength of the light used, and NA is the numerical aperture of the 

objective. Although Abbe was the first to describe the intensity profile of focused light, it 

was Lord Rayleigh who actually interpreted his results as a limit to attainable resolution. 

Rayleigh’s criterion maintains that two separate objects are resolvable only if  they are 

separated by a distance greater than that specified by equation 2.1. Since modem oil 

immersion lenses can have numerical apertures as high as 1.4, this leads to the familiar 

simplification of Ax - X U .  In other words, the maximum theoretical resolution 

attainable is limited to half the wavelength of the light used. Practically this limit may be 

much larger. Experimental considerations such as vibrational noise caused my 

mechanical oscillations in the optical system, and optical aberrations caused by defects in 

the imaging system often conspire to artificially limit image resolution.

2.2 Subwavelength Diffraction

Although radially polarized light can be focused to a spot size (0.162c2) [2], in order to 

circumvent the inherent limitations to optical imaging, near-field light is usually
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employed. The light field near the surface of an object actually contains more spatial 

frequencies and hence more spatial information than can be gathered by using a far-field 

lens system, as only the spatial frequencies that reach the imaging lens are observable [3]. 

These are the propagating, low-ffequencies. Higher spatial frequencies exist at the sample 

surface, but they are non-propagating due to their spatial localization. These evanescent 

modes, known as the near-field, decay exponentially from the surface, so they are 

undetectable by conventional optics. Light propagating away from the surface of a 

sample effectively limits the resolution of the image obtained since all the fine details are 

filtered out.

The idea of using the near-field in achieving higher resolution optical 

measurements is not new. Synge [4], in 1928, published a detailed overview of an optical 

imaging system that would not be subject to the limitations imposed by diffraction. He 

proposed an imaging system in which a subwavelength aperture is created in an optically 

opaque screen. Light incident upon the backside o f the screen is transmitted through the 

aperture. As depicted in Figure 2.1, the transmitted light would be confined by the 

dimensions of the aperture, and, if a sample were placed within one wavelength of the 

aperture, a correspondingly small area of the sample could be imaged without a reduction 

in resolution.

The feasibility of Synge’s proposal was first theoretically demonstrated by Bethe 

in 1944. By studying the propagation of light through a subwavelength aperture in an 

infinitely thin, perfectly conducting plane, Bethe [5] managed to convey an accurate 

representation of the electromagnetic (EM) near-field. Prior to this, diffraction studies, 

both experimental and theoretical, concentrated mainly on the interaction of light with
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation o f Synge’s proposed near-field imaging device in 
which light is confined and transmitted through a subwavelength aperture and 
subsequently collected to form a high resolution image of the sample.
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objects larger than the wavelength employed [6]. However, these methods failed to 

match the boundary conditions for Maxwell’s equations at the aperture and they were 

thus unsuitable for subwavelength studies. Specifically, they were unable to meet the 

criterion that the tangential component of the electric field at the screen must be zero. 

This boundary condition is necessary as electric field lines must meet a perfect conductor 

perpendicular to its surface. Although not significant when dealing with large apertures, 

this criterion has a considerable impact when the aperture diameter, a , is reduced to 

subwavelength dimensions as in Figure 2.1. Bethe was able to overcome these 

restrictions and match the boundary conditions by employing a fictitious magnetic 

charge,p m, and current, Jm , at the surface of the screen as seen in Figure 2.2. Further

refinement and correction of Bethe’s theory by Bouwkamp [7] resulted in consistent 

expressions for both the far and near-field light emanating from a subwavelength 

aperture. The electric, Eap, and the magnetic, Bap , field vectors as well as the

vector, An , and scalar, <Dm , magnetic potentials are

where the integrals are calculated over the area of the aperture, r is the distance from the 

source point in the aperture to the field point, and kQ is the wave vector. If a plane EM

(2.2)

Bap -  ik0Am Vd?m (2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)
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Figure 2.2: Bethe-Bouwkamp model displaying an infinitely thin conductive plane with a 

subwavelength aperture.
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field linearly polarized in the x-direction is incident upon the screen then the magnetic 

charge density and current density at a point (x,y,z) in the aperture are found to be

2yEa ^
Pm ~ . i—~---- —— — (2.6)

a \ j a  - x 2 - y 2

, _  2 ik0xyE0
v  m v  ~~ \Z. I)

3 x 2) a 2 - x 2 - y 2

2ik0E0 (2a2 - x 2 - 2 y 2)
J m y -  --------- ( )

3ft - x  - y

J m z = 0 (2.9)

This simple, but unphysical, analytical model has been widely used to demonstrate that 

near-field light emanating from an aperture remains collimated for a distance 

approximately equal to the aperture radius [8]. By corroborating the theory of super

resolution image formation, a subwavelength image can be formed if this arrangement 

can be implemented and a probe can be positioned within one aperture radius of the 

sample.

2.3 Surface Plasmons and the Diffraction Limit

Surface plasmons (SPs) also provide a mechanism to better the diffraction limit. SPs 

coupled to metallic nano-structures inherently overcome the diffraction limit since the 

coupled optical mode is transformed into a non-radiating mode confined to the

dimensions of the nano-structure. As the size of these nano-structures is typically far less

than half the wavelength of the coupled light, the diffraction limit is no longer significant. 

However, in order to appreciate this confinement process, the mechanisms of SP creation,
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Figure 2.3: Depiction of a surface plasmon wave propagating along a metal-dielectric 
interface. The intensity of the electric field into the dielectric follows an exponential 
decay and the wave suffers significant damping as it propagates. The propagation length 
is roughly 13 pm in silver at 800 nm.
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propagation and absorption must be understood. To that end, the following section 

provides a brief overview of surface plasmon theory.

2.3.1 Surface Plasmon Theory

Surface plasmons are collective electron oscillations that propagate along the surface of a 

metal-dielectric interface [9]. They have exponentially decaying electric field 

components tangential to the interface, as depicted in Figure 2.3, and they are strictly 

composed of transverse magnetic (TM) waves. Along with the dispersion curve of a 

single photon, the SP dispersion relation, given by

e - io )
C2 £\(co) + s 2(co)

is plotted in Figure 2.4. Here ksp is the SP wave vector, <yis the frequency of light, and 

Ey (co) and e2 (co) are the frequency dependent dielectric functions of the metal and 

dielectric materials respectively. The SP frequency, coSp , corresponds to the asymptotic

line when e\ (co) - e2 (co) as the wave vector approaches infinity. At this point, a metal 

with dielectric function

e2(&) = 1 - %  (2.11)
co

will have an SP frequency equivalent to

aM  +1

(Op
aSp = - r =  (2-12)
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Figure 2.4: The surface plasmon dispersion curve (solid line) is plotted along with the 
dispersion curves for a photon in free space (a), a photon passing through a dielectric 
material with refractive index, %  at an angle, 0, (b), and a photon impingent at an angle, 
0, on a grating with periodicity, d and diffracted order m (c).
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where coD = -------  is the plasma frequency of the metal and n is the number density of
P V £me

electrons in the metal. This results in cosp = eop j ^ l  when considering SP propagation at

a metal/vacuum interface. Also shown in Figure 2.4 is the lack of intersection between 

the dispersion curves of the photon and the surface plasmon. Thus, direct coupling 

between photons and SPs is impossible since momentum and energy conservation are not 

satisfied. Special geometries must, therefore, be employed and are discussed in the 

following section.

2.3.2 Coupling to Surface Plasmon Waves

Fortunately, this momentum conservation requirement can be satisfied in a variety of 

ways, and coupling between photons and SPs is indeed possible. In order for coupling to 

occur, two conditions must be met. First, a portion of the incident electric field must be 

parallel to the SP’s direction of propagation along the metal-dielectric interface in order 

to drive the SP oscillation. This condition is easily fulfilled by employing TM polarized 

incident light. In this case, the electric field vector lies in the plane formed by the light’s 

Poynting vector and the normal vector to the interface. Secondly, momentum and energy 

must be conserved as the photon couples to the SP. There exist two common techniques 

to create this wave vector matching condition: total internal reflection coupling and 

grating coupling.

The total internal reflection coupling technique, also known as the Kretschmann 

geometry [10], entails placing a material with a refractive index, np > 1, in contact with 

the metallic surface as shown in Figure 2.5. TM-polarized light passing through the
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Figure 2.5: Kretschmann geometry for surface plasmon excitation. TM-polarized far-field 
light is incident at an angle larger than that for total internal reflection. The wave vector 
of the incident light parallel to the surface is coupled to a surface plasmon wave, and the 
reflected light is attenuated.
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material at an angle larger than that for total internal reflection contains a longitudinal 

wave vector, k p , parallel to the interface equal to

By tuning the incident angle, 0 , the photon dispersion curve is shifted to intersect that of 

the SP as illustrated in Figure 2.4. At the resonance angle, incident light is coupled to the 

propagating surface wave resulting in attenuated reflection.

Similarly, the grating coupling technique, displayed in Figure 2.6, employs a 

ruled grating at the metal-dielectric interface. Incident light impingent upon the grating is 

subsequently scattered, thereby modifying the wave vector enough to match that of the 

SP [9]. The resulting wave vector for the diffracted light is given by

where d is the periodicity of the grating, 6  is the angle of incident and m is a positive 

integer referring to the diffraction order. The shift in the photon dispersion curve, also 

depicted in Figure 2.4, is due to additional wave vector components created by the 

periodicity of the grating. As clearly demonstrated, SP coupling is possible in either 

geometry, although coupling efficiencies vary.

2.3.3 Surface Plasmon Propagation

Once a SP has been launched, the electric field on a smooth metal surface propagating in 

the x-direction is governed by [9]

(2.13)

k,9 ~ (2.14)

ESp(x , z ) = Eae SP
ikspx -k z \z\

(2.15)

where the field decay factor in the tangential direction, kz is
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Figure 2.6: Grating geometry for surface plasmon coupling. The momentum of the 
incident photons is modified by the grating structure facilitating coupling to surface 
plasmon waves.
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e\ in dielectric 
S2 in m etal

(2.16)

Since at visible frequencies the real portion of the dielectric constant of the metal, £2 , is 

usually larger than that of the adjacent dielectric, s \ , the penetration depth of the SP in 

the metal is comparatively short. However, since the electric field is concentrated at the 

surface of the metal layer, it undergoes significant enhancement [9]. This enhancement is

roughness. Moreover, the Ohmic losses in the metal also impose a limit on the 

propagation length of the SP, LSp , along the surface. This propagation length is directly

related to the imaginary portion of the SP wave vector (Eq. 2.10)

As will be seen in the next section, however, other processes exist which further limit the 

SP lifetime.

2.3.4 Localized Surface Plasmons

Although SPs are supported on planar metallic surfaces, localized SPs can also exist as 

bound electron plasmas in small metallic particles or nanometer scale metallic structures

[11]. These localized surface plasmons are typically confined to non-planar geometries 

much smaller than the wavelength of the light employed and can be excited by light of an 

appropriate frequency irrespective of the light’s wave vector due to scattering off of the 

metallic particle. Because of this fact, localized SPs also decay due to light emission. 

Moreover, localized SPs can be excited by propagating SPs on planar geometries due to 

surface roughness or local subwavelength scale topologies [12, 13]. This also leads to

curbed only by the Ohmic losses o f the metal and other losses associated with surface

(2.17)
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significantly enhanced electrical fields due to the localization of the SP in an extremely 

small volume [14] as well as SP re-emission of light due to secondary scattering events

[12]. Recent experimental and theoretical efforts have been made demonstrating the 

feasibility of localized SPs in creating SP waveguides and nano-devices [15, 16]. Since 

SPs contain the inherent ability to localize, enhance, and transport EM energy below the 

diffraction limit, they will undoubtedly have a pronounced effect on near-field photonics 

and near-field optical imaging in particular. Simulations of this effect will be further 

discussed in Chapter 3.

2.4 Near-field Scanning Optical Microscopy

In 1972, Ash and Nicholls [17] successfully demonstrated the use of near-field light as an 

imaging tool. Using microwaves with a 3cm wavelength, they were able to discern 

periodic features in a metal grating with a resolution greater than X I60. Visible 

wavelength near-field microscopy, however, was still not feasible since methods to 

control aperture size and probe-sample distance did not exist until a decade later. Along 

with the development of several other scanning probe microscopy techniques, IBM’s 

Zurich laboratory was responsible for the development of the true near-field scanning 

optical microscope (NSOM) [18, 19]. Near-field scanning optical microscopy 

characteristically involves the placement of a subwavelength probe into close proximity 

with the sample to be imaged. As this probe is raster-scanned across the sample surface, a 

photodetector acquires the optical signal created by the interaction o f the near-field light 

with the sample’s nanometer scale features. Although near-field light cannot be used to 

image the sample directly, the interaction of the near-field with the sample is easily 

detected.
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2.4.1 Imaging Modes

There are various designs employed in near-field scanning optical microscopy. The first 

method, known as collection mode and shown in Figure 2.7(a), involves illuminating a 

sample with far-field light [20]. Introducing a subwavelength apertured probe into the 

near-field region effectively introduces a conduit that guides light towards the detector. 

Since the detected light originates from an area approximately equivalent to the aperture 

size, a super-resolution image is formed.

Conversely, the following two methods utilize the subwavelength aperture as a 

source of near-field light. Depending upon the location of the detector, these two methods 

are known commonly as the illumination [21] and reflection [22] modes. The 

illumination mode typically employs a transparent sample, as the scattered near-field 

light emanating from the aperture is detected directly below the probe as seen in Figure 

2.7(b). In reflection mode, scattered light is detected above an opaque sample as 

portrayed in Figure 2.7(c).

Finally, a subwavelength aperture can also be used as both source and detector as 

seen in Figure 2.7(d). Known as illumination-collection mode, light passes through the 

aperture illuminating the sample in the near field. Light reflected by the sample is then 

collected by the probe, and passed to a detector resulting in an image of extremely high 

resolution.

2.4.2 Image Resolution

Theoretically, NSOM resolution is limited only by the size of the subwavelength aperture 

used; however, this is not the case in practice. Several factors serve to degrade NSOM 

resolution. Foremost among these is the effect of surface force interactions with the
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Figure 2.7: In collection mode (a), the probe tip is used to collect light from a transparent 
sample. Illumination mode (b) consists of passing light through the probe tip and 
collecting the scattered light on the far side of a transparent sample. Reflection mode (c) 
entails gathering the scattered light from an opaque sample, whereas illumination- 
collection (d) mode employs the probe tip as both collector and distributor of near-field 
light.
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optical probe. The evanescent electromagnetic field at the aperture is highly sensitive to 

fluctuations in the vertical positioning of the probe [23]. Since maintaining a constant 

distance between probe and sample is rarely feasible due to mechanical vibrations, image 

artifacts often result. Secondly, image resolution and optical transmission are tightly 

linked. There exists a significant tradeoff between resolution and light throughput, with 

the transmitted power decreasing as the inverse fourth power of the tip radius [7], Given 

these fundamental restrictions, apertured probes are currently limited to resolutions 

between 50 and 100 nm.

2.4.3 Control Mechanisms

As mentioned previously, accurately measuring the near-field at the surface of a sample 

requires maintaining the probe in close and constant proximity to the sample. Several 

mechanisms and operating modes exist to regulate tip-sample distance. Constant height 

mode, portrayed in Figure 2.8(a), involves scanning the near-field probe parallel to the 

sample at a fixed height. No feedback mechanisms are required since the tip-sample 

distance does not vary along a scan line. Constant distance mode, shown in Figure 2.8(b), 

ensures that the tip follows the topographical contours of the sample by continually 

adjusting the tip height. In this case tunneling current, atomic force, or shear force are 

used as a feedback mechanism to regulate the tip height.
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Figure 2.8: In constant height mode (a), the tip is maintained at a fixed height in space 
whereas in constant distance mode (b), the tip-sample distance remains fixed thereby 
following the sample’s contour.
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Tip-sample distance is regulated via three common mechanisms. For a conductive 

sample, the gap between probe and sample can be adjusted by monitoring the tunnel 

current as depicted in Figure 2.9(a) [20], The tunnel current, typically several nA, 

exponentially depends on the tip-sample distance. A feedback circuit is employed to 

control the piezo driver as the probe is scanned across the surface. At each scanning point 

(x,y) the probe is raised or lowered to maintain a constant tunnel current and accordingly 

a constant distance. An optical signal is also collected at each scanning point providing a 

nanometer scale image of the surface.

For fiber based near-field probes, a shear-force feedback mechanism is 

characteristically used to regulate the tip-sample distance [24], The probe is mounted on a 

piezoelectric or tuning fork component and vibrated at its mechanical resonance as seen 

in Figure 2.9(b). This vibration is damped due to shear force interaction as the probe is 

brought into close proximity (<10 nm ) to the sample. Again a feedback circuit is used to 

monitor the vibrational frequency, and adjust the tip height as needed.

Typically used with a cantilevered probe, the third mechanism, portrayed in 

Figure 2.9(c), entails measuring the atomic force interactions between the nanometer 

scale probe and sample. Based on the conventional atomic force microscope [25], the 

forces monitored can include Van der Waals, electrostatic, capillary or even ion repulsion 

forces depending on the chemical composition of sample and probe. In a manner similar 

to the shear force damping of vibrational amplitude, the atomic force interactions cause 

the cantilever to bend as it approaches the sample. Laser light reflected off the bent 

cantilever is deflected towards a four quadrant photodetector and translated
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Figure 2.9: Control mechanisms for a near-field optical microscope come in a variety of 
forms. Monitoring the tunneling current (a) between sample and tip, the vibrational 
frequency of the tip (b), or the atomic force interaction (c) between sample and tip are the 
three foremost regulation techniques.
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into a relative vertical position. A feedback circuit is again used to adjust the drive 

voltage on a vertical piezo to ensure that the probe remains a constant distance from the 

sample. In contact mode, the signal from the quadrant photodiode is continuously 

compared to a user specified reference point via a differential amplifier. The output from 

this comparison is a correction voltage sent to the vertical piezo in order to adjust the 

vertical position o f the probe tip.

2.5 Fiber Optic Near-Field Probes

Systems based on fiber optic probes represent the most common type of near-field 

scanning optical microscope. Although early designs were based on heat-pulled 

micropipettes, these probes tended to be unreliable, and produced low-grade images [18, 

19], The most successful design, which is in common use today, was introduced by 

Betzig, et. al. [20] and incorporates a metal-coated tapered optical waveguide. These 

probes are created by heating and pulling single-mode telecommunications grade optical 

fibers to a sharp point several tens of nanometers wide by using an automated 

micropipette puller. This method results in highly reproducible tip diameters and tapers, 

although the fabrication scheme still suffers from low fabrication throughput as only a 

single probe can be created at any given time.

Several studies have been performed in order to determine the optimal tip and 

taper dimensions [26-28], Maximum optical transmission through the aperture is 

achieved for tapered fibers having designs similar to a compound parabolic concentrator 

which is typically used for solar light collection. However, maximum optical efficiency is 

not always paramount since a delicate balance exists between optical throughput and the 

damage threshold of the metal coating.
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Typically, an aluminum film is utilized due to its small skin depth of ~13nm for 

X =500nm; however, the tendency towards grain formation in aluminum thin films 

results in porous films that allow light to escape; therefore, much thicker films, on the 

order of hundreds o f nanometers, are necessary. These thicker films, although still 

porous, ensure that no cavities exit that penetrate to the underlying fiber. This opaque 

metal coating is necessary for light confinement since light tends to leak from the sides of 

the fiber tip [19, 23, 29]. This light leakage occurs when the diameter of the fiber is 

reduced beyond the mode cutoff for the waveguide. Typically this cutoff effect results in 

a typical transmission efficiency of 10'6 to 10'5 for a 100 nm aperture [30]. When 

considering aperture diameters below 1 0 0  nm, only the TEn mode can approach the tip, 

whereas all other modes are typically cutoff and absorbed by the metallic layer leading to 

thermal damage and destruction [31, 32],

The low output efficiency of pulled fiber optic probes leads to several problems 

when considering low signal applications. This has motivated the development of 

alternative techniques for fiber probe manufacturing. Recently, fiber probe design is 

increasingly reliant on chemical etching processes since wet chemical etching provides 

greater control over the quality and structure of NSOM fiber probes [33-35]. Moreover, 

chemical etching facilitates the batch fabrication of NSOM fiber tips. The process 

characteristically involves etching the optical fibers in a solution of buffered hydrofluoric 

acid (BHF),
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Figure 2.10: A fiber based NSOM probe is fabricated from a single mode optical fiber by 
etching in a solution o f buffered hydrofluoric acid. The cone taper is formed due to the 
meniscus created at the protective layer as the fiber is pulled from the etchant.
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NELjiHFiBbO, that is covered by a protective liquid layer. The protective layer is 

commonly composed of a solvent such as toluene, 1-Octanethiol or hexadecane [36-38]. 

The sharp fiber tip is etched via the formation of a meniscus at the protective layer as 

seen in Figure 2.10. Mononobe et al. [34] have a produced fiber probes with a stepped 

taper. The initial tapering of the probe is achieved via etching for 50 minutes in a 4:1 

solution of 50% hydrofluoric acid and 95% sulfuric acid covered with a solvent layer of 

dimethylsilicone oil. This results in a 20° taper angle. Subsequent etching in a solution of 

1 0 : 1  buffered hydrofluoric acid for 1 2 0  min results in a secondary taper on the probe with 

an angle of 10°. Therefore, by varying the composition of the protective layer, the etching 

time, and the etchant concentration, numerous taper angles can be formed resulting in 

probes tailorable to specific applications.

Besides etching, other microfabrication processes have been used to improve the 

performance of fiber probes. Notably, focused ion beam (FIB) machining has become a 

popular tool in the post-processing of fiber probes since it can produce and modify 

structures at the nanometer scale [39-41], The metal coating of the fiber probe often 

extends beyond the boundary of the fiber as seen in Figure 2.11. This effectively limits 

the probe-sample distance and the intensity that can reach the sample resulting in lower 

quality images. Focused ion beam milling has been employed to cleave off the tip of fiber 

optic NSOM probes [39, 41] revealing an extremely flat surface and unstructured 

aperture region. Focused ion beam processes have also been used to fabricate the aperture 

itself. By milling into the tip of a coated metal fiber, FIB
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Figure 2.11: Due to the metal deposition process, the metal film often extends beyond the 
aperture of the fiber, thereby reducing the actual amount of near-field light reaching the 
sample.
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milling enables the creation of subwavelength apertures with dimensions less than 50nm 

[40]. Despite the inherent gains in image quality, focused ion beam processes have 

several drawbacks. Namely, the cost and availability of the necessary equipment is often 

restrictive. Furthermore, unlike other microfabrication processes, FIB milling can not be 

performed on simultaneous samples and, therefore, is not conducive to batch fabrication. 

Finally, when using FIB cleaved probes, a compromise must be made in terms of the 

quality of the simultaneous force images collected. Shear force topographic images are 

largely a function of the metal grains that exist at the aperture [42], and as the grains are 

removed during FIB machining, topographic image quality suffers.

2.6 Cantilevered Near-Field Probes

Although fiber based systems seem to be the industry standard, an increasing trend 

towards micromechanical cantilevered near-field optical systems has been realized [43- 

53] since fiber based probes suffer from several drawbacks. Fiber optic probes are ill 

suited for imaging soft biological tissue due to their rigidity and fragility. Moreover, the 

fiber-tip fabrication process is cumbersome, not conducive to batch fabrication and 

suffers from low reproducibility.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM), however, has been used for years to image 

living cells and batch fabrication is easily accomplished using conventional silicon 

micromachining technologies. The AFM measures angstrom scale sample topography by 

detecting minute changes in the tip-sample interaction forces at the pN scale as the tip is 

rastered across the sample [25]. Although AFMs have largely been used for 

topographical characterization, high-resolution lithography [54], and mass data storage 

[55] have also been demonstrated using an AFM. Conversely, the NSOM utilizes locally
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confined light passing through a subwavelength aperture that is rastered across the 

sample to create a near-field optical image. Like its AFM counterpart, the NSOM has 

been used for high-density data storage [56], near-field optical lithography [57], and thin 

film characterization. Combining an AFM with a cantilevered NSOM, therefore, seems 

only logical, and various integrated systems have been reported.

The key to coupling these two technologies is the fabrication of a combined 

AFM/NSOM probe. Two simple and common techniques are employed in the creation of 

AFM probes. The first method entails chemically etching a silicon substrate with a hard 

masking layer such as silicon dioxide or silicon nitride. By employing these masking 

layers, undercutting results in the formation of a very sharp tip [58], This etching process 

is either isotropic or anisotropic depending on the etchant used. The former case yields a 

concave conical tip as depicted in Figure 2.12(a), whereas the latter case results in a 

pyramidal shaped tip as seen in Figure 2.12(b). Similar to the fiber probes, the resulting 

transparent tips must be subsequently coated with a metal layer in order to achieve light 

confinement at the nanometer scale. Several methods have been proposed for aperture 

formation including etching o f the metal coating [49], focused ion beam milling [41], and 

even electron beam lithography [50]. Rather than etching, the latter fabrication method
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Figure 2.12: Etched silicon NSOM tips are formed either by isotropic (a) or anisotropic 
(b) etching. In the former case a sharp cone structure is fabricated, whereas in the latter 
case a pyramidal structure is evident.
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involves a deposition process. A pyramidal probe is formed similar to that depicted in 

2 .1 0 (b) by depositing metal such as chrome, silver or aluminum, into a silicon template 

[52]. The aperture, in this case, is a direct result of the deposition process.

The use of conventional microfabrication techniques in the development of 

cantilever based near-field optical probes also facilitates the integration of other “on

board” optical or electronic devices into the cantilever. Researchers have demonstrated 

integrated far-field detectors such as photodiodes [59], as well as near-field light sources 

such as light emitting and laser diodes [59, 60]. Micromechanical actuators and piezo

electric bimorphs have also been introduced as on-cantilever tip-sample distance 

regulation mechanisms [61-63].

In contrast to the fabrication process for fiber based probes, cantilevered probe 

designs are much more conducive to batch fabrication. This leads to decreased costs and 

higher rates of production. Moreover, the optical throughput of the conventional fiber 

probe is very low due to absorption effects of the metallic coating as well as the cutoff 

effect within the waveguide. Cantilevered probes do not suffer from such limitations. 

Finally, the shear-force regulation mechanism commonly employed in far-field systems 

is complicated and tends to limit optical resolution. Due to the dithering motion of the 

probe caused by the piezo driver, a fiber based system’s lateral resolution is limited by 

the amplitude of the vibration. A general comparison o f fiber and cantilevered probes is 

found in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of fiber based and cantilever based NSOM probes

• • ' i i f iv ffltcfomachined Probe
Fabrication No mass production (> cost) Mass production (< cost)

Reproducibility 

Optical Throughput 

Polarization Control

Poor
Low (10'6-10‘3 for 100 nm 

aperture)
Complicated

Good
Higher (10'3-10'2 for 100 

nm aperture)
Feasible

Mechanical Properties Poor Excellent

Aperture Size 2 0  -  2 0 0  nm 2 0  -  2 0 0  nm

Tip-Sample Regulation 
A rray Capability

Shear Force 
Complicated

Atomic Force 
Feasible
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2.7 Silicon Micromachining Technology

Silicon (Si) micromachining technologies are currently the most appropriate means to 

construct sensors, actuators and micro-devices for applications as far reaching as 

medicine, biology, telecommunications and transportation. This set of technologies is, by 

consequence, highly conducive to the fabrication of SPM probes. Among the main 

advantages inherent to silicon micromachining are its high reproducibility, mass 

production capability, ease of integration with other devices, and its precise manipulation 

of properties at the micron and sub-micron scale. The following section, therefore, 

discusses the fundamental technologies necessary in the fabrication of the silicon 

AFM/NSOM probes described above as well as the probes described further on in this 

thesis.

2.7.1 Thermal Oxidation

Thermal oxidation is a key, multipurpose component in the life-cycle of any silicon 

micro-device. Thermally grown silicon dioxide (S i02) can serve as an electronic 

insulator, as an etch mask or etch stop, as a diffusion mask for Boron or Phosphorous 

doping, as a sacrificial medium, or as a lens or conduit material for optical applications. 

S i02 is typically thermally grown on a silicon surface by either dry or wet oxidation. In a 

stream of pure dry oxygen (dry oxidation), silicon atoms at the wafer surface are oxidized 

according to

Si + 0 2 = S i02. (2.18)

Wet oxidation, however, involves a more complex reaction between silicon and 

evaporated water at elevated temperatures (600° -  1250° C). High temperatures are
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necessary to aid diffusion of the oxidizing species through the existing S i0 2 layer, 

thereby increasing the rate of the reaction

Si + 2H20  -> S i0 2 + 2H2. (2.19)

When a thin oxide layer is grown on a silicon substrate, the silicon will be consumed at 

0.46 times the growth rate of the oxide layer according to the Deal-Grove model [64], 

This theory suggests that the oxidation process is accomplished in three stages. First, a 

species of oxidant is transported from the bulk gas phase to the surface of the substrate. 

Second, the reactive species is diffusively transported across the oxide film to the silicon 

layer, where it finally reacts with the fresh silicon forming a new oxide layer according to 

equations 2.18 and 2.19. The entire procedure occurs within a thermal oxidation furnace.

This Deal-Grove theory adequately describes the growth of Si02 on planar 

substrates; however, an anomaly arises when a non-planar structure is considered, as 

demonstrated in Figure 2.13. Specifically, the thermally grown Si02 layer is thinner at 

convex and concave comers when low temperatures are employed (< 1050°C). When 

higher temperatures are utilized, the thinning effect is less noticeable due to the increased 

viscous flow of the oxide layer. The reduction of the oxidation rate at the concave comers 

is explained by the geometry of the structure. A larger oxide interface exists at a concave 

comer than on an oxide layer bounded by a flat surface. The concentration of reactive 

species reaching the silicon, therefore, is reduced, resulting in a reduction of the oxidation 

rate. The reduction in oxidation at the convex comer, however, is largely attributed to 

increased compressive stress in these regions. This increased level of stress, it is 

theorized, has the effect of reducing the diffusion of the reactive species to the silicon
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Figure 2.13: Low-temperature thermally grown silicon dioxide at concave and convex 
comers exhibit an anomalous thinning. This thinning can be employed to apertures, and 
sharp tip structures for use in atomic force and near-field optical microscopy.
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layer. The direct result of this thinning process has a single benefit when discussing the 

fabrication of near-field probes. It enables the creation of sharp tips as seen in Figure 4.2, 

and extremely small apertures as will be subsequently discussed.

2.7.2 Photolithography

Photolithography remains the fundamental component to silicon microfabrication, as it 

allows for the transfer of precise micron and sub-micron patterns from a predefined mask 

onto a thin photoresist layer covering various types of substrates. It is this layer of 

photoresist that, after pattern transfer has occurred, acts as a masking material for the 

subsequent etching or deposition step on the underlying substrate.

The process of conventional lithography is best described by an example of 

pattern transfer from a chromium mask onto a silicon substrate as illustrated in Figure 

2.14. The desired pattern is first written on a chromium mask blank leaving either 

transparent or opaque features on the mask. Using a mask aligner, the mask is brought 

into direct contact with a photoresist covered substrate where it is subsequently exposed 

to ultraviolet (UV) radiation. The transparent portions of the mask permit passage o f the 

UV light thereby inducing a photo-chemical reaction in the photoresist layer. This 

reaction has the direct effect of altering the solubility of the resist in a specific solvent. If 

a positive photoresist is employed, the UV light will degrade the polymer resist leading to 

increased solubility. However, if a negative resist is utilized, the UV light will facilitate 

polymer cross-linking thereby decreasing the solubility of the resist. After developing the 

resist in the appropriate solvent, the wafer can be further processed using the patterned 

photoresist layer as a mask for etching or deposition.
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Figure 2.14: Ultraviolet photolithography process in which a positive/negative photoresist 
is employed as a substrate masking layer. The photoresist is either degraded or cross- 
linked after exposure to UV light, and the pattern is subsequently revealed after 
developing.
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2.7.3 Silicon Oxide Etching

Often it is necessary to use a secondary masking layer, as photoresist tends to dissolve in 

several of the common etchants employed in silicon micromachining; silicon dioxide is 

the most common “hard” masking layer used in place of photoresist. Thus, it is necessary 

to understand the etching process for Si0 2 . Wet etching of Si0 2  is commonly executed 

using a solution of hydrofluoric acid (HF). The etch rate and etch characteristics can be 

widely tailored by employing different additives such as nitric acid (HNO3),

orthophosphoric acid (H3PO4), or ammonium fluoride (NH4F) [65] as well as by varying

the solution’s temperature or pH.

SiC>2 etching in this work was accomplished via a solution of buffered HF or 

buffered oxide etchant (BOE) consisting of 6  parts 40% ammonium fluoride to 1 part 

49% hydrofluoric acid. BOE wet etching is desirable because of its moderate etch rate 

(~35 nm / minute) and the marked lack of undercutting. The etching mechanism has been 

elucidated by several researchers [6 6 ] revealing that the etching solution consists of 

several distinct species (H+, F', Fffy, N H /, HF) formed via the following relations

HF o  H+ + F  (2.20)

NH4F 0 N H / + F  (2.21)

HF + F‘<->HF2‘. (2.22)

Overall, the chemical reaction responsible for the etching o f silicon dioxide was 

determined to be

S i0 2 + 6 HF -»  2 H+ + SiF6'2 + 2H20 . (2.23)

Using this etching technique, pattern transfer from the soft photoresist mask to a hard 

silicon dioxide mask is easily accomplished.
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2.7.4 Anisotropic Wet Chemical Etching

For the work described herein, (100) oriented silicon wafers are utilized. As it is well 

established that the etching of silicon in several types of liquid etchants is highly 

anisotropic, etching of (100) Si can be effectively employed to create a wide variety of 

structures including trenches, pyramidal etch pits, thin membranes, vias, and mesa 

structures. The anisotropy in wet Si etching is due to the slower etch rate of the (111) 

plane compared to that of the ( 1 1 0 ) and (1 0 0 ) planes in aqueous solutions of either 

potassium hydroxide (KOH), tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH) or ethylene 

diamine pyrochatechol (EDP).

The wet anisotropic silicon etching performed during the fabrication of the near

field probes was accomplished solely using TMAH [ (CH3)4NOH ], as TMAH presents 

several advantages over its counterparts. First TMAH is relatively non-toxic and is 

compatible with existing CMOS processing technologies. Second, TMAH facilitates the 

employment of a Si0 2  hard mask as the selectivity between Si/Si0 2  is greater than 

2000:1. Third, the smoothness of the Si surface can be tailored via the addition of 

isopropyl alcohol (IPA). Finally, the etch rate of TMAH is relatively constant at 0.5 

jim/min at 110°C. Etch profiles of a typical TMAH etch can be seen in Figure 2.15 where 

the formation o f pyramidal pits and V-grooves, having a base angle of 54.74°, is clearly 

evident.

The chemical reaction underlying the wet chemical etching o f silicon [65] has 

been previously been found to be
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Figure 2.15: Anisotropic etching of silicon, as depicted here, is able to create trenches, V- 
grooves, and pyramidal etch pits of varying sizes. A hard mask layer of silicon dioxide or 
silicon nitride is necessary.
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Si + 2 0 H ' -> Si(OH)2+ + 4 e ' (2.24)

4H20  + 4 e " 4 0 H ' + 2H2 (2.25)

Here Si atoms at the wafer surface react with hydroxyl ions to generate electrons which,

in turn, react with water to form hydrogen gas, and more hydroxyl ions. As this sequence

is repeated, layers of Si are gradually removed. A highly doped layer containing Boron 

atoms ( P++ > 1020 ) can be effectively used as an etch stop for this process as the 

electrons generated by the reaction in equation 2.25 will recombine with holes in the P44  

layer thereby preventing the occurrence of any further etching.

2.7.5 Deep Reactive Ion Etching

A dry anisotropic etching technique was also employed in this work. Instead of the V 

grooves or pyramidal etch pits mentioned above, inductively coupled plasma reactive ion 

etching (ICP RIE), also known as deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) is a highly 

anisotropic etch revealing nearly vertical sidewalls as seen in Figure 2.16. The etching 

process, also portrayed in Figure 2.16, is a time-multiplexed process consisting of 

alternating etching and passivation stages [67]. The etching and passivation gases are SF6 

and C4F8 respectively. During the passivation phase, the passivation gas is dissociated 

within the plasma to form both ionic and radical species. The passivation layer (nCF2), 

formed by these species, is deposited on the surface of both the masking layer and 

silicon. The subsequent etching phase consists of an immediate replacement of the 

passivation gas with the etching gas, SF6 . Again this gas is dissociated in the plasma and 

the directional ion bombardment from the fluorine radicals promotes the preferential 

removal of the passivation film as well as the silicon from all horizontal surfaces. 

Undercutting during the silicon etch leads to scalloping or the sidewalls
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Figure 2.16: The time-multiplexed etching process known as ICP RIE. A fluorocarbon 
polymer is first deposited onto the substrate coating both masking material and exposed 
silicon. A directional etch of positive ions formed from SF6 is then used to first etch the 
polymer and then the underlying silicon on any horizontal surface. Scalloping occurs due 
to horizontal undercutting during the etching process.
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although this effect can be minimized by reducing the silicon etch rate. Known as the 

Bosch process, this separation of passivation and etching cycles can be precisely 

regulated to achieve a desired etch rate, uniformity, aspect ratio, sidewall angle, and mask 

selectivity. Etch rates in excess of 8  pm/minute, photoresist soft mask selectivity 

approaching 1 0 0 :1 , and aspect ratios greater than 2 0 : 1  have all been demonstrated [6 8 ].

2.7.6 Metallization via Magnetron RF Sputtering

Magnetron radio-frequency (RF) sputtering offers several advantages over its 

counterpart, electron beam evaporation. A wider selection of sputter targets exists, and 

the deposition process affords better step coverage and adhesion to the underlying 

substrate. During the sputtering process, the deposition chamber is typically evacuated to 

a base pressure below 10'6 torr at which time Argon gas (Ar) is injected into the chamber 

until a constant pressure of IQ'3 torr is reached. A plasma is ignited and positively 

charged argon ions formed within the plasma subsequently bombard the metal target that 

is biased to a large negative potential. Enough momentum and energy are transferred 

from the incident argon ions to the metal atoms that the metal atoms are knocked off the 

target to be deposited on the substrate. Accurate control over the thickness of the metal 

film is achieved by altering the bias voltage, the sputtering time, the power of the RF 

plasma or the pressure within the vacuum chamber.

2.7.7 Liftoff

The lift-off process is very simple and straightforward. It is widely employed in the 

formation of metallic patterns on a substrate. After lithography, metal is deposited over 

the exposed and unexposed areas. A solvent, such as acetone, is then used to remove the
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remaining photoresist from underneath the deposited metal, essentially using the 

photoresist as a sacrificial layer. Once complete, only the metal pattern remains on the 

substrate.

2.8 Review of Nano-Optics

2.8.1 Optical Transmission o f Periodic Metallic Nano-Structures

Recent experiments in near-field photonics have produced evidence in direct 

contradiction with classical diffraction theory [69]. Most notably, significant 

enhancements in transmission have been demonstrated for both metallic periodic aperture 

arrays [70], and single apertures surrounded by periodically corrugated metallic nano

structures [71]. According to subwavelength diffraction theory, optical transmission 

through a subwavelength aperture (A »a) in an infinitely thin, perfectly conductive 

metallic film is inversely proportional to the fourth power o f the aperture radius [5], 

However, surface plasmons excited at a metal-dielectric interface have a significant effect 

on the transmission properties of any aperture array. Notably, by coupling to the opposite 

surface via the nano-apertures, the SPs are eventually re-emitted as far-field light at 

several discrete wavelengths [72-74], This re-radiation process is prompted by the 

subsequent diffraction of the SPs off of the comer at the far edge of the aperture. This 

results in a normalized optical transmission in excess of 80% and 7 times greater than 

that predicted by conventional diffraction theory [75], Geometrical factors such as nano

structure periodicity, angle of incidence, and film thickness have a pronounced affect on 

the level of SP coupling and thus on the optical transmission.
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It has also been demonstrated that these sub-wavelength structures have a 

significant effect on the temporal characteristics of an ultrashort pulse. Homogeneous 

broadening, as well as significant temporal delay, have been measured for pulses > 1 0 0  fs 

[76]. Notably, a 100 fs pulse transmitted through a periodic array of 300 nm apertures 

suffered a delay of 11 fs. Numerical modeling of the optical transmission has shown that 

both the enhanced transmission and the pulse shaping characteristics of the periodic 

nano-structures are caused by the collective effect of EM coupling between the nano

structures and SP waves. Calculated spectra, published elsewhere [77, 78], are in a good 

agreement with the experimental data.

2.8.2 Modeling o f Near-Field Optical Microscope Probes

Due to the evanescent nature of near-field light, near-field optical microscopy, like many 

forms of scanning probe microscopy (SPM), continues to suffer from very low signals. 

While current near-field far-field techniques yield sub-100 nm resolution [23], their very 

low intensity throughput (IQ'6 to 10’5) [30] is inherent in the design. Furthermore, solid 

immersion lens techniques, employing a micron-scale hemispherical high-index lens in 

contact with sample to be imaged, as seen in Figure 2.17, have achieved a numerical 

aperture approaching 2, yielding 139 nm resolution; however, solid immersion lenses 

have yet to attain sub- 1 0 0  nm spatial resolution accessible via near-field far-field optical 

probes.
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Figure 2.17: Solid immersion lens system. The lens, in close proximity to the sample, is 
used to focus light to a small spot.
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Owing to the complexity of exactly solving Maxwell’s equations in the near-field, 

several numerical methods have been used to model the specific geometry of the NSOM 

probe. Simplistic models such as the Bethe-Bouwkamp technique have provided a 

detailed two and three dimensional analysis of the radiation patterns within and 

surrounding far-field NSOM probes. From these studies, the transmission for a typical 

probe geometry ranges from approximately 10"3 to 10'12 as the diameter of fiber core is 

reduced from 200 to 20 nm [79]. Unfortunately, these simplistic models do not contain a 

complete picture of the interaction of EM radiation with the probe in the near-field, and 

more rigorous numerical models, such as the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) 

algorithm have since been employed in the study ofNSOM probes.

2.8.3 Applications o f Near-Field Optical Microscopy

The ultimate goal of near-field scanning optical microscopy seems to be the in situ 

investigation of living cells in the nanometer regime. Although yet unattainable, the 

pursuit of this goal has led to the development of several novel near-field imaging 

techniques.

Near-field fluorescence spectroscopy represents the simplest and most 

informative NSOM method. Providing high optical contrast, fluorescence imaging has 

largely been used in single molecule and biological studies [80-84]. Spectral investigation 

of single molecules eliminates the averaging of material properties encountered when 

observing bulk samples. Thus, probing single molecules offers new possibilities in 

determining molecular dynamics that would otherwise be unobservable [85]. Single 

molecule NSOM studies typically involve the measurement of fluorescence lifetimes of 

single fluorophores, or dye-labeled molecules. These studies have been used to elucidate
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a reduction effect in the fluorescence signal due to tip-sample interactions [86]. When the 

molecule is beneath the metal coating of the tip, non-radiative energy transfer between 

molecule and metal occurs leading to a dramatic decrease in fluorescence. Other practical 

single molecule studies include the diffusion analysis o f rhodamine-6 G dye molecules in 

thin organic films [87], and the study of human chromosomes [8 8 , 89],

Contrast mechanisms such as transmission, emission, absorption, fluorescence 

and polarization also provide a rich set of tools for thin film optical analysis in addition to 

biological studies [84, 8 8 , 90]. Electroluminescent organic thin films present considerable 

potential for their possible role in light emitting diodes, and photodetector applications. 

Mainstream adoption of luminescent thin films, however, is minimal due to their current 

low luminescence efficiencies. NSOM provides a non-invasive method for examining 

thin film photophysics [91-94], which may potentially lead to increased efficiencies. Thin 

film near-field optical analysis is also important due to the increasing demands for nano- 

optoelectronic devices and high-density data storage media [95-97].

Polarization contrast NSOM presents a unique method for studying nanometer 

scale optical anisotropy and magneto-optical effects. Conveniently, the polarization of 

light emitted at an NSOM aperture, as measured in the far-field, can be adjusted to any 

desired state [47]. Notably, polarization NSOM has been utilized in the study of the 

electric field response of liquid crystals [98], Under an applied voltage, light transmitted 

by the liquid crystal undergoes a polarization change that can be subsequently detected 

by a near-field optical microscope. Polarization NSOM has also been well received as a 

means for examining localized Faraday rotation in iron-gamet films [99], leading to the 

quantitative evaluation of magneto-optical effects on the nanometer scale.
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3.1 Interaction of Light with Metallic Nano-Structures

When considering nano-scale optical devices and structures, it is extremely important to 

have a theoretical formulation that properly describes the characteristics of near-field 

light. The ability to model continuous wave (CW) and pulsed light propagation as well as 

the capacity to accurately describe the properties of dielectric and metal materials is 

crucial.

3.2 Finite-Difference Time-Domain Algorithm

Although static beam propagation modeling methods exist, the finite-difference time- 

domain algorithm (FDTD) is able to more accurately describe the time-dependent 

dynamics o f both pulsed and CW light propagation. Moreover, the FDTD formalism is 

also conducive to arbitrary frequency dependent material parameters leading to a precise 

representation of conductive metallic materials, as well as frequency dependent 

dielectrics.

The FDTD algorithm was first proposed by Yee in 1967 as a second order 

accurate numerical solution to the differential form of Maxwell’s equations [1]. Cartesian 

grids for the electric and magnetic fields, as seen in Figure 3.1 are offset by a half step in 

space and time yielding a complete representation of the EM field throughout the 

computational domain. In a leap-frog fashion, update equations are used to incrementally 

advance the electric and magnetic fields forward in time and space.

3.2.1 Numerical Solution o f Maxwell’s Equations

These update equations are extracted from Maxwell’s equations in differential form
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Figure 3.1: The Yee Cartesian unit cell. Electric and magnetic fields are a half-step apart 
in both space and time.
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b  = e(co)E, (3.1)

?  = V x H ,  (3.2)
dt

and

dH 1 „  ^ . . . .—  =  V x £ ,  (3.3)
dt n Q

where D , £ ,  andH are the displacement, electric and magnetic field vectors respectively,

ju0 is the permeability of free space, and s(a>) is the frequency dependent dielectric

function. These three equations can then be written as the following set of nine scalar 

equations in Cartesian space:

(3.4)

(3.5) 

(3-6)

E y
1

Dy
e{a>)

1
Dyy s(co) y

E ,
1

D .
£(a)

D X dHz dH y

dt dy dz

d Dy dHx dHz
dt dz dx

d D z dH y dHx
dt dx dy

dHx d E y dEz
dt dz dy

(3-7)

(3-8)

(3-9)

(3.10)
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a H y - dE* d E * (3.U)

(3.12)

dt dx dz

dHz XUJI dEy

dt dy dx

By defining the grid coordinates as (/, j ,  k, n) = (/Ax, jAy, kAz, nAt) where 

As = Ax = Ay = Az is one space step, and At is one time step, the spatial and temporal 

derivatives of any function can be written as

dFn (/, j ,  k) Fn ( /+ ! /2, j ,  k) -  Fn (/' -1 / 2, j ,  k)
dx Ax

(3.13)

and

dt At

Discretizing the scalar Maxwell’s equations using this formalism results in the following 

set of update equations used in the FDTD algorithm [2]:

□ x +1 (• + 1 /2 ,  j ,k) =  D" (i + 1 /2 ,  j, k)

+ — [H"+1/2(i +  1 /2 ,j  + 1 /2 ,k ) -H " +1/2(i + 1 /2 , j - 1 /2 ,k )  (3.15)
As

+ Hy+1/2 (i + 1 /2 ,  j, k - 1 / 2 ) - Hy+1/2(i + 1 /2 ,  j ,k  + 1 12)]

•>n+1Dy (i,j + 1 /2 ,k) = D x(i.j  + 1 /2,k)

+ —  [H^+1/2(i, j + 1/2 ,k  + 1 / 2 ) - H^+1/2(i,j + 1 / 2 , k - 1 / 2 )  (3.16)
As

+ H "+1/2( i - 1 / 2 )j + 1 /2 ,k ) -H " +1/2(i + 1 /2 ,j  + 1/2,k)]

D z+1(i>j>k + 1 / 2 ) -  (i,j,k + 1 /2 )

+ —  [Hy+1/2 (i +1 /2, j, k + 1 12) - H y+1/2 (i - 1  /2, j, k + 1 12) (3.17)
As y

+ H5+1/2(i, j -  1 /2 ,k  + 1 /2 )  - H"+1/2(i, j +  1 /2 ,k  + 1/2)]
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Ex+1(i j .k )  = s ( i , j ,  k)D^ (i,j,k) (3.18)

E y +1 (i, j, k) =  s ( i ,  j ,  k ) D z  (I, j, k) (3.19)

E z +1 (i» j. k) = s(i, j ,  k)Dz  (i, j, k) (3.20)

Hx+1/2( i J  +  1 /2 ,k  + 1 /2 )  = H""1/2(i, j + 1 /2 ,k  + 1/2)

At
+ — — [Ey(i, j  + 1 /2 ,k  + 1 ) - E y ( i , j  +  1 /2 lk) (3.21)

A SM0 y y
+  E " ( i , j , k  +  1 / 2 ) - E " ( i , j  +  1 ,k  + 1/2)]

Hy+1/2(i + 1 / 2 ,  j , k  + 1 / 2 )  = Hy_1/2(i + 1 / 2 ,  j ,k  + 1 / 2 )

Af
+  ———  [E x(i  +  1 / 2 , j , k ) - E x ( i  +  1 /2 , j ,k  +  1) (3.22)

A sji0

+ E "(i  + 1 , j ,k  + 1 /2 ) - E " ( i , j , k  +  1/2)]

H z+1/2(i +  1 /2 !j +  1 /2 ,k )  =  H z '1/2(i +  1 /2 , j  +  1 /2 ,k )

At
h— —-— [Ex(i + 1 /2 ,  j + 1  ,k) - Ex(i + 1 /2 ,  j ,k) (3.23)

A SjuQ

+ E y(i, j  + 1 /2 ,k ) - E y ( i  + 1,j +  1/2,k)]

The electric and magnetic fields are thus updated at each half time step resulting in a 

complete representation of the fields over a whole time step A t . Boundary conditions at 

the edge of the computational space are accounted for via a perfectly matched boundary 

layer [3] in which incident EM waves are damped due to an impedance matched 

absorbing layer with exponentially increasing conductivity. Using this method, minimal 

reflections occur because of the impedance matching between the computational space 

and the boundary.
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3.2.2 Light Sources

Although a complete picture of the electromagnetic field within the computational 

domain is helpful, a method to actually initiate an EM wave is crucial to accomplishing 

any useful study. Initially, a sinusoidal, oscillating dipole can be embedded into the 

FDTD grid by adding a generative term at a single point in space to any of equations 3.18 

through 3.20 depending upon the polarization required. This gives the equation

En+1( ij>k) = f( /,; , /c)D z(i,j ,k) + A(x,y,z ,f)sin(<anA f) (3.24)

where A is an amplitude function, andnns the desired frequency. By expanding the

source term into a two dimensional plane, and multiplying by the Gaussian amplitude

function

_ ! y e -(x 2+y2)/2cT2 (3.25)
2 7t<J

a continuous wave Gaussian hard source is created where the full-width half-maximum of 

the beam is

FWHM = 2crv21n2 ( 3  2 6 )

Unfortunately, due to the nature of the hard source, the EM wave will propagate in both 

the forward and backward directions from the source plane.

To alleviate this problem, the total field, scattered field formalism is employed 

[4]. Here the computational grid is subdivided into two regions. The scattered field region 

contains only the scattered light and lies outside of the modeled object, whereas the total 

field region contains both the scattered and incident fields. The source term is specified 

only at the interface between the two regions thereby minimizing storage requirements, 

and a second equation,
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Hn+l/2Q lk )  = M( i , j , k ) H ^ l2Qlk)  + B (x ,y , z , t )Sin(kAx-a>nAt), (3.27)

specifying the contribution from the magnetic field is also required. Here, B is an 

amplitude function and k is the wave vector of the light source. Details regarding the 

modifications to the electric and magnetic fields at the interface can be found elsewhere.

Finally, modeling of pulsed sources is easily accounted for by multiplying a time- 

dependent envelope function to the amplitude function in equation 3.24. For a pulsed 

Gaussian source, this function takes the form

where again the temporal FWHM of the electric field is 2rV21n2 .

3.2.3 Material Properties, Drude Theory and the Auxiliary Differential Equation 

Within the FDTD model, material properties such as refractive index, conductivity, and 

any non-linear electro-optic or magneto-optic response are accounted for via the material 

dependent permittivity, or permeability. Often a simple dielectric constant will suffice 

when dealing with materials in the CW regime as long as the wavelength o f the light 

employed is far from any inherent resonances. When dealing with pulsed sources, 

however, accurately modeling the optical properties of frequency dependent or highly 

conductive materials becomes increasingly challenging. In this case, the permittivity is 

no longer constant and may often comprise a complex function leading to potential 

instabilities in the FDTD algorithm.

[2]-

(3.28)
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In the case o f highly conductive materials, such as metals, the frequency 

dependent, complex dielectric function can be modeled in various ways, the simplest of 

which being the Drude model:

s 0a>l
£(oj) = s o£o0+ — — — , (3.29)

ico v  -  co

where cop is the plasma frequency, v is the damping frequency, £x  is the dielectric 

constant as co approaches infinity, and£0is the permittivity o f free space [5]. 

Incorporation of the Drude model into the FDTD algorithm is accomplished by means of 

the Auxiliary Differential Equation formalism [6]. By substituting equation 3.29 into 

equation 3.1, the following equation is derived:

E£o£o0i(OV -  Ee^^CO + Ea>p£ 0 = Dicov -  Deo . (3.30)

By applying an inverse Fourier transform to equation 3.29, a second order differential 

equation in time,

dD d 2b  o -  dE d 2E
v —  + — y  = Wp£oE + vEa0£o -3T + *00*0 — 7 - ’ (3-31)

dt d t2 dt d t2

relates the electric field vector to the displacement vector. Finally, equation 3.30 can be

discretized to yield

( * f  + 2 )D |" ;‘ - 4 ^ . k + ( 2 - M 0 D | ^  * ^ E \ ; J k

_ j — (w p At — vAfcco + 2^00 )e0 Hi
E \ = ..................................     ± --------------------- , (3.32)

J ’ (WpAt  + vAfcoo + 2£ m) £ Q

which can be employed in conjunction with the FDTD algorithm to model highly 

conductive objects as well as surface plasmon propagation along metallic surfaces.
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3.2.4 FDTD Software Suite

Using the FDTD algorithm outlined above, along with the necessary additions for the 

source terms and metallic material properties, a software suite for 2D and 3D 

electromagnetic simulations was designed and developed in C++. All source code for the 

suite has been included in Appendix A. The FDTD suite employs a useful bitmap scheme 

for geometry input and electromagnetic field output. Cross-sectional cuts in both the 

space and time domains were also used as an output method with the data being 

manipulated and visualized in the Matlab environment. Initial testing of the FDTD 

algorithm was performed on several test cases including pulse propagation through a 

linearly dispersive media[2] as well as testing the reflection from a metallic half-plane. 

Fresnel’s coefficients for transmission and reflection were also tested for the case of 

silica glass. In all cases, good agreement with theory was obtained.

3.3 Modeling of Solid Immersion Near-Field Optical Probes

Within a fiber probe, coupling to SP waves into the metal cladding is severely limited by 

both the acceptance cone angle of the tapered probe, and the propagating light mode 

within the fiber. However, when an apertured, metal-coated atomic force microscope 

(AFM) probe is used instead, the above constraints are eliminated resulting in enhanced 

intensity throughput (102 - 103). A modified AFM probe is also extremely conducive to 

integration with a solid immersion lens thereby decreasing the wavelength cutoff within 

the probe by a factor equivalent to the refractive index of the material employed. This 

leads to dramatic increases in intensity throughput. Without sacrificing image resolution 

and spot size, combining near-field and solid immersion techniques provides several 

advantages over their fiber counterparts including ease of integration into existing SPM
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systems, batch fabrication, and SP-mediated intensity enhancements. In order to 

determine the optical enhancement engendered by a hybrid near-field solid immersion 

probe, two configurations are considered: a high index micro-layer probe, and a 

microsphere probe.

3.3.1 Geometry o f the High Index Micro-Layer Near-Field Optical Probe

The micro-layer near-field probe, depicted in Figure 3.2, is comprised of a basic atomic 

force microscope silicon cantilever and conical, apertured tip [7]. The bi-layer structure 

of the tip is formed using 150 nm chromium (Cr) and 50 nm silver (Ag) films. The Cr, 

due to its high Young’s modulus, serves as a durable protective layer for the Ag film. 

However, because o f the dielectric function of Cr, as depicted in Figure 3.3, SP waves are 

not supported at visible wavelengths [8], and can only be coupled to the Ag layer. To 

effectively reduce the wavelength of the light as it propagates through the aperture, and to 

maximize intensity throughput, an additional, 1 pm thick, high index layer (n = 3.36) of 

gallium phosphide (GaP) is evaporated into the conical tip.

The GaP layer is cmcial to the transmission enhancement as it provides both the 

mechanism for decreasing the wavelength cutoff o f light within the probe, as well as a 

means to couple to SP modes. Thus, to develop an accurate representation of the micro

layer near-field probe, the deposition of the GaP film within the probe tip was simulated, 

by Dr. Steve Dew, using a thin film microstructure simulator (SIMBAD) [9]. The 2D 

Monte Carlo film growth model depicts the film as an aggregation of a large number 

(~5el05) of identical disks, each representing the averaged behavior of many individual 

atoms. To capture the self-shadowing instability of film growth, these disks are serially 

launched from just above the film surface and follow straight-line trajectories until they
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Incident Beam

Figure 3.2: Cross-section of the high index micro-layer near-field probe incorporating a 1 
pm thick GaP layer, and a dual layer o f chromium and silver. TM polarized light is 
incident from the top.
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strike the substrate or an already-deposited disk. From the impact point, the disks are 

then able to diffuse over the surface to a cradle site with high coordination to minimize 

local surface curvature. The angular distribution used to initially launch the disks was 

calculated using the SIMSPUD [10] program which models the 3D transport of flux 

through a physical vapor deposition reactor, incorporating the effects of geometry and 

gas scattering. While the SIMBAD depiction is 2D, full 3D trajectories are accounted for 

within the model by assuming cylindrical symmetry, as is appropriate for the conical tip 

being considered.

3.3.2 Beam Propagation Results for the Micro-Layer Probe

Optical intensity throughput, I, was first determined for varying aperture sizes, a, for a 

typical near-field probe comprised of an empty Cr tip. Optical intensity throughput was 

measured as the intensity (W/m ) transmitted through the probe and detected at a distance 

25 nm from the probe apex. In all cases, 800 nm laser light with a 5 pm full-width half- 

max (FWHM) and a maximum intensity of 1 W/m is incident upon the near-field probe 

structure. As can be shown in Figure 3.4, light intensity throughput increases with 

aperture size, closely matching the experimentally demonstrated fourth power 

dependence (I a  a )  [III

To demonstrate the intensity enhancement produced by the high-index GaP layer, 

Fig. 2 depicts the intensity throughput as a function of aperture diameter as the refractive 

index of the micro-layer is increased from 1 (Air) to 3.5 (GaP). As expected, since the 

800 nm incident wavelength is effectively reduced to 238 nm within the GaP micro-layer, 

this probe displays a remarkable increase in transmitted intensity for all aperture sizes.
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The transmission enhancement ranges from a 100-fold increase in intensity throughput 

for a = 50 nm to a 3-fold enhancement at a = 250 nm. The optical transmission at X=238 

nm for an unfilled near-field probe, also shown in Fig. 3.4, agrees well with the 

transmission curve of the micro-layer probe. Clearly, this probe design will enable 

extremely high intensity throughput (10"3 to 10’1) when compared to existing near-field 

fiber-based probes.

3.3.3 Geometry o f the Microsphere Near-Field Optical Probe

Although a high index layer leads to increased optical intensity throughput, it should be 

noted that a fraction of the incident electromagnetic radiation is reflected from the 

sidewalls of the conical probe or scatters off o f the heterogeneous GaP layer leading to 

non-optimal coupling efficiency. Evidently, an alternative configuration employing a 

solid immersion lens will increase the coupling efficiency. Displayed in Figure 3.5, the 

microsphere near-field probe employs a 10 pm diameter silica microsphere (n =1.5) 

instead of the GaP layer. The microsphere, acting to focus the incident light onto the apex 

of the probe, is embedded in the conical tip.

3.3.4 Beam Propagation Results for the Microsphere Probe

Transmitted light intensity is again investigated as a function of aperture diameter. The 

results are depicted in Figure 3.6 where the optical intensity throughput of an unfilled 

probe is displayed for comparison. When an embedded solid immersion lens is utilized, 

an extraordinary 800-fold increase in optical transmission is observed for the 50 nm 

aperture. As expected, larger aperture sizes indicate a tendency towards convergence of 

the two curves; however, greater than 10% transmission is observed for the microsphere
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Incident Beam

Silica

M f t ,

Figure 3.5: Cross-section of the microsphere near-field probe incorporating a 10 pm 
diameter silica microsphere solid immersion lens. Again the dual layer of chromium and 
silver is present and TM polarized light is incident from the top.
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Figure 3.6: Optical intensity throughput as a function of aperture diameter for an unfilled 
tip (dashed/squares), and for a tip with an embedded silica microsphere solid immersion 
lens (solid/circles).
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Figure 3.7: Spot size (FWHM) of transmitted light from all three near field optical probes 
as a function of aperture diameter circles/solid line, squares/dashed line, and 
triangles/dotted line are the micro-layer, microsphere and unfilled probes respectively. 
The inset illustrates the measured FWHM of a 50 nm aperture.
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near-field probe with 250 nm aperture. This dramatic increase in optical intensity 

throughput, when compared to an unfilled probe, demonstrates the feasibility of high- 

throughput near-field optical microscopy.

An important parameter in near-field optical microscopy is the imaging 

resolution. In order to determine the spatial resolution effects of the hybrid microsphere, 

and micro-layer near-field probes, the spot size FWHM for both probes, along with an 

unfilled probe, are measured at a typical distance of 25 nm away from the apex of the 

probes. These measurements are plotted in Figure 3.7 as a function of aperture diameter. 

All three probes exhibit a similar linear trend in spot size. Spatial resolution, however, 

increases with decreasing distance from the probe apex since transmitted light will suffer 

less divergence. Typical near-field scanning optical microscopes operate at or near 

contact with the scanned sample; thus, the maximum obtainable resolution should be 

equal to the aperture diameter of the probe.

3.4 Modeling of Pulse Propagation in a Nano-Metallic Slit Array

Until now, no effort has been made to determine the propagation characteristics of pulses 

whose durations are comparable to the SP lifetime (< 50 fs). The section below 

demonstrates that coupling of ultrashort pulses to SPs in a sub-wavelength nano-slit array 

leads to several distinct re-radiating modes. The dispersion characteristics of the SP 

resonance also leads to several interesting effects such as a modification of the pulses 

group velocity, pulse splitting, pulse train re-radiation and even superluminal pulse 

propagation.
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3.4.1 Geometry o f the Nano-Metallic Slit Array

The two dimensional FDTD computational grid is composed of an array of 750x750 

pixels where each pixel represents 30 nm. These dimensions correspond to one-tenth of 

the smallest feature size thereby satisfying the minimum grid spacing condition

l_

2 (3.33)A t < -
c

1 1 1.  .
Ax2 Ay2 A z 2

of the FDTD algorithm. The nano-array, depicted in Figure 3.8, comprises a set of 300

nm wide slits embedded in a 300 nm thick silver film whose plasma frequency, a>p, and

scattering frequency, v, are taken to be 5.66xl015 radians/s and 2.244xl014 radians/s, 

respectively. TM polarized EM radiation in both pulsed and CW cases is normally 

incident upon the array of nano-slits. Each simulation is completed in approximately 20 

minutes on a 2.4 GHz Pentium 4 Xeon processor with 1 gigabyte of random access 

memory. A typical illustration of the software’s output can be seen in Figure 3.9.

3.4.2 Continuous Wave Beam Propagation Results for the Nano-Slit Array

The dispersion and transmission curves for the nano-array were first determined for a 

wide range of wavelengths spanning 600 nm to 1100 nm. A TM polarized continuous 

wave beam with a 5 pm FWHM was used as a source for SP excitation. The optical 

transmission is plotted as a function of wavelength in Figure 3.10 for three separate 

arrays with period (a0) equal to 660 nm, 750 nm and 870 nm. Surprisingly, the 

transmission spectrum for a0 = 870 nm exhibits an extremely large transmission o f 90% 

at a wavelength (X = 800) that is 2.5 times the slit width. This prediction is very similar to 

previously reported results demonstrating near perfect transmission for subwavelength
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Figure 3.8: The metallic nano-slit array is composed of a set o f periodic metallic posts 
with a 300 nm depth, an arbitrary width, and a periodicity of ao.
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Figure 3.9: Evolution of a 10 fs pulse impingent upon a slit array with 660 nm period. At 
0 fs, the approaching pulse is evident, at 18 fs coherent SP re-radiation can be seen, at 36 
fs incoherent re-radiation is observed along with the reflected pulse, and at 54 fs only the 
SP remnants remain.
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Figure 3.10: Transmitted intensity is plotted as a function of wavelength for 3 
representative nano-slit arrays of period 660 run, 750 nm, and 870nm. Transmission 
maxima at 800 nm, 1050 nm, and 1100 nm far exceed expectations with > 80%
transmission.
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metallic slits [12]. Reducing the periodicity of the array to ao = 750 nm and 660 nm 

results in a red-shift of the maximum transmission peak (-80% transmission) to 1050 nm 

and 1100 nm respectively. This red-shift is caused by the modification in the structural 

line-width of the SP resonance due to the change in the gratings periodicity. The 

wavelength of the maximum transmission peak, thus strongly depends on the array’s 

periodicity.

The phase delay as a function o f wavelength is plotted in Figure 3.11. The relative 

phase of all three arrays over the wavelength range from 600 nm to 1100 nm is 

monotonically increasing which is indicative of anomalous dispersion. For the 660 nm 

periodic array, there exists a negative phase delay below 800 nm. According to Figure 

3.11, wavelengths below 800 nm intercept will propagate more slowly than those above 

since the SP resonance shifts with wavelength. This relative shift from positive to 

negative delay will have a pronounced effect on an ultrashort pulse with a central 

wavelength corresponding to the intercept at 800 nm. Such an ultrashort pulse will 

experience sizeable temporal reshaping due to a shift in its group velocity, vg.

3.4.3 Femtosecond Pulse Propagation Results for the Nano-Slit Array 

This pulse reshaping process was verified for a wide range of pulse durations, each 

having a 5 um FWHM spot size and a central wavelength of X = 800 nm corresponding to 

that o f a TkSapphire laser. The transmitted intensity as a function of laser pulse width is 

depicted in Figure 3.12. Increased transmission is evident for a0 = 870 nm at X = 800 nm 

due to the large peak in transmitted intensity displayed in Figure 3.10. For ao = 750 nm 

and ao = 660 nm, the pulses central wavelength of 800 nm lies near transmission minima
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Figure 3.11: Phase for three silver slit arrays with periods of 660, 750 and 870 run. 
Negative phase delays are observed for arrays with 660 nm and 750 nm periods.
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Figure 3.12: Absolute transmitted intensity as a function of incident pulse width is plotted 
for the three slit arrays. Increased transmission is evident for the array with 870 nm 
period due to the large peak in transmission at X = 800 nm.

ae = 750 nm
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and decreased output is evident. The transmitted intensity also varies widely with slit 

periodicity as demonstrated in Figure 3.13. By normalizing the transmitted intensity 

throughput to the exposed slit area the increase in transmission is clearly indicated. A 

maximum in the normalized transmitted intensity is observed for a periodic array with a0

Superluminal group velocity (vg > c) is clearly observed in Figure 3.14 that 

depicts the peak pulse delay for a 10 fs pulse as a function o f slit period. Group velocity

Deo
is stated as the change in frequency with respect to wave vector, va -  — . Physically,

anomalously dispersive materials exhibiting a resonance at a specific wavelength such as 

the metallic grating discussed herein, the group velocity does not equal the signal velocity 

and can in fact be greater than c [13]. The signal velocity or energy flow velocity only 

equals the group velocity for normally dispersive materials. For periodic arrays having ao 

between 500 nm and 700 nm, pulse advancement is observed. Superluminal velocity is 

particularly prominent for the a0 = 660 nm array since the pulse’s frequency spectrum lies 

within a broad region of negative phase delay. In the temporal domain this effectively 

denotes that the frequencies undergoing negative delay will be advanced in time 

compared to their lower frequency counterparts. Our results reveal that superluminal 

propagation does not violate the theory of relativity since the signal velocity of the pulse,

= 900 nm.

group velocity translates into the speed at which the amplitude of the pulse travels. For

V.energy

l

stored
(3.34)

—00
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Figure 3.13: Transmitted intensity normalized to the slit area is plotted as a function of 
slit period for 20 fs (dotted) and 10 fs (solid) pulses centered at X=800 nm. Larger periods 
containing less area for throughput actually demonstrate even greater transmission.
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Figure 3.14: Pulse delay as a function of slit period for a 10 fs pulse. Superluminal flow 
is observed for slit periods between 500 and 750 nm.
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was verified to travel at a speed less than the speed of light. The power flow through the 

nano-metallic slits is divided by the power stored in the wave revealing the true 

propagation speed of information through the structure, 0.68c.

Furthermore, when pulses on the order of the SP lifetime are used to excite the a« 

= 660 nm metallic nano-array, the pulse tends to split into two separate high amplitude 

pulses, as seen in Figure 3.15, followed by a low amplitude pulse train. The SP 

generation appears to be coherent for time scales on the order of the 48 fs plasmon 

lifetime because the SP coherence length, 12.8 pm, is much larger than the slit periodicity 

[14], Moreover, the measured SP propagation velocity, 0.45c, indicates that in 48 fs, the 

SP can propagate 6.48 pm, which again is much larger than the slit periodicity. On time 

scales larger than the plasmon lifetime (>50 fs), the SPs are incoherently coupled, and the 

subsequent pulse train is due to the collective interference pattern from equivalent point 

sources at the edge of each slit. The propagation of the SP along the transmission grating 

is then best described as a collection of localized surface plasmons that re-radiate at the 

grating gaps, and induce a secondary surface plasmon oscillation in the neighboring 

metallic column. For pulses greater than 50 fs, pulse broadening and delay is observed as 

seen in Figure 3.16. Arrays with a0 = 750 and a<, = 870 nm, as seen in Figure 3.16, reveal 

a positive pulse delay for all incident pulse widths. As the pulse widths increase towards 

the continuous wave regime (>0.5 ps), the optical delays induced by each nano-array 

approach a steady state.

Pulse broadening is also observed for pulse duration’s greater than 50 fs for all 

three representative arrays. A 100 fs pulse traveling through the a0 = 660 nm array is 

broadened to 111 fs since its frequency components experience positive phase delay. In
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Figure 3.15: Transmitted (black) and incident (grey) pulse envelopes are plotted for pulse 
widths of 10, 50 and 100 fs at a0 = 660 nm. Pulse train re-radiation is observed for pulses 
< 50 fs in duration. Superluminal light flow is also apparent for the 10 fs optical pulse. 
The insets represent the frequency spectrum of the transmitted pulses. All are centered on 
375 THz, although pulses less than 50 fs in duration exhibit a modulated spectrum.
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Figure 3.16: Pulse delay is plotted as a function of pulse width for the three nano-slit 
arrays. As the continuous wave regime is approached the pulse delay approaches a steady 
state.
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addition, the peak of the pulse shows a transit time delay of 19 fs, corresponding 

to an effective group velocity of vg = 0.45c. Previously reported delays for metallic slit 

arrays correspond well to the results depicted herein [15, 16].

3.5 Summary

The FDTD technique for modeling near-field nano-optic devices is derived and discussed 

in detail. Frequency dependent materials and pulsed sources are, as these features are 

fundamental in modeling and understanding optical phenomena in the near-field. The 

FDTD suite developed is used to characterize the ultrafast propagation of light in metallic 

nano-structures as well as to verify the operation of a newly designed set of near-field 

optical probes. The analysis used here provides a practical framework for designing and 

optimizing near-field continuous wave and pulsed optical nano-devices.
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4.1 Monolithic Cantilevered Near-Field Probes

Current NSOMs typically employ a tapered metal-coated optical fiber to confine and 

localize light on the nanometer scale. As previously acknowledged the fiber-tip 

fabrication process is cumbersome, not conducive to batch fabrication and suffers from 

low reproducibility [1]. Furthermore, the topographical image quality of the shear-force 

feedback mechanism employed by these fiber systems is inferior to that of a traditional 

AFM, as the lateral vibrational motion of the tip (-10 nm) tends to introduce artifacts into 

both optical and topographical images [2, 3]. Moreover, the fiber tip is usually fragile and 

prone to destruction when contacted with the sample.

Several researchers have, therefore, turned to combined AFM/NSOM systems [4, 

5]. Although this approach has significant advantages over the fiber-based systems since 

wafer-based microfabrication techniques can be employed, several cantilever-based 

designs still rely heavily on dual wafer processes in which anodic bonding is used to join 

the cantilever and holder [6], This practice results in probes with lower stress tolerances 

and less mechanical strength since the coefficients of thermal expansion for crystalline 

silicon and Pyrex glass differ dramatically depending on the temperature [7], Between 

0°C and 300 °C, for example, the linear coefficients of thermal expansion for silicon and 

glass are 2.6e-6 °C'1 and 3.25e-6 °C"1, respectively [8, 9], Furthermore, the fracture 

strength of crystalline silicon is 7000 MPa, whereas for bonded silicon/glass the fracture 

strength is considerably less at 3.75 MPa when bonded at 450°C with an applied voltage 

of 700 V and a pressure of 1 atmosphere. Most cantilevered AFM/NSOM designs also 

rely on low throughput fabrication techniques such as electron beam lithography [10] and 

focused ion beam etching [11],
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To circumvent the problems described above we have designed and fabricated a 

monolithic cantilevered probe and holder for use in either an AFM and/or NSOM system. 

Using a novel double-sided micromachining process, a hollow, pyramidal 

silver/chromium (Ag/Cr) tip is formed at the end of a silicon cantilever. The pyramidal 

tip is apertured to allow subwavelength light throughput, and the silicon cantilever, and 

holder are fabricated from a single silicon wafer in order to minimize stress within the 

structure. Moreover, since conventional micromachining techniques are employed, batch 

fabrication o f multiple probes is possible.

After several life-cycle iterations, the final probe design consists of five major 

steps each encompassing a lithographic sub-step as well as an etching and/or deposition 

sub-step. An overview of the design is presented in Figure 4.1 along with a 

representational cross-section of the NSOM tip. Beginning with the formation of a 

pyramidal tip, the process then proceeds to the definition of the cantilever on the front

side of the wafer. A through wafer-via is then partially formed on the backside of the 

cantilever along with the definition of the alignment grooves. Finally, in a single step, the 

through-wafer via is completed and the cantilevers are released from the underlying 

substrate. The process is completed after deposition of a thin chromium silver-film.

4.1.1 Pyramidal Tip Formation

The process of forming a pyramidal tip structure involves several stages. The wafers 

employed were 100 mm wide, 500 pm thick, double side polished, (100) oriented, prime 

silicon wafers. They were initially cleaned for 30 minutes in Piranha solution consisting 

of a 3:1 mixture of 95% sulfuric acid and 30% hydrogen peroxide. A hard masking layer
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Figure 4.1: The near-field probe design consists of seven steps. A masking layer of SiC>2 

is first formed (i), followed by the creation of the pyramidal tip (ii) and cantilever 
definition (iii). The back-side alignment grooves and through wafer via are then etched 
(iv), followed by the cantilever release (v). Finally a thin chromium/silver bi-layer is 
deposited onto the wafer after a brief dip in BOE to form the aperture (vi). The final 
product and a close up of the tip are seen in (vii).
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of SiC>2 was then thermally grown on the wafers. SiC>2 was chosen as the masking layer 

throughout the fabrication process as silicon nitride deposition was not available and 

metallic masks are not compatible with anisotropic silicon etching. Thermal oxidation 

was performed at 1000°C for 8 hours with a constant water temperature of 95°C. These 

parameters yielded 1.1 pm thick oxide layers with a non-uniformity of less than 1%.

The first photolithographic step was performed using a chromium hard mask 

containing 96, 25 pm diameter circular masking pads, as seen in Figure 4.2, destined to 

become 96 devices. The diameter of the masking pads was chosen due to the undercut 

ratio of the TMAH etching procedure. The diameter chosen enabled tip heights between 

10 - 15 pm. A positive photoresist, HPR 504, was spun on the front and back side of the 

wafers for 40 seconds at 3000 rpm to a final thickness of 0.5 pm. A 3 minute soft-bake of 

the wafers was conducted in order to harden and remove excess moisture from the resist. 

Contact lithography was performed using a UV AB-M® mask aligner with a UV 

wavelength of 435 nm for 4 seconds on the front side of the wafers. The photoresist was 

subsequently developed for 30 seconds in Microposit® developer 354.

Etching of the SiCh hard mask was undertaken for 30 minutes in a solution of 

BOE as previously described. , after which the photoresist was stripped from the wafer 

with acetone followed by a second Piranha bath to remove the excess resist and other 

organic impurities. A front side anisotropic silicon etch step was executed for 26 minutes 

in 22% TMAH at 110°C thus forming the pyramidal tips. Undercutting of the silicon 

dioxide circular masking pads was verified using an optical microscope that also served 

to verify the end point o f the etching procedure. A typical SEM image o f the resulting
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Figure 4.2: Mask designs for the 5 lithographic steps. The first mask contains 96 circular 
pads 25 pm in diameter used in the creation of the pyramidal tips. The second mask 
outlines the cantilever and its extension onto the holder. The third and fourth masks were 
performed in a single lithographic step and outline the through wafer via and backside 
alignment grooves. The fifth mask defines the holder and spaces for releasing the 
cantilever.
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pyramidal tip can be seen in Figure 4.3. Pyramidal tips ranged in height from 10 -  15 pm 

and exhibited tip radii ranging in diameter from 100 -  400 nm.

4.1.2 Cantilever Definition

The wafers were re-oxidized for 3 hours at 1000°C in order to form a 500 nm thick 

masking layer as well as to sharpen the pyramidal tip according to the thermal oxidation 

anomaly described in Chapter 2. Since the HPR 504 photoresist thickness in the previous 

step was only 0.5 pm, a more viscous photoresist was employed for the remaining steps 

as complete structure coverage on the wafer is crucial. Shipley Microposit® 5740 

photoresist was chosen for this purpose. This resist was spun on both sides at 1500 rpm 

for 15 seconds and left to sit for approximately 5 minutes until all air bubbles present in 

the resist have disappeared. A 6 minute nitrogen backed soft-bake was administered after 

each coating to solidify the resist. Nitrogen backing is essential if  damage to the back

side resist is to be avoided.

Contact photolithography was carried out using the second of five masks as 

portrayed in Figure 4.2. The cantilever patterns were 450 pm in length by 60 pm in width 

and were connected to a front-side holding pad 1 mm in width by 2 mm in length. 

Exposure lasted for 30 seconds followed by development in Microposit® developer 354 

for 10 minutes. After development it was noted that the final resist thickness was ~2Q 

pm. The second silicon etch step was again realized in a 22% TMAH etching solution for 

8 minutes at 110°C resulting in cantilevers with thicknesses ranging from 3 - 5  pm as 

seen in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Initial results after etching o f the pyramidal tip. A well-defined sharp tip with 
a 100 nm diameter is clearly visible.
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Figure 4.4: Optical microscope image of the newly defined cantilever. The cantilever 
thickness ranges between 3 and 5 pm. Undercutting of the Si02 is apparent at the far- 
edge of the cantilever.
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4.1.3 Through Wafer Vias

Since the probe design entails a hollow metal pyramid on the front-side of the wafer, 

some means to excavate the silicon from the back-side of the pyramid is required. The 

solution to this problem took the form of a through-wafer via etch. Although this process 

was developed with some difficulty, 25 pm wide vias etched completely through the 500 

pm wafer were eventually fabricated yielding an aspect ratio of approximately 20:1.

The silicon wafers were coated with a 20 pm layer of Shipley Microposit® 5740 

photoresist, and lithography with infrared alignment was carried out for 30 seconds on 

the backsides of the wafers with both the third (via) and fourth (alignment groove) masks 

as seen in Figure 4.2. Via etching was completed using the Bosch process, and since 

selectivity to photoresist is greater that 50:1 no hard mask was needed. Gas flow rates 

during the IPC RIE process were 200 seem, and 150 seem for the C4F8 and SF6 

respectively. Chamber pressure was kept constant at 30 mtorr, and 40 W RF power, 12 W 

RF power and 750 W IPC power were used for the etching, deposition, and inductively 

coupled plasma respectively. Each cycle consisted of a 6 second deposition phase and a 

10 second etch phase.

Since the etch-rate decreases with increasing depth, in excess of 500 cycles was 

required to etch to a depth of 330 pm as seen in Figure 4.5; however, a single-step 

through-wafer etch was not necessary. Instead, a preliminary etch of 150 pm was 

performed followed by a subsequent etch to both complete the via and release the 

cantilever. The Bosch process was again used with the same parameters for a total of 200
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Figure 4.5: Initial attempts at a deep through-wafer backside etch directly overtop the 
pyramidal tip were promising. The above graph depicts an optical profilometer 
measurement revealing a 330 um deep, 25 um wide hole. The sidewall angle is 
approaching 86°.
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cycles with an effective etch rate of 0.75 jam/cycle in order to complete this preliminary 

etch step.

4.1.4 Alignment Grooves

As the near-field probes were to be used in a pre-existing atomic force microscope 

arrangement, the holder apparatus had to conform to the existing setup. Backside 

alignment grooves were, therefore necessary. Alignment grooves on the backside of the 

wafer consisted of trenches, 250 pm wide and 150 pm deep arranged in a U shape as 

depicted in Figures 4.2 and 4.6. The bottom groove measured 1000 pm in length and was 

placed 400 pm from the back edge of the holder. The side grooves, however, measured 

1900 pm in length and were placed 100 pm from the bottom groove, and 90 pm from the 

holder’s sides. Because the through-wafer vias were initially etched to a depth of 150 pm, 

etching of the alignment grooves at the same time proved to be convenient.

4.1.5 Holder Definition and Cantilever Release

The holder structure consists of a large silicon block 3400 pm long by 1600 pm wide to 

which the cantilever is attached as portrayed in Figure 4.2. 50 pm wide connecting-walls 

were left standing thereby keeping the holders attached to the wafer until their eventual 

use. Etching o f the holder structure had a two-fold effect. First it would allow the 

completion o f the through wafer via, and second, it would release the silicon cantilever. 

As the vias would etch more slowly than the holders, as seen in Figure 4.6, the 

preliminary etch previously described was indeed necessary with an optimum etch depth 

o f 150 pm. After the completion of the lithography phase using the fifth mask depicted in 

Figure 4.2, ICP RIE was carried out for a total of 450 cycles using the same parameters
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Figure 4.6: Completion of the through-wafer via etch and the release of the cantilever. 
The through-wafer via etches more slowly due to the increased initial depth.
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as before. The final holder structure is portrayed in Figure 4.7, and images of the 450 pm 

long cantilevers are illustrated in Figure 4.8. The SEM image depicted in Figure 4.9 

clearly shows the excavated pyramidal tip as seen from the top side of the cantilever 

thereby demonstrating that the double sided micromachining process was successful.

The fabricated cantilevers exhibit good, well defined mechanical properties as 

seen in cross-sectional view depicted in Figure 4.10. The spring constant (k) and resonant 

frequency (f0) of the cantilevers described herein are calculated according to

(49 )2n  V m

*  = * £  (4.10)
41?

m = pwtL  (4.11)

where E is Young’s modulus of crystalline Si (1.4xlOn N/m2); L, w, and t are the length, 

width and thickness of the cantilever, respectively; m is the mass of the cantilever, and p 

is the density of Si (2330 Kg/m3). The resonant frequencies and spring constants for the 

cantilevers produced vary between 6.09 kHz and 0.18 N/m for the 2 pm thick cantilevers 

to 15.2 kHz and 2.88 N/m for the 5 pm thick cantilevers. For operation in contact AFM 

sensors, a spring constant in the range of 10'2 to 102 N/m and a resonant frequency 

greater than 10 kHz are desired. The cantilevers produced by this novel fabrication 

process will, therefore, effectively function as AFM probes.

4.1.6 Aperture Formation

Once the cantilevers are released, formation of the aperture at the apex of the Si02 tip 

was a simple procedure. Due to the thinning of the Si02 layer at convex comers during
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Figure 4.7: SEM photographs of the NSOM/AFM holder.
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Figure 4.8: Top view, SEM images of the formed cantilevers exhibiting a 450 pm length 
and 60 pm width.
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Figure 4.9: Top side of the cantilever and tip structure demonstrating the hollowed 
pyramidal tip which has been covered with a chromium/silver film.
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Figure 4.10: Cross section of the NSOM/AFM cantilever and holder demonstrating low 
stress due to the lack of curvature in the cantilever.
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thermal oxidation, it is possible to selectively etch an arbitrarily small aperture at the 

apex of the tip using BOE [12], An etch time of 2 minutes was used in this work resulting 

in apertures ranging from 200 -  400 nm in diameter. The completed tip, and a typical 200 

nm aperture can be clearly seen in Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13. Resolution in NSOM is 

mediated solely by the aperture diameter of the tip used and its distance from the sample. 

As apertures as small as 100 nm have been fabricated using this fabrication process, the 

theoretically obtainable resolution is 100 nm. Moreover, as the aperture diameter is 

regulated by the etching time in BOE, it will be possible to fabricate NSOM tips with 

apertures much smaller than 100 nm.

4.1.7 Silver-Chromium Bi-layer Deposition and Stress Compensation 

The final step in the fabrication process is the deposition of the Cr/Ag bi-layer which is 

needed for light-confinement in the NSOM setup, as well as for stress compensation. 

Chromium is utilized due to its excellent mechanical properties and hardness; however in 

order to take advantage of surface plasmon effects, a thin silver layer is also needed as 

Chromium does not support SP coupling at optical wavelengths [13].

Stress compensation often plays an important role in any micromechanical device 

and it is especially important in cantilever based systems. Figure 4.14 depicts a cantilever 

without adequate stress compensation. Usually attributed to either the crystalline lattice 

or density mismatch between a deposited film and the underlying substrate, stress in 

cantilever devices can be either tensile or compressive depending upon the direction of 

curvature o f the substrate after deposition. The relationship between stress, Act, and 

substrate curvature can be described by the Stoney equation [14],
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Figure 4.11: SEM images of the NSOM tips and cantilevers. In both images a small 
aperture can be resolved upon closer inspection.
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Figure 4.12: Close up images of an NSOM tip. Base widths of the tip were measured to 
be 20pm on average and tip heights were determined to be between 10 -  15 pm. The 
aperture diameter is clearly sub-micron.
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Figure 4.13: The actual aperture formed after the Cr/Ag deposition is revealed in this 
SEM image. The diameter is determined to be on the order of 200 nm, although aperture 
size can be tailored by varying the etching time in BOE prior to the Cr/Ag deposition.
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Figure 4.14: Image of a cantilever without adequate stress compensation. The cantilever 
is severely warped due to the compressive stress of the underlying oxide layer.
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where E and v  are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the deposited material, T 

is the thickness of the substrate, t is the thickness of the film, R is the wafer radius and 8  

is the change in the deflection of the center of the substrate. In the cantilevered probes 

describe above, the compressive stress induced by the underlying silicon dioxide layer 

must be compensated for by the stresses associated with the chromium and silver thin 

films. Thermally wet-grown oxide has a Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of 70 GPa 

and 0.17 respectively [15]. Sputtered chromium is usually under tensile stress ( -£ )  and 

has a corresponding Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of 185 GPa and 0.17 

respectively [16]. However, silver films exhibit compressive stress with a Young’s 

modulus o f 83 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.37 [17]. For zero cantilever stress, the sum 

of the stresses induced by all three deposited layers, A<r^g + AcrCf + AOs/o2 > must

equal zero. In order to compensate for the residual stress o f the 500 nm oxide layer the 

necessary chromium film thickness can be determined from equation 4.13 using the 

parameters mentioned above. The silver film is assumed to have a constant thickness of 

40 nm as SP coupling requires a relatively thin film. The desired chromium thickness is, 

therefore, 75 nm indicating a total metallic film thickness o f 125 nm.

Chromium is first deposited into the hollow pyramidal tip using DC magnetron 

sputtering. The DC power is maintained at 300 W for the 450 second deposition duration. 

Silver is subsequently sputtered for 110 seconds at a DC power of 200 W. The predicted 

film thickness with these process parameters is 130 nm; however, the total metal film 

thickness after deposition was measured to be 127 nm using a contact profilometer. As
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this value is much larger than the skin depth of light at optical wavelengths, no leakage is 

expected when the probe is used as an NSOM. After depositing the metal film the 

diameter of the aperture, d, is reduced according to

d = dQ — 0.5f (4.12)

where do is the original aperture diameter and t is the thickness of the deposited layer 

[12], A second method to tailor the aperture size is, therefore, available.

4.1.8 Fabrication Yield

Having only completed two iterations of the fabrication process, device yields for a single 

wafer are -4% . Yield, in this case, refers to a completed cantilever with good mechanical 

properties still attached to the holder, a pyramidal tip between 10 and 15 pm tall, and a 

well defined aperture at the apex of the tip with a diameter between 200 and 400 nm. 

Increasing the yield will play a major role in the commercial viability of this near-field 

optical probe.

4.2 Summary

The design and fabrication process for a SPM probe enabling combined atomic force 

microscopic and near-field optical measurements has been described in detail. 

Microfabrication of the sensor is centered on a double-sided micromachining process 

incorporating several photolithographic, wet and dry anisotropic silicon etching steps. 

The cantilever and holder are formed from a single silicon wafer thereby maximizing the 

mechanical characteristics of the probe. The completed sensors are minimally stressed 

and demonstrate well-formed 200- 400 nm diameter apertures at the apex of the
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pyramidal tip. This will eventually facilitate near-field optical and atomic force 

microscopic studies.
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5.1 Conclusion

This thesis presents a study on the modeling and fabrication o f near-field nano devices. 

The numerical modeling of two near-field optical devices, a nano-metallic array, and a 

hybrid solid immersion near-field probe, as well as the novel fabrication technique of a 

near-field optical probe are presented and described in detail. For the theoretical 

treatment, several custom additions are integrated into the basic finite-different difference 

time-domain algorithm to provide a more comprehensive description of the performance 

of the above-mentioned devices. The model represents a full numerical solution to 

Maxwell’s equations with the ability to model dielectric and metallic materials alike as 

both of these factors play an important role in describing the propagation and interaction 

of light with structures at the nanometer scale.

The model is used to simulate the interaction of ultrashort, pulsed light with three 

nano-metallic slit arrays having periodicities of 660, 750 and 870 nm. The arrays are 

found to have greater than 90% transmission efficiency for wavelengths of 1100, 1050 

and 800 nm for the 660, 750 and 870 nm respectively. Similar to previously reported 

results, the arrays exhibit pulse broadening characteristics as well as delayed temporal 

transmission when pulses in excess of 100 fs are employed; however, the arrays are also 

found to have unique pulse-shaping characteristics when pulses with durations on the 

order of the SP (-30 fs) lifetime are utilized. In this case, a train of pulses is reradiated 

from the array following an initial high-amplitude pulse. The high amplitude pulse is 

attributed to the coherent SP transmission o f the incident pulse, whereas the subsequent 

pulse train is attributed to the collective re-radiation of the SP as it propagates along the
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array. This passive pulse shaping system could have potential uses in a variety of 

applications as it simultaneously allows high transmission and pulse reshaping.

The second device modeled using the FDTD software suite entails a pair of 

hybrid solid immersion near-field optical probes. Two probe designs are studied 

revealing a significant improvement in the transmission properties when compared to 

conventional cantilevered tips. The enhanced transmission of the high-index layer design 

is largely attributed to the existence of a high index material layer that essentially 

decreases the wavelength of the light passing through the cone shaped tip; whereas the 

solid immersion lens design leads to further increases in transmission not only because of 

the high index medium, but also because of the focusing properties o f the embedded 

spherical lens. Moreover, surface plasmon effects are also taken into account when 

computing the transmitted intensities, and play a significant role in the observed results. 

The physical realization of these probes will certainly help in ushering in the use of 

cantilevered near-field optical probes as their fiber-based counterparts continue to suffer 

from the drawbacks of high fragility and low optical throughput.

Following the presentation of a detailed discussion of near-field optics and the 

model mentioned above, the design and fabrication of a novel monolithic hybrid 

AFM/NSOM probe is presented. The fabrication procedure consists of a double sided 

micromachining process capable of mass-producing >100 probes per single wafer. In 

contrast to previously reported fabrication results [1-5], the newly developed process 

does not rely on anodic bonding between several wafers, nor does it heavily rely on the 

time-consuming wet anisotropic etching processes for the holder formation. Consisting of 

5 lithographic steps, the fabrication procedure entails: formation of a pyramidal silicon
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tip; definition of the cantilever structure; a back-side via and alignment groove etch; and 

finally the holder formation and cantilever release. As AFM sensors require a reflective 

coating, and NSOM sensors require a metallic layer for light confinement, the process is 

completed by sputtering a dual-layer film of chromium and silver. The chromium is 

necessary for its mechanical properties, whereas the silver is present due to its capacity to 

support SP waves.

SEM images taken during the fabrication process have initially revealed 

pyramidal tips with sub-100 nm diameters. Following the cantilever release, images were 

taken that portray well defined cantilevers 450 pm in length, 60 pm in width and between 

2 and 5 pm in thickness in accordance with specifications. Finally, upon closer 

inspection, tip apertures ranging from 200 -  400 nm in diameter are demonstrated thereby 

allowing for high-resolution combined near-field/atomic force microscopy.

5.2 Future Directions

The production of the near-field optical probe outlined in this thesis forms the basis for 

an experimental framework that will lead to many new studies in the nano-scale regime. 

In terms of the actual probe production, however, the key components to any near-field 

optical microscope are resolution and optical throughput. The latter is well addressed in 

this thesis as improvements to optical throughput can be garnered through the use of 

surface plasmons, high index thin-film layers, and solid immersion lens systems. These 

additions to the near-field probe outlined herein will likely foster any future experiments.

Moreover, resolution in near-field optical microscopy is correlated directly to 

aperture diameter. As previously mentioned, the aperture diameter of the near-field probe
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described is tailorable to the application at hand. By varying the silicon dioxide etch time, 

or the metallic layer thickness it should be possible to achieve aperture diameters below 

50 nm. At this resolution near-field optical studies of single molecules are indeed 

possible.

Finally, the ability to integrate the newly fabricated near-field optical probe into 

existing atomic force microscope systems is extremely convenient as it will provide a 

direct competitor to the commonly employed fiber based systems. Furthermore, due to 

the dispersion and pulse broadening associated with pulse propagation through a fiber, 

the cantilevered near-field probe will facilitate the use of ultrashort pulsed systems in 

near-field microscopy. Exploring this avenue will provide an entirely new field of 

research encompassing the realm of femtosecond time-resolved studies in the nanometer 

regime.
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The source code for the FDTD software suite was written in an object oriented style in 
C++. The following is a complete listing of the source files for the software developed 
with classes listed in alphabetical order.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
//BitmapFieldWriter.cpp-used to output field data to graphical bitmap files 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#include "BitmapFieldWriter.h"
#include "stdheader.h"
#include "Bitmap.h"
#include "Options.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iostream.h>

int BitmapFieldWriter::write( char* filename, double** field, int lengthl, int lengthJ, Options* options, bool scaleH)
{
int ic = SUCCESS; 
int ij;
char textfilename[512]; 
char bmpfilename[512]; 
int mode = options->getOutputMode();
double scale = IscaleH ? 1.0 : options->getMaxOutputField()*sqrt( EPSILON_NOT * INVERSE_MU_NOT);

sprintf(textfilename,''%s.txt", filename); 
sprintli[bmpfilename,"%s.bmp",filename);

BitmapInfoHeader bih;
BitmapFileHeader bflt;

bfli.bfOfiBits = sizeof(bfli) + sizeof(bih); 
bfh.bfReservedl = 0; 
bfh.bfReserved2 = 0; 
bfh.bfType = 19778;
bflt.bfSize = bfh.bfOffBits + (lengthl*lengthj)*3;

bih.biSize = sizeofibih);
bih.biBitCount=24;
bih.biHeight=lengthJ;
bih.biWidth=lengthI;
bih.biCompression=0;
bih.biPlanes=l;
bih.biXPelsPerMeter=3780;
bih.biYPelsPerMeter=3780;
bih.biSizelmage = (lengthj*lengthl)*3;
bih.biClrUsed = 0;
bih.biClrImportant =0;
FILE *bfp=NULL;
FILE *fp = NULL;

if( mode =  BMP_OUTPUT_MODE |j 
mode =  BMP_TXT_OUTPUT_MODE)
{
bfp = fopen( bmpfilename, "wb"); 
if( bfp =  NULL)
i
rc -  INVALID_FILENAME; 
return rc;
}
}

if{ mode — TXT_OUTPUT_MODE |j 
mode =  BMP_TXT_OUTPUT_MODE)
{
fp = fopen( textfilename, "wt"); 
if( Ip ~  NULL )
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{
rc = INVALID JFILENAME; 
return rc;
}
}
if( mode =  BMP_OUTPUT_MGDE || 
mode =  BMP_TXT_OUTPUT_MODE )
{

#ifdef ITANIUM
fwrite(&bfe.bfType>sizeof(WORD), 1 ,bfp); 
fwrite(&bfh.bfSize,sizeof(DWORD),l,bfp); 
lwrite(&bfh.bfReserved 1 ,sizeo^ WORD), l,bfp); 
fwrite(&bfh.bfR.eserved2,sizeof(WGRD), 1 ,bf))); 

fwrite(&bfli.bfOffBits,sizeo^DWORD), I ,bt^);
#else

fwrite(&bfhfsizeofi[bfh),l,bfp);
#endif

fwrite(&bih,sizeof(bih), 1 ,bfp);
j
double min = options->getMinOutputField(); 
double max = options->getMaxOutputField();

for( i=0;i<lengthJ;i++)
{
for( j=0y<lengthly++)
{
if( mode =  BMP_OUTPUT_MODE || 
mode =  BMP_TXT_OUTP UT_MODE)
{
/^unsigned char bgr[3];
int colorRange = (5*256 + 256/2);

double percent = ( febs(min) + field[j][i]) /(fabs(max) + fabs(min)); 
int color = percent*colorRange;

bgr[0] = color < 2*256 ? 0 : ( color < 3*256 ? color - 2*256 : (color < 5*256 ? 255 : color-5*256 ) ); 
bgr[l] = color < 256 ? color: ( color < 3*256 ? 255 : ( color < 4*256 ? color-3*256:0 ) ) ;  
bgr[2] =color < 256 ? 255 : ( color < 2*256 ? color-256 : ( color > 5*256 ? color-5*256:0 ) ) ;

bgr[0] = color < 256 ? color: ( color < 2*256 ? 255 : ( color < 3*256 ? 255 : ( color < 4*256 ? color-3*256 : ( color < 5*256 ?
0 : color-5*256) ) ) ) ;

bgr[l] = color < 256 ? 0 : ( color < 2*256 ? color - 256 : ( color < 3*256 ? 255 : ( color < 4*256 ? 255 : ( color < 5*256 ? color - 
4 * 2 5 6 :0 ))) );

bgr[2] = color < 256 ? 0 : ( color < 2*256 ? 0 : ( color < 3*256 ? color-2*256 : ( color < 4*256 ? 255 : ( color < 5*256 ? 255 : 
2 5 5 ) )) ) ;

*/

unsigned char bgr[3]; 
int colorRange = (5*256);
double percent = ( fabs(min) + field[j][i]/scale) /( febs(max) + fabs(min)); 
int color - percent* colorRange;

bgrfO] = color <= 128 ? 255 : ( color <= 3*256/2 ? 255 : ( color <= 5*256/2 ? 5*256/2- color: ( color < 7*256/2 ? 0
( color < 9*256/2 ? 0 : color-9*256/2) ) ) ) ;

bgrfl] = color <= 128 ? 255 : ( color <= 3*256/2 ? 3 *256/2 - color : ( color <= 5*256/2 ? 0 : ( color < 7*256/2 ? 0 ; (
color < 9*256/2 ? color- 7*256/2 :2 5 5 ))) ) ;

bgr[2] = color <= 128 ? 128-color: ( color <= 3*256/2 ? 0 : ( color <= 5*256/2 ? 0 : ( color < 7*256/2 ? coior-5*256/2 :
(color<9*256/2? 255 : 2 5 5 ))) ) ;

fivrite(bgr,sizeof(unsigned char),3,bfp);
}

if( mode =  TXT_OUTPUT_MODE |j 
mode =  BMP_TXT_OUTPUT_MODE)
{
lprintf(fp," %e",field[j][i]);
}
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}

if( j %  4 != 0 && ( mode —  BMP_QUTPUT_MODE || 
mode =  BMP_TXT_OUTPUT_MODE ))
{
unsigned char space = 0; 
int n = 0;
for( n=0; n<j%4 ; n ++) 
fwrite(&space,sizeof(unsigned char), 1 ,bfp);

}

ill: mode =  TXT_OUTPUT_MODE || 
mode =  BMP_TXT_OUTPUT_MODE)
{
fprintt^ip."^");
}
}
if( fp != NULL) 
fclose(fp); 

if(bfp != NULL) 
fclose(bfp); 

return rc;
}
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIII1IIIIIIII 
//BitmapGeometryReader.cpp- used to reading geometry files stored as bitmaps 
lllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIIII 
#include "BitmapGeometryReader.h"
#include "PerfectlyMatchedLayerBoundaiyCondition.h"
#include "GaussianSource.h"
#include "Bitmap.h”
#include <cstdio>
#include <iostream.h>
#include "Geometry .h"
#include <assert.h>

/** Reads in the geometry from a 24 bit bitmap file 
* Returns 0 on success, >0 on failure.
*/

int BitmapGeometryReademreadGeometry) char *geomFile, Geometry* geom)
{
FILE* geomFP;
BitmapFileHeader bfh;
BitmapInfoHeader bih; 
int bytesRead -  0;
BYTE* bytesReversed = NULL; 
long imageSize; 
int ij,n;
int rc = SUCCESS; 
geometry = geom;
PerfectlyMatchedLayerBoundary Condition *bc = 
PerfectlyMatchedLayerBoundaryCondition::getBoundaryConditionO;

//make sure we have a boundary condition!!
assert( be != NULL );

cerr « "Size of BYTE, WORD, DWORD, LONG are 
«  sizeof(BYTE)« ” 11 
«  sizeof(WORD)« " "
«  sizeofiTJWORD) «  " "
«  sizeoftLONG) «  V ;

c e r r «  "Size of BitmapFileHeader is :" «  sizeof(BitmapFileHeader)«  "Vi"; 
cerr «  "Size of BitmapInfoHeader is: " «  sizeof^BitmapInfoHeader)«

//Open the geometry files for reading 
geomFP = fopen( geomFile, "ib"); 
if( geomFP =  NULL)
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{
cerr« "Geometry file not found! V ;  
return FILE_NOT_FOUND;
}
//Read in the geometry from the bitmap file 
bytesRead = fread(&bfh.bfType,l,sizeof(WORD), geomFP); 
bytesRead += frei(&bfli.bfSize,l,sizeof(DWORD), geomFP); 
bytesRead += fread(&bfh.bfReservedl,l,sizeof(WORD),geomFP); 
bytesRead += fread(&bfh.bfReserved2,1 ,sizeof(WORD),geomFP); 
bytesRead+= fread(&bfh.blDffBits,l,sizeof(DWORD),geomFP);

ffifdef ITANIUM 
bytesRead += bytesRead%4 ;

#endif

if[ bytesRead != sizeof[BitmapFileHeader))
{
//cerr«  "Bytes Read:" «  bytesRead « "Vi";
//cerr «  "Size of header: " «  sizeof(BitmapFileHeader)« '"n"; 
cerr « "Incorrect geometry file header formalin"; 
fclose( geomFP );
return INVALIDJ'ILE_FORMAT;
}
bytesRead = ftead(&bih,l,sizeof(BitmapInfoHeader), geomFP); 
ift bytesRead != sizeof(BitmapInfoHeader) )
{
cerr « "Incorrect geometry info header formatln";
fclose( geomFP );
return 1NVALID_F1LE_F0RMAT;
}
//Output bitmap statistics
cerr «  "Bit depth: " «  bifrbiBitCount« "\n";
cerr «  "Image width:" «  bih.biWidth « "  pixelsV ;
cerr « "Image height:" «  bih.biHeight«  " pixelsn";

//must be using a 24 bit bitmap 
if( bih.biBitCount != BIT_D EPTH)
{
cerr « "Incorrect geometry format. Bit detph !- 24...\n"; 
fclose( geomFP);
return INVALID_FILE_FORMAT;
}
//read in the bytes from the file 
geometry->m_iWidth = bih.biWidth; 
geometry->m_iHeight = bih.biHeight;
imageSize = BIT_DEPTH*geometry->m_iHeighfl'geometiy'>m_iW!dth / BITS_PER_BYTE + (geometry->m_iWidth*3) % 
4*geometry->m„iHeight;

bytesReversed = new BYTE[imageSize];
bytesRead = fread(bytesReversed,sizeof(BYTE), imageSize, geomFP); 
if( bytesRead 1= im ageSize)
{
cerr «  "Etrcr reading file information!Vi";
fclose( geomFP);
return INVALID_FILE_FORMAT;
}
//populate the geometry points
geometry->points = new GeometryPoint*[geometry->m_iHeight];
n=0;
for(j=0;j<geometry->m_iHeight&&rc™SUCCESSy++)
{
geometry-opointsfj] -  new GeometiyPoint[geometiy->m_jWidthJ; 
for(i=0;i<geometry->m_iWidth&&rc=SUCCESS;i++)
{
long index -  Material::getIndexFor€olor(bytesReversed[n],
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bytesReversed[n+l],
bytesReversed(n+2]);

n+=3;

iiij < bc->getWidth() ||
j >= geometry->mJHeight - h»getW idth() || 
i < bc->getWidth() ||
i >= geometty->m_iWidth- bc->getWidthO)
{
geometry->points[j][i].setMaterial( b e );
}
else
{
Material* mat = Material::materialExists( index ); 
if(mat != NULL)
{
geometry>points[j][i].setMaterial( m at); 
if( mat->isSource())
{
// do something here!!!!
Source* source = (Source*) mat; 
source->setPoint( i, j );
}
}
else
{
cerr «  "Error: Material for color bgr" « (unsigned int)bytesReversed[n]« " "  « (unsigned int)bytesReversed[n+l]«  " 

(unsigned int)bytesReversed[n+2]«  "was null at position x=" « i «  "y=" « j « "Vi";

rc = INVALID_FILE_FORMAT; 
break;
}
}
}
n+=(n%4);
}
delete [] bytesReversed; 
fclose( geomFP ); 
return rc;
}
/////////////////^
//FDTDSimulation.cpp -  main control loop for running the software

#include "Geometry.h"
#include "Options.h"
#include "BitmapGeometryReader.h"
#include "PropertyReader.h"
#inc lude " RniteDifferenceTimeDomainSolver. h"
^include ’’SecondOrderSolver.h"
#include "PulsedSecondOrderSolver.h"
#include "GaussianSource.h"
#include <time.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <iostream.h>

int main( char* argc, char* argv[])
{
int rc;

timej: startTime; 
time_t endTime; 
time_t runTime; 
startTime = time (NULL);
Geometry *g = new GeometryQ;
Options * options = new OptionsO;

PropertyReader *pr -  new PropertyReaderQ;
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rc = pr->readProperties( "properties.prop", g, options); 
if( rc != 0 )
{
cout«  "Etror reading in properties! Exiting...Vi ; 
delete pr; 
delete g;
Material::deleteMaterials(); 
return 1;
}
else
delete pr;

BitmapGeometryReader *bgr = new BitmapGeometryReaderQ; 
rc = bgr->readGeometry( "geometry.bmp", g ); 
if( rc != 0 )
{
cout« "Error reading in geometry! Exiting...\n"; 
delete bgr; 
delete g;
MaterialudeleteMaterialsO; 
return 1;
}
else
delete bgr;

FiniteDifferenceTimeDomainSolver *sos = NULL;

sos «  new PulsedSecondOrderSolver( g, options ); 
if( sos->initialize() != SUCCESS )
{
delete sos; 
delete g; 
delete options; 
return rc;
}

sos->solveO;

endTime = time (NULL); 
runTime = endTime - startTime;
FILE* ip = fopen("RunningTime.tim","wt"); 
ii(ip  !=NULL)
{
long hrs = (long)(runTime/3600);
long minutes= (long)((runTime -hrs*3600)/60);
long seconds= (runTime - hrs*3600 - minutes*60);
cerr «  "Run time: " «  hrs « "  hrs " «  minutes « "  minutes " « seconds « "  seconds\n";
iprintf(fp, "Run time for %s: %d hrs %d minutes %d seconds'®",options->getSimulationName(),hrs,minutes,seconds);
fclose(fp);
}
delete sos; 
delete g; 
delete options;
Material::deleteMaterials(); 
return SUCCESS;
}
IlllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllWlllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
//Fieldlntegrator.cpp -  Used to integrate the given field data over a set period of time 
llllllllllllllllillll!illlll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIIIIIIIIIWIII!IWIII!lllllllllllllllllll 
#include "Fieldlntegrator.h"
#include "stdheader.h"
#include "Bitmap.h"
#include "Options.h''
#include "Geometry.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iostream.h>
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FieldIntegrator::Fieldintegrator( Geometry* geom, Options* opt)
{
int i;
options = opt; 
geometry = geom;
m_DFieldX = new double[options->getXIntegrationLineCountO]; 
m_DFieldY = new double[options->getYIntegrationLineCount0]; 
if( options->getSimulationModeO —  TM„MODE)
{
sprintf(m_sFiIename, "%s_%s.int,', options->getSimulationName05TM„MODE_TOKEN);
}
else if( options->getSimulationMode() =  TE_MODE)
{
sprintf(m_sFilename, "%s_%s.int", options->getSimulationNameO,TE_MODE_TOKEN);
}
for(i=0;i<options->getXIntegrationLineCountO;i++) 
m_DFieldX[i] = 0;
for(i=0;i<options->getYIntegrationLineCount();i++) 
m_DFieldY[i] = 0;

int FieldIntegrator::reset( int oldTime )
{
int ic = SUCCESS; 
return rc;
}
int Fieldlntegraton:addPoint( double** field, int timeStep)
{
int rc = SUCCESS; 
int x,y; 
int i;
for( i=0;i<options->getXIntegrationLineCount();i-H-)
{
x = optionS’>getXIntegrationLine(i); 
if( x >= geometry->getGridWidthO) 
m_DFieldX[i] += 0;

else if( timeStep >*= geometry->getGridTimeO )
m„DFieldX[i} += 0;
else
for( y=0; y<geometry->getGridHeight(); y++) 
m_DFieldX[i] += field[ x ][ y ]*field[ x ][ y ];

}
for( i=0;i<options->getYIntegrationLmeCountO;i++)
{
y -  options->getYIntegrationLine(i); 
if( y >= geometry->getGridWidth()) 
m_DFieldY[i] += 0;

else if( timeStep >= geometry - >getGridTimeQ)
m_DFieldY[i] += 0;
else
for( x=0; x<geometry->getGridWidth(); x++) 
m_DFieldY[i] field[ x ][ y ]*field[ x ][ y ];

}
return rc;
}
FieldIntegrator::~Fieidlntegrator()
{
delete [] m_DFieldX; 
delete [] m_DFieldY;
}
int FieldIntegrator::write()
{
int rc = SUCCESS; 
int ij;

FILE *fp = NULL;
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ip = fopen( m_sFilename, "wt"); 
if( ip —  NULL)
{
re = INVAL1D_FILENAME; 
return rc;
}
foi(i=0;i<options^>getXIntegrationLineCount();i++)
{
fprintf(lp,''For Line X=%d Field Integration=%le\n",options->getXIntegrationLine(i),m_DFieldX[i] ); 
}
fprintf(fp,"'n");
for(i=0;i<optionfr>getYIntegrationLineCount();i++)
{
fprintf(ip,"For Line Y=%d Field IntegratioiF=%leW',options->getYIntegrationLine(i)
,m_DFieldY[i]);

}

if[ fp != NULL ) 
fclose(ip); 

return rc;
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//FiniteDifferenceTimeDomamSolver.cpp -  superclass for the solver algorithm 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
#mclude "FiniteOifferenceTimeDomainSolver.h"
#include "Geometry.h''
#include "Options.h"
#include ''Material.h''
#include <iostream.h>

FiniteDifferenceTimeDomainSolver::FiniteDifferenceTimeDomainSolver( Geometry *geotn, Options* opt) 
{
cout«  "Creating: FiniteDifferenceTimeDomainSolver\n"; 
geometry = geom; 
options = opt;
}
FiniteDifferenceTimeDomainSolver::~FiniteDifferenceTimeDomainSolver()
{
cout« "Deleting: FiniteDifferenceTimeDomamSolverVn"; 
geometry = NULL;
i
int FiniteDifferenceTimeDomainSolver::initializeQ
{
int rc ** Material::initializeMaterials( geometry);
cerr « "Message: Initializing finite difference time domain solver'n";
return rc;
}
li!ili!!!li!iilii}llilll!lililliiililtiiIllilllIillliilii!itlIllllli!ili!Iiiillll!i!lill!!!!iiiI!!!iiWi!iiIliiii!li!
//GaussianSource.cpp -  used to instatiate a CW gaussian source 
l!!!!l!ll!liiil!!iilll!lilll!!liiilll!l!llllil!!!!!!l!l!l!l!il!!!li!ll!!l!!ill!!lil!!ii!ll!!!!il!!!l!!i!lllll!ii!ill!l 
#include "GaussianSource.h"
#include <iostream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "stdheader.h"
#include "Geometry.h"
#include <stdio .h>

GaussianSource::GaussianSource( long index, char *name, Material *lastMaterial, 
double maxEField, int startTime, double lambda, 
double FWHM)

:Source( index, name, lastMateriai, maxEField, startTime, lambda)
{
m_dFullWidthHalfMax = FWHM;
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m_dSigma = FWHM / (2  * sqrt( 2 * log(2))); 
ramp - 100;
cerr «  "Message: Creating gaussian source with lambda=" « lam bda« "n"; 
}

/ATE junctions

double GaussianSource::getElectricFieldZx( int i, int n )
{
//if we're a vertical source then all Z Electric field components 
//in the x direction should not exist 
if( injM inX  =  m JM axX ) 
return 0;

double offset = m_dDeltaSpace * sqrt( ( i - m_iHalfX) * ( i - m_iHalfX)); 

double EField =
m_dMaxElectricField*exp(-0.5*offset*offset/m_dSigma/m_dSigma); 

double time = (n-m_iStartTime) >= 0 ? ((double)(n-m_iStartTime))*m_dDeltaTime : 0; 
double Escale = (n-m_iStartTime) >= ramp ? 1.0 : exp(10.0*(mm_iStartTime-ramp)/ramp );

i/Field*- Escale*sin( m_dAngularFrequency*time -
m_dAngularFrequency*INVERSE_LIGHT_SPEED*getRefractivelndex()*0.5*m_dDeltaSpace);

return EField;
}
double GaussianSource::getElectricFieldZy( int j, int n )
{
//if we're a horizontal source then all Z Electric field components 
//in the Y direction should not exist 
iff m_iMinY - m_iMaxY) 
return 0;

double offset = m_dDeltaSpace * sqrt( ( j - m_iHalfY ) * ( j - m_iHalfY)); 

double EField =
m_dMaxElectricField*exp(-0.5*offset*offset/rn_dSigma/m_dSigma); 

double time = (n-m_iStartTime) >= 0 ? ((double)(n-m_iStartTime))*m_dDeltaTime : 0; 
double Escale = (n-mjStartTime) >= ramp ? 1.0 : exp(10.0*(n-m_iStartTime-ramp)/ramp );

EField*= Escale‘ sin( m_dAngularFrequency*time -
m_dAngularFrequency*INVERSE_LlGHT_SPEED*getRefractivelndex0*0.5*m_dDeltaSpace);

retirn EField;
}

double GaussianSource::getMagneticFieldX( int i, int n )
{
//if we're a vertical source then all X Magnetic field components 
//should not exist 
iff m_iMinX =  m_iMaxX) 
return 0;

double offset = m_dDeltaSpace * sqrtf ( i - m_iHalfX) * ( i - m_iHalfX)); 
double HField =
m_dMaxMagneticField*exp(-0.5*offset*offset/m_dSigma/m_dSigma);

double Hscale = (n-m_iStartTime) >= ramp ? 1.0 : exp(10.0*(n-m_iStartTime-ramp)/ramp );

double time = (n-mJStartTime) > 0 ? (0.5 + (double)(n-m_iStartTime))*m_dDeltaTime : 0;

HField*= Hscale*sin( m_dAngularFrequency*time);

return HField;
}
double GaussianSource::getMagneticFieldY( int j, in tn )
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{
//if we're a horizontal source then all Y Magnetic field components
//should not exist
if( mJMinY == m JM axY )
return 0;

double offset = m_dDeltaSpace * sqrt( ( j - m JH alfY ) * ( j - m JH alfY )); 
double HField —
m_dMaxMagneticField*exp(-0.5*offset*offset/m_dSigma/m„dSigma); 

double Hscale = (n-m_iStartTime) >= ramp ? 1.0 : exp(10.0*(n-mJStartTime-ramp)/ramp);

double time -  (n-mJStartTime) > 0 ? (0.5 + (double)(nmJStartTime))*m__dDeltaTime : 0;

HField*= Hscale*sin( m_dAngularFrequency*time);

return HField;
}

//TM functions

double GaussianSource::getMagneticFieldZx( int i, intn)
{
//if we're a vertical source then all Z Magnetic field components 
//in the x direction should not exist 
if( mJMinX =  m JM axX ) 
return 0;

double offset = m_dDeltaSpace * sqrt( ( i - m JH a lfX ) * ( i - m JH alfX )); 

double HField =
m_dMaxMagneticField*exp(-0.5*offset*ofFset/m__dSigma/m_dSigma);

double Hscale = (i>m_iStartTime) >= ramp ? 1.0 : exp(10.0*(n-mJStartTime-ramp)/ramp );

double time = (n-mJStaiffime) >= 0 ? (n -m JStartTime)*m„dDeltaTime: 0;

HField*= Hscale*sin( -2*Pl*LIGHT_SPEED/m„dLambda*time + 2.0*PI*getRefractiveIndexO*0.5*m„dDeltaSpace/m_dLambda);

return HField;
}
double GaussianSource::getMagneticFieldZy( int j, int n )
{
//if we're a horizontal source then all Z Magnetic field components 
//in the Y diiection should not exist 
if( mJMinY =  m JM axY ) 
return 0;

double offset = m_dDeltaSpace * sqrt( ( j - m JH alfY ) * (j - m_iHalfY)); 

double HField =
m_dMaxMagneticField*exp(-0.5*offset*offset/m_dSigma/m_dSigma); 

double Escale -  (n-mJStartTime) >= ramp ? 1.0 : exp( 10.0*(n-mJ StartTime-ramp)/ramp );

double time -  (n -m J StartT ime) >= 0 ? (n -m_iStartTime)*m_dDeltaTime; 0;

HField*= sin( -25,1PI*LIGHT_SPEED/m_dLambda*time + 2.0*PI*getReffact3velndexQ*0.5*m_dDeltaSpace/m_dLambda);

return HField;
}

double GaussianSource::getElectricFieldX( int i, int n )
{
//if we’re a vertical source then all X Electric field components 
//should not exist 
if( mJMinX =  m JM axX ) 
return 0;
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double offset = m_dDeitaSpace * sqrt( ( i - mJHalfX ) * ( i - mJHalfX )); 
double EField =
m__dMaxElectricField*exp(-0.5*offset*offset/m_dSigma/m_dSigma); 

double Escale = (n-mJStartTime) >= ramp ? 1.0 : exp( 10.0* (ivmJStaitTime-ramp)/ramp );

double time — (n-mJStartTime) > 0 ? (nmaJStartTimeH).5)*m_dDeltaTime : 0;

EField*= Escale*sin( 2.0*PI*LIGHTJSPEED/m_dUmbda*time );

return EField;
}
double GaussianSource::getElectricFieldY( int j, int n )
{
//if we're a horizontal source then all Y Electric field components 
//should not exist 
if( mJMinY =  mJMaxY ) 
return 0;

double offset = mjiDeltaSpace * sqrt( ( j - m JH alfY ) * ( j - mJHalfY)); 
double EField =
m_dMaxElectricField*exp(-0.5*offset*offset/m_dSigma/m_dSigma);
double Escale -  (n-mJStartTime) >= ramp ? 1.0 : exp( 10.0*(i>mJStartTime-ramp)/ramp );

double time = (n-mJStartTime) > 0 ? (n-mJStartTime+0.5)*m_dDeltaTime : 0;

EField*= Escale*sin( 2.0*PI*LIGHT_SPEED/m_dLambda^ime );

return EField;
}

GaussianSource::~GaussianSource()
{
cerr « "Message: Deleting gaussian sourceVi";
}
I!lll!ii!!llliliiiil!iiliilllililli!iiiii!iliilliiilillllli!lliiitillilililillliliti!l!llililli!ililiiillililllllillll 
//Geometry.cpp -  stores the geometry and material properties

#include "Geometry.h"
#include "Options.h"
#include "MateriaLh"
#include "GeometryPoint.h"
#include <cstdio>
#include <iostream.h>

Geometry: '.Geometry 0
{
points = NULL; 
m_dDelta = 0; 
m„dDeltaTime — 0; 
m_dMinimumLambda = 1E80; 
m JW idth = 0; 
m JHeight = 0; 
m_dGridMode = 0;
}
int Geometry: :setDeltaSpace( double delta)
{
m_dDelta = delta; 
return SUCCESS;
}
int Geometry::setDeltaTime( double deltaTime)
{
m_dDeltaTime = deltaTime; 
return SUCCESS;
}
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int Geometry: :setGridTime( int tim e)
{
rnJTime = time; 
return SUCCESS;
}
int Geometry:: setMinimumLambda( double lambda)
{
if( m_dMinimumLambda > lambda) 
m„dMinimumLambda = lambda; 
return SUCCESS;
}
Geometry::~GeometryO
{
if( points !=NULL)
{
for(int i=0;i<m_iHeight;i++)
{
i^points[i] !=NULL) 
delete [] points[i];
}
delete [] points;
cerr«  "Deleting: geometry pointin’' ;
}
}

Source* Geometry::isPointLeftOfSource( int i, int j)
{
if( i > -  (m_iWidth-l) || j >=m_jHeight) 
return NULL;
else if( getMaterial(i, j)->isBoundaryO) 
return NULL;
else if( getMaterial(i, j)->isSource()) 
return NULL;
else if( getMaterial(i+l, j}>isSource()) 
return (Source*)getMaterial(i+l j); 

else
return NULL;

}
Source* Geometry::isPointBelowSource( int i, int j)
{
if( i >= mJWidth || j >= (m_iHeight-l) )  
return NULL;
else if( getMaterial(i, j)->isBoundaryO) 
return NULL;
else if( getMaterial(i, j)->isSource()) 
return NULL;

else if( getMaterial(i J+l}>isSource()) 
return (Source*)getMaterial(i j+1); 

else
return NULL;

}

//GeometryPoint.cpp -  defines a single point in the computational space

#include "GeometryPointh"
#include <assert.h>
#include <string.h>

GeometryPoint::GeometryPointO
{
material = NULL;
}
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void GeometryPoint::setMaterial(Material *mat)
{
assert( mat != NULL); 
material = mat;
}
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllll 
//MateriaLcpp- stores all material properties 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//include <string.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include "Material.h"
//include "Geometry .h"

Material* Material::firstMaterial=NULL;
Material* Material::lastMaterial=NULL; 
intMaterial:;m_iDispersiveExists=0;

//member functions
Material: :Material( long index, char* name, double EC, double MC, double EP, double MP, 

double bl, double b2, double b3, double cl, double c2, 
double c3, double dl, double d2, double d3 )

{
m_llndex = index;
m_bIsBoundary = false;
m_blsSource = false;
m_b!sDispersive -  true;
m_iDispersiveExists = true;
m_bIsMetal = false;
m_dElectricConductivity = EC;
m_dMagneticConductivity = MC;
m_dElectricPermittivly = EP * EPSlLON_NOT;
m_dMagneticPermeability = MP * MU_NOT;
m_dBl = bl;
m_dB2 = b2;
m_dB3 = b3;
m_dCl = cl=0?0:2*PI*LIGHT_SPEED/cl;
m_dC2 = c2=0?0:2*PI*LIGHT_SPEED/c2;
m_dC3 = c3=0?0:2*PI*LIGHT_SPEED/c3;
m_dDl = dl;
m_dD2 = d2;
m_dD3 = d3;
m_dWp = 0;
m_dSF = 0;
m_sMaterialName = new char[strlen(name)+l]; 
strcpy(m_sMaterialName, name); 
nextMaterial = NULL; 
prevMaterial = NULL;

//add material to list 
if( lirstMaterial =  NULL)
{
firstMaterial = lastMaterial -  this;
}
else
{
lastMaterial ->nextMateria! = this; 
this->prevMaterial = lastMaterial; 
lastMaterial -  this;
}
cerr« "Creating: " «  m^sMaterialName «  "Vi";
)
Material::Material( long index, char* name, double EC, double MC, double EP, double MP, 

double wp, double sf, bool isMetal = false)
{
rnjlndex = index; 
m_bIsBoundary = false; 
m_bIsSource = false; 
m_b!sMetal = isMetal;
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m_MsConductive = ! isMetal;
m_bIsDispersive = true;
m_iDispersiveExists = true;
m_dElectricConductivity = EC;
m__dMagneticConductivity = MC;
m_dBlectricPennittivity = EP * EPSILON_NOT;
m_dMagneticPermeability = MP * MU_NOT;
m_dBl = 0;
m_dB2 = 0;
m_dB3 = 0;
m_dCl = 0;
m_dC2 = 0;
m_dC3 = 0;
m_dDl = 0;
m_dD2 = 0;
m_dD3 = 0;
m_dWp = wp;
m_dSF = sf,
m_sMaterialName = new char[strlen(name)-t-l]; 
strcpy(m_sMaterialName, name); 
nextMaterial = NULL; 
prevMaterial = NULL;

//add material to list
if( fustMaterial =  NULL )
{
firstMaterial = lastMaterial = this;
}
else
{
lastMaterial->nextMaterial = this; 
this->prevMaterial = lastMaterial; 
lastMaterial = this;
}
cerr «  "Creating;" « m_sMaterialName «  "In";
}
Material::Material( long index, char* name, double EC, double MC, double EP, double M P) 
{
m_llndex = index;
m_b!sBoundaiy = false;
m_bIsSource = false;
m_bIsDispersive = false;
m_b!sMetal -  false;
m_b!sConductive = false;
m_dElectricConductivity = EC;
m_dMagneticConductivi1y = MC;
m_dElectricPermittivity = EP * EPSILON_NOT;
m_dMagneticPenneability = MP * MU_NOT;
m_dBl = 0;
m_dB2 = 0;
m_dB3 = 0;
m_dCl = 0;
m_dC2 = 0;
m_dC3 = 0;
m_dDl = 0;
m_dD2 = 0;
m_dD3 = 0;
m_dWp = 0;
m_dSF = 0;
m_sMaterialName = new char[strlen(name)+l]; 
strcpy(m_sMaterialName, name); 
nextMaterial = NULL; 
prevMaterial = NULL;

//add material to list 
if( firstMaterial =  NULL)
{
firstMaterial = lastMaterial = this;
}
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else
{
lastMaterial->nextMaterial = this; 
this->prevMaterial = lastMaterial; 
lastMaterial = this;
}
cerr « "Creating:" «  m_sMaterialName «  "Vi";

Material::Material( long index, char* name, Material *m )
{
m_llndex = index; 
m_b!sBoundary = false; 
m_bls Source = false;
m_dElectricConductivity = m->getElectricConductivityO;
m_dMagneticConductivity = m->getMagneticConductivityO;
m_dElectricPermittivity = m->getElectricPermitt ivityO;
m_dMagneticPermeability = m->getMagneticPermeabilityQ;
m_dB 1 = n>>m_dB 1;
m_dB2 = rr»m_dB2;
m_dB3 -  n>>m_dB3;
m_dCl = n>>m„dC 1;
m_dC2 — n»m_dC2;
m_dC3 = m->m_dC3;
m_dDl -  m->m_dDl;
m_dD2 = m->m_dD2;
m_dD3 = m->m_dD3;
m_dWp = n>>m_dWp;
m_dSF -  n»m_dSF;
mJrfsDispersive = m~>m_bIsDispersive;
m_bIsMetal = m->m_bIsMetal;
m_bIsConductive = m->m__blsConducti.ve;
m_sMaterialName = new char[strlen(name)+l];
strcpy(m_sMaterialName, name);
nextMaterial = NULL;
prevMaterial = NULL;

//add material to list 
if( firstMaterial —  NULL)
{
firstMaterial = lastMaterial = this;
}
else
{
lastMaterial->nextMaterial -  this; 
this->prevMaterial = lastMaterial; 
lastMaterial = this;
}
cerr « "Message: Creating " «  m_sMaterialName « "  \n";
}
Material::~Material()
{
if( this->prevMaterial != NULL) 
this->prevMaterial->nextMaterial = this->nextMaterial; 
if( this->nextMaterial != NULL) 
this->nextMaterial->prevMaterial = this->prevMaterial;

cerr «  "Deleting;" «  m_sMaterialName « "'n"; 
delete m_sMaterialName; 
m_sMaterialName = NULL;
}
Material* Material::materialExists( long index)
{
//cerr « "Checking index:" « index « "Vi";
Material *mat = firstMaterial;

while( m at!- NULL )
{
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//cerr« "Index is: " «  mat ->getlndex0 « "  for material" « imt->getName() «  "®"; 
if( mat ->getlndex() =  index) 
return mat;
mabmiat ->nextMaterial;
}
c e r r «  "Checking index: ” « index «  " V ; 
mat == firstMaterial; 
while( m a tN U L L )
{
c e r r «  "Index is :" «  mat->getlndexO< < " for material" « m a t-> g e tN a m e O " h " ;  
if( mat ->getlndex0 =  index) 
return mat;
mat?=mat ->nextMaterial;
}
return NULL;
}

long Material::getIndexForColor( BYTE blue, BYTE green, BYTE red) 
{
long index = 0; 
index |= blue«16; 
index |= green«8; 
index |= red; 
return index;
i

int Material: :initializeMaterials( Geometry *geometry)
{
Material *mat = firstMaterial; 
int rc = SUCCESS;

while( mat != NULL)
{
rc |=mat->initialize( geometry); 
mat = mat->nextMaterial;
}
return rc;
}
int Material: :initialize( Geometry * geometry)
{
int rc = SUCCESS;
double deltaTime = geometry->getDeltaTime();
double deltaSpace = geometry->getDeltaSpaceO;
c e r r «  "Message: Initializing material" « th is-> getN am eO «,,V ';

m_dElectricCoefficientA = (1 - m__dElectricConductivity*deltaTime/( 2*m_dElectricPermittivity) )  / (1 + 
m_dElectricConductivity*deitaTime/( 2*m_dElectricPermittivity ) ) ;
m„dElectricCoefficientB -  ( deltaTime/( deltaSpace*m_dElectricPermittivity) )  / (1 + m_dElectricConductivity*deltaTime/( 
2*m_dElectricPermittivity) ) ;
m„dMagneticCoeffic ient A = (1 - m_dMagneticConductivity*deltaTime/( 2*m_dMagneticPermeability) ) / ( !  + 
m_dMagneticConductivity*deltaTime/( 2*m_dMagneticPermeability ) ) ;
m_dMagneticCoefficientB -  ( deltaTime/( deltaSpace*m_dMagneticPermeability) ) / ( ! +  m_dMagneticConductivity*deltaTime/( 
2*m„dMagneticPermeabiIity) ) ;

m_dAl - 2  + getSellmeierCoefficientD 10^geometry->getDeltaTimeQ +
getSellmeierCoefficientClO * getSellmeierCoefficientCIO * 
geometry->getDeltaTime() * geometry->getDeltaTime()
* (1 + getSellmeierCoefficientBlQ );

m_dA2 = 2 + getSellmeierCoefficientD20*geometry->getDeltaTimeQ + 
getSellmeiei€oefficientC2() * getSellmeierCoefficientC20 * 
geometry->getDeltaTimeO * geometry->getDeltaTime()
* (1 + getSellmeierCoefficientB20);

m_dA3 - 2  + getSellmeierCoefRcientD3Q*geometry->getDeItaTime0 +
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getSellmeierCoefficientC3() * getSellmeierCoefficientC30 * 
geometry->getDeltaTimeO * geometry->getDeltaTimeQ
* (1 + getSellmeierCoefficientB3Q);

m_dWl -  getSellmeieiCoefficientB 1 () * geometry->getDeltaTimeQ * 
geometry->getDeItaTime0 * getSellmeierCoefficientCIO *
getSellmeieiCoefficientCl 0;

m_dW2 ~ getSeUmeierCoefficientB2() * geometry->getDeltaTimeQ * 
geometry->getDeltaTime0 * getSellmeierCoefficientC20 * 
getSellmeierCoefficientC2Q;

m__dW3 = getSellmeierCoefficientB30 * geometry->getDeltaTimeO * 
geometry->getDeltaTime0 * getSellmeierCoefficientC30 * 
getSellmeierCoefficientC30;

m_dGl -  -2 + getSellmeierCoefficientD10*geometry->getDeltaTime0 - 
getSellmeierCoefficientCIO * getSellmeierCoefficientCIO * 
geometiy->getDeltaTimeO * geometry^getDeltaTimeO
* (1 + getSellmeierCoefficientBl());

m_dG2 = -2 + getSellmeierCoefficientD20*geometiy->getDeltaTime0 - 
getSellmeierCoefficientC2() * getSellmeierCoefficientC20 * 
geometry->getDeltaTime0 * geometry->getDeltaTimeO
* (1 + getSellmeieiCoefficientB20 );

m_dG3 — -2 + getSellmeierCoefficientD3()if!geometry->getDeItaTimeO - 
getSeilmeierCoefficientC3Q * getSellmeierCoefficientC30 * 
geometry->getDeltaTime0 * geometry->getDeltaTimeO
* (1 + getSelimeierCoefficientB30 );

m_dHl ® (2.0 + getScatteringFrequencyO*geometry->getDeltaTimeO); 

m_dH2 = (2.0 - getScatteringFrequency0*geometiy->getDeltaTimeO);

m_dH3 = ( getPlasmaFrequency0*getPlasmaFrequency0*geometry->getDeltaTime0*geometry->getDeltaTime0*EPSILON__NOT 
- getScatteringFrequencyO*geometry->getDeltaTimeO*getElectricPermittivityO 
+ 2*getElectricPermittivityO);

m_dH4 = ( getPlasmaFrequency0*getPlasmaFrequency()*geometry->getDeltaTime0*geometry->getDeltaTime0*EPSLLON_NOT 
+ getScatteringFrequencyO*geometry->getDeltaTime()*getElectricPermittivityO 
+ 2*getElectricPermittivityO);

return rc;
)
void Material: :deleteMaterials()
{
Material “mat = firstMaterial; 
while( mat != NULL )
{
Material *nextMat - mat->nextMaterial; 
delete mat; 
mat = nextMat;
}
firstMaterial = lastMaterial = NULL;
}
////////////////////̂ ^
//Options.cpo -  stores the option parameters for a given simulation

#include "Options.h"
#include "stdheader.h”
#include <iostream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>

Options::Options0
{
mJFrameSpacing = 0;
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m_sSimulationName = NULL;
m_bPulsedMode = false;
cerr «  "Message: Creating options object V ;
}
Options: :~Qptions()
{
cenr« "Message: Deleting options object Vi"; 
delete [] m_sSimu!ationName; 
if( mJtXSamplingPoints != NULL) 
delete [] m_IXSamplingPoints; 

iit mJYSaniplingPo ints != NULL) 
delete [] m_IYSamplingPoints; 

m_iFrameSpacmg = 0;
}

void Options: :setFrameSpacing( int spacing)
{
m_iFrameSpacing = abs(spacing);
}
void Options::setSimulationName( char* simulationName)
{
if( simulationName == NULL )
{
m_sSimulationName = new char[strlen("fdtd")+l]; 
strcpy(m_sSimulationName,"fdtd");
}
else if( strlen(simulationName) =  0 )
{
m_sSimulationName = new char{strlen("fdtd")+l]; 
strcpy(m_sSimulationName,''fdtd");
}
else
{
m_sSimulationName = new char[strlen(simulationName)+l]; 
strcpy(m_sSimulationName, simulationName);
>
}

void Options: :setSimulationMode( char* mode)
{
//cerr «  "Simulation mode " «  mode;
if( strcmp(mode, TM„TE„MODE_TOKEN) =  0 )
m_iSimulationMode = TM„TE„MODE;
else if( strcmp(mode, TM_MODE_TOKEN) =  0)
m_iSimulationMode = TM„MODE;
else if( strcmp(mode, TE_MODE_TOKEN) =  0)
m_iSimulationMode = TE„MODE;
else
mJSimulationMode *= TM_TE_MODE;

}
void Options::setPulsedMode( bool mode)
{
m_bPulsedMode = mode;
}

void Options::setOutputMode( char* mode, double min, double max)
{
//cerr « "Output mode" «  mode;
if( strcmp(mode, BMP_TXT_OUTPUT_MODE_TOKEN) =  0 )
m_iOutputMode = BMP_TXT_OUTPUT_MODE;

else ifl[ strcmp(mode, BMP_OUTPUT_MODE_TOKEN) =  0 )
m_iOutputMode =BMP_OUTPUT_MODE;

else if( strcmp(mode, TXT_OUTPUT_MODE_TOKEN) =  0)
m_iOutputMode = TXT_OUTPUT_MODE;
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else
m_iOutputMode -  BMP_OUTPUT_MODE; 

m_dMaxOutputF ieldStr ength *= max; 
m_dMinOutputFieldStrength = min;
}
void Options::setTimeDomainFieldSamplingPointCount( int count)
{
mJSamplingPointCount = count; 
if( count > 0 )
{
m_IXSamplingPoints = new int[count]; 
mJYSamplingPoints = new int[count];
}
else
{
m_IXSamplingPoints = NULL; 
m_I Y SamplingPoints = NULL;
}
}
void Options::setTiraeDomainFieldSamplingPoint( int index, int x, int y )
{
m_IXSamplingPoints[index] = x; 
mJYSamplingPoints[index] = y;
}
void Options::setXIntegrationLineCount( int count)
{
mjXIntegrationLineCount = count; 
if( count > 0 )
{
m_IXIntegrationLine - new int[count];
}
else
{
m_lXIntegrationLine = NULL;
}
}
void Options::setYIntegrationLineCount( int count)
{
m_iYIntegrationLineCount = count; 
if( count > 0 )
{
mJYIntegrationLine = new int[count];
}
else
{
mJYIntegrationLine = NULL;
}
}
void Options::setXIntegrationLine( int index, int x )
{
mJXIntegrationLine[index] = x;
}
void Options::setYIntegrationLine( int index, int y )
{
mJYIntegrationLine[index] <- y;
}
void Options: :setQueryContinue( bool cont)
{
m_bQueiyContinue = cont;
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//PMLBoundaryCondision.cpp -  specifies the boundary condition parameters
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iiiiimiiiiiiuiiiiminmiiiuiiwiiiiimiiiiimiiimiiiiimiiiimmiiiimiiiiiuiiiitiii
#include -'string.h>
#include <iostream.h>
//include "PerfectlyMatchedLayerBoundaryCondition.h"
//include "stdheader.h"
#include "Geometry.h"
#include <math.h>

PerfectlyMatchedLayerBoundaryCondition*
PerfectlyMatchedLayerBoundaryCondition::boundaryCondition = NULL;

//member functions
PerfectlyMatchedLayerBoundaryCondition::PerfectlyMatchedLayerBoundaiyCondition( long index, char* name, int width, double ec
)
:Material( index, name, 0 ,0 ,1 .0 ,1 .0)
{
cerr «  "Creating: Perfectly matched boundary layer with conductivity" «  ec « "  and width" «  width «  "\n"; 
m_dElectricConductivity = ec;
m_dMagneticConductivity = m_dElectricConductivity * MU_NOT / EPSlLON_NOT; 
m_iWidth = width; 
m_bIsBoundary = true; 
boundaryCondition = this;
m_DMagneticExpCoefficientsA = new double[m_iWidth]; 
m_DElectricExpCoefficientsA = new double[m_iWidth]; 
m_DMagneticExpCoefficientsB = new double[m_iWidth]; 
m_DElectricExpCoefficientsB = new double[m_iWidth];
>
int PerfectlyMatchedLayerBoundaryCondition::initialize( Geometry ’geometry )
{
Material::initialize( geometry); 
int rc = SUCCESS;
cerr « "Message: Initializing boundary condition " « this->getName() « "W ; 
double deltaTime = geometry->getDeltaTimeO; 
double deltaSpace = geometry->getDeltaSpace();

/*fot/ int i = 0; i<m_iWidth; i++ )
{
//convention is that sigma increases as index increases
double sigmaE = m_dElectricConductivity;//*(double)(i)/(double)m_iWidth;
double sigmaM = m_dMagneticConductivity;//*(double)(i)/(double)m_iWidth;

m_DElectricExpCoefficientsB[i] = ( deltaTime/( deltaSpace*m_dElectricPermittivity) )  / (1 + sigmaE*deltaTime/( 
2*m_dElectricPermittivity) ) ;

m_DMagneticExpCoefficientsB[i] = ( deltaTime/( deltaSpace*m_dMagneticPermeability) )  / (1 + sigmaM*deltaTime/( 
2*m_dMagneticPermeability) ) ;

m_DElectricExpCoefficientsA[i] = (1 - m_dElectricConductivity*deltaTime/( 2*m_dElectricPermittivity) ) / ( !  + 
sigmaE*deltaTime/( 2*m_dElectricPermittivity) ) ;

m_DMagneticExpCoefficientsA[i] = (1 - m_dMagneticConductivity*deltaTime/( 2*m_dMagneticPermeability ) )  / (1 + 
sigmaM*deltaTime/( 2*m_dMagneticPermeability) ) ;

}
double sigmaE = 0; 
double sigmaM = 0;
m_dElectricCoefficientB - ( deltaTime/( deltaSpace*m_dElectricPermittivity) )  / (1 + sigmaE*deltaTime// 
2*m_dElectricPermittivity) ) ;
m_dMagneticCoefficienffl = ( deltaTime// deltaSpace*m_dMagneticPermeability) ) / ( ! +  sigmaM*deltaTime/( 
2*m_dMagneticPermeability) ) ;
m_dElectricCoefficientA = (1 - m_dElectricConductivity*deltaTime/( 2*m_dElectricPermittivity) ) / ( ! +  sigmaE*deltaTime/( 

2*m_dElectricPermittivity) ) ;
m_dMagneticCoefficientA = (1 -m_dMagneticConductivity*deltaTime/( 2*m_dMagneticPermeability) )  / (1 + 
sigmaM*deltaTime/( 2*m_dMagneticPermeability) ) ;
*/
for/ int i = 0; i<m_iWidth; i++)
{
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//convention is that sigma increases as index increases
double sigmaE = m_dElectricConductivity*(double)(i-K).5)/(double)rn_iWidth;
double sigmaM = m_dMagneticConductivity*(double)i/(double)m_iWidth;

m_DElectricExpCoefficientsB[i] =
(l-exp(-sigmaE*deltaTima/EPSILON_NOT))/sigmaE/deltaSpace;

m_DMagneticExpCoefficientsB[i] = 
(l-exp(-sigmaM*deltaTime/MU_NOT))/sigmaM/deltaSpace;

mJ3ElectricExpCoefficientsA[i] = 
exp(-sigmaE*deltaTime/EPSILON_NOT);

m_DMagneticExpCoefficientsA[i] = 
exp(-sigmaM*deltaTime/MU_NOT);

}
m_DMagneticExpCoefficientsB[0] = deltaTime*INVERSE„MU_NOT/deltaSpace; 
//m_DElectricExpCoefficientsB[0] = deltaTime*INVERSE_EPSELON_NOT/dellaSpace;

m_dElectricCoefficientB = deltaTime*INVERSE_EPSILON^NOT/deltaSpace; 
m_dMagneticCoefficientB = deltaTime*INVERSE_MU_NOT/deltaSpace; 
m_dElectricCoefficientA = 1.0; 
m_dMagneticCoefficientA = 1.0;

return rc;

return rc;
}
PerfectlyMatchedLayerBoundaryCondition::~PerfectlyMatchedLayerBoundaiyCondition()
{
if( m_DElectricExpCoefficientsA != NULL) 
delete m_DElectricExpCoefficientsA; 

if( m_DMagneticExpCoefficientsA != NULL ) 
delete m_DMagneticExpCoefficientsA; 

ii( m_DElectricExpCoefficientsB != NULL) 
delete m_DElectricExpCoefficientsB; 

if[ m_DMagneticExpCoefficientsB != NULL) 
delete m_DMagneticExpCoefficientsB;

}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//PropertyReader.cpp — reads in the options and parameters for the simulation 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//include "PropertyReader.h"
//include <cstdio>
//include <cstring>
#include <iostream.h>
#include "Geometry.h"
//include "Options.h"
#include <assert.h>
//include "Material.h"
#include <math.h>
#include "GaussianSource.h"
#include "TerahertzSource.h"
#include "PulsedGaussianSource.h"
//include "PerfectlyMatchedLayerBoundaryCondition.h"

PropertyReader: :PropertyReaderO 
{
readState = -1; 
geometry = NULL;
cerr « "Creating: PropertyReader \n";
}
I** Read the property file */
int PropertyReader::readProperties( char *propFile, Geomety *geom, Options *opt)
{
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FILE* propertyFP; 
int rc = SUCCESS; 
char line[2048]; 
geometry -  geom; 
options = opt; 
lastMaterial -  NULL;

propertyFP = fopen( propFile, "it"); 
if( propertyFP =  NULL )
{
cerr «  "Property file not found! V ;  
return FILE_NOT_FOUND;
i
while( (fgets(!ine, 2048, propertyFP ) I-  NULL) && (rc =  SUCCESS)) 
{
rc = parseLinef line );
}
fclose( propertyFP); 
return rc;
}
int PropertyReader: :parseLine( char* line)
{
assert( line != NULL ); 
int rc = SUCCESS;
iff sirstr(line, GRID_TOKEN ) != NULL) 
readState = GRID_STATE; 

else iff strstifline, MATERIALTOKEN) != NULL) 
readState = MATERIAL_STATE; 

else iff strstr(line, OPTIONS_TOKEN) != NULL) 
readState = OPTIONS_STATE; 

else iff line[0] = '% ')  
c e t r «  "Comment: " «  &line[l]; 

else iff readState =  MATER1AL_STATE) 
rc = parseMaterialf line); 
else iff readState =  GRID_STATE) 
rc -  parseGridf line); 

else iff readState =  OPTIONS_STATE) 
rc = parseOptionsf line); 
else
c e r r «  "Warning: Invalid property! Skipping line...hi"; 

return rc;
}
int PropertyReader: :parseGrid( char* line)
{
int rc = SUCCESS; 
char *position;
if( (position — strstr(line, DELTAJTOKEN))!— NULL)
{
double delta=0;
position — position + strlen(DELTA_TOKEN); 
if( sscanf( position,"%le",&delta) ! — 1) 
rc = INVALID_FILE_FORMAT; 
geometry->setDeltaSpace( delta );
}
else if( (position = strstr(line, DELTA_TIME_TGKEN)) != NULL)
{
double time;
position = position + strlen(DELTA_TIME_TQKEN); 
if( sscanf( position,"%le"s&time) != 1) 
rc = ENVALID_FILE_FORMAT; 
geometry->setDeitaTime( time);
}
else if( (position = strstr(line, GRID_TIME_TOKEN)) != NULL)
{
int time;
position = position + strlen(GRID_TIME_TOKEN);
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if( sscanf( position,"%d",&time) != 1) 
rc = INVALID_FILE_FORMAT; 
geometry->setGridTime( time );
i
else
{
cerr « "Unknown token:" « line;
}
return rc;

int PropertyReader: :parseMaterial( char* line)
{
int rc =- SUCCESS; 
char name[2048]; 
char type[2048]; 
unsigned char b,g,r;
if( sscanf(line, "%hhi %hhi %hhi %s %s",&b, &g, &r,namc, type) != 5 )
{
rc = INVALID_FlLE_FORMAT;
}
else
{
long index -  Material::getIndexForColor(b,g,r);
Material *material -  Material::materialExists( index); 
if( material =  NULL)
{
line = strstr( line, type ); 
line += strlen( type );
rc = parseMaterialType(index, name, type, line);
}
else
{
ceir « "Error: Attempted to read in an existing material"; 
rc = INVAL1D_FILE_F0RMAT;
}
}
return rc;
}
int PropertyReader::parseMaterialType(long index, char* name, char* type, char *line) 
{
int rc = SUCCESS;
Material *mat = NULL;

if( strcmp( type, DISPERSIVE_MATERIAL„TYPE„TOKEN) —  0)
{
double ec, me, ep, mp;
double bl,b2,b3, c l, c2,c3,di,d2,d3;
if( sscan^line, ,,0/ole %le %le %le %le %Ie %le %le %le %le %le %le %le",
&ec, &mc, &ep, &mp, &bl, &b2, &b3,
&cl, &c2, &c3,
&dl, &d2, &d3 )== 13 )
{
mat - new Material( index, name, ec, me, ep, mp, 
b l, b2, b3, 
cl, c2, c3, 
d l.d2 .d3);

this->lastMaterial = mat;
}
else
{
rc = INVALID_FlLE_FORMAT;
}
}
else if( strcmp( type, METAL_MATERIAL_TYPE_TOKEN ) =  0 )
{
double ec, me, ep, mp; 
double wp, sf;
if( sscanf(line, "%le %le %le %le %le %le", &ec, &mc, &ep, &mp, &wp, &4') =  6 )
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{
mat = new Material( index, name, ec, me, ep, mp, wp, sf, true); 
this->lastMaterial - mat;
}
else
{
rc = INVALID_FILE_FORMAT;
}
}
else if( strcmp( type, CONDUCTIVE_MATERIAL_TYPE_TOKEN) =  0)
{
double ec, me, ep, mp; 
double wp, sf;
if( sscanf(lme, ,,0/ole %le %le %le %le %le", &ec, &mc, &ep, &mp, &wp, &sf) =  6) 
{
mat = new Material( index, name, ec, me, ep, mp, wp, sf, felse); 
this->lastMaterial = mat;
}
else
{
rc = INVALID_FJLE_FORMAT;
}
}
else iff strcmp( type, MATERIAL_TYPE_TOKEN ) =  0 )
{
double ec, me, ep, mp;
if( sscani(line, "%le %le %Ie %le", &ec, &mc, &ep, &mp) —  4 )
{
mat -  new Material( index, name, ec, me, ep, m p); 
this->lastMaterial = mat;
}
else
{
rc = INVALID_FILE_FORMAT;
}

}
else if( strcmp( type, BOUNDARY_TYPE_TOKEN) =  0 )
{
char bcType[2048];
if( sscanf(line, "%s", bcType) != 1)
{
rc = INVALID_FILE_FORMAT;
}
else
{
line = strstr(line, bcType) + strlen(bcType);
if( strcmp( bcType, PERFECTLY_MATCHED_LAYER_TOKEN) =  0 )
{
double ec; 
int width;
if( sscanfijine, "%d %le”, &width, &ec) != 2 )
{
cerr «  "Error Invalid perfectly matched boundary endition parameteriai"; 
rc = INVALID_FILE_FORMAT;
}
else
{
mat = new PerfectlyMatchedLayerBoundaryCondition( index, name, width, e c );
}

}
else
{
cerr « "Warning: Invalid boundary type's"; 
rc = INVALIDJF1LE^FORMAT;
}

}
}
else il( strcmp( type, SOURCE_TYPE_TOKEN ) == 0)
{
char srcType[2048];
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if( sscanfpine, "%s", srcType) != 1)
{
rc = INVALIDJFILE_FORMAT;
}
else
{
line = strstr(line,srcType) + strlen(srcType);
if( strcmp( srcType, GAUSSIAN_SOURCE_TOKEN ) =  0 )
{
if( lastMaterial - NULL)
{
c e r r «  "Error Invalid source locatiorin";
cerr «  "Error: Source definition must be placed directly after its corresponding material'n"; 
rc = INVALIDJTLE_FORMAT;
}
else
{
double eField, FWHM, lambda; 
int startTime;
if( sscanf(line," %le %d %le %le",&eField, &startTime, &lambda,
&FWHM)!—4 )
{
c e r r «  "Error: Invalid Source Options\n"; 
rc = INVALID_FILEJFORMAT;
}
mat = new GaussianSource( index, name, lastMaterial, eField, 
startTime, lambda, FWHM);

}
}
else if( strcmp( srcType, PULSEDJJAUSSUNJSOURCEJTOKEN) =  0 )
{
if( lastMaterial =  NULL)
{
cerr« "Error Invalid source locatiorin";
cerr « "Error: Source definition must be placed directly after its corresponding material'n"; 
rc = INVALID_FILE_FORMAT;
}
else
{
double eField, FWHM, pFWHM, phi, lambda; 
int startTime;
if( sscanftlinc," %le %d %le %le %le %le",&eField, &startTime,
&lambda, &FWHM, &pFWHM, &phi) != 6 )
{
c e r r «  "Error: Invalid Source Options\n"; 
rc *  INVALID_FILE_FORMAT;
}
mat = new PulsedGaussianSource( index, name, lastMaterial, eField, 
startTime, lambda, FWHM, pFWHM, phi);

}
}
else if  strcmp( srcType, TERAHERTZ_SOURCE_TOKEN) =  0)
{
if( lastMaterial —  NULL)
{
cerr «  " E i to h  Invalid source locatiorin";
cerr «  "Error: Source definition must be placed directly after its corresponding material'n"; 
rc = INVA LID_FILE_FORMAT;
}
else
{
double eField, FWHM, pFWHM, phi, lambda; 
int startTime;
if( sscanfiline," %le %d %le %le %le %le",&eField, &startTime,
&lambda, &FWHM, &pFWHM, &phi) != 6)
{
cerr « "Error: Invalid Soiree Options\n"; 
rc = INVALID_FILE_FORMAT;
}
mat = new TerahertzSource( index, name, lastMaterial, eField,
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startTime, lambda, FWHM, pFWHM, phi);
}
}
else
{
cerr « "Warning: Invalid source type - " «  srcType « "  W ; 
rc = INVALID_FILE_FORMAT;
}
}
}
else
{
c e r r «  "Warning: Invalid material typdn"; 
rc = INVALID_FILE_FORMAT;
}
return rc;
}

int PropertyReader: :parseOptions( char* line)
{
int rc = SUCCESS; 
char ’ position;
if( (position = strstr(line; FRAME_SPACING_TOKEN)) != NULL)
{
int frameSpacing=0;
position = position + strlen(FRAME_SPACING_TOKEN); 
if( sscanf( position,"%d",&frameSpacing) != 1) 
rc = INVALlD_FILE_FORMAT; 
options->setFrajneSpacing(frameSpacing);
}
else if( (position = strstr(line, SIMULATION_NAME_TOKEN)) != NULL)
{
char name[2048];
position = position + strlen(SIMULATION_NAME_TOKEN); 
if( sscanf( position,"%s",&name) != 1) 
rc = INVALID. FILE, FORMAT; 
options->setSimulationName( name);
}
else if( (positbn = strstrfline, SIMULATION_MODE_TOKEN)) != NULL)
{
char mode[2048];
position = position + strlen(SIMULATION_MODE_TOKEN); 
if( sscanf( position,"%s",&mode) != 1) 
rc = INVALIDJdLEJORMAT; 
options->setSimulationMode( mode);
}
else if( (position = strstr(line, SIMULATION_OUTPUT_TOKEN» != NULL)
{
char mode[2048]; 
double min, max;
position = position + strlen(SIMULATION_OUTPUT_TOKEN); 
if( sscanf( position,"%s %le %le'',&mode,&min,&max) != 3 ) 
rc = INVALID_FILE_FORMAT; 
options->setOutputMode( mode, min, max);
}
else if( (position -  strstr(line, QUERY_CONTTNUE_TOKEN)) != NULL)
{
char mode[2048]; 
int cont;
position = position + strlen(QUERY_CONTINUE_TOKEN); 
if( sscanf( position,"%d'',&cont) != 1) 
rc -  INVALID_FILE_FORMAT; 
options->setQueryContinue( con t!=0 ); 
if ( cont)
ceir « "Message: Option to continue is active.'n”; 
else
cerr « "Message: Option to continue is dormant.'n";

}
else if( (position = strstr(line, TIME_DOMAIN_FIELD_OUTPUT_TOKEN)) != NULL)
{
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int count; 
int x,y;
char test[2048];
position = position + strlen(TIME_DOMAIN_FIELD__OUTPUT_TOKEN); 
if( sscanf{ position,"%d", &count) )= 1) 
rc = INVALID_FILE_FORMAT;
options->setTimeDomainFieldSamplingPointCount( count); 
count-;
sprintf(test,"%d ",count);
position = position + strlen( test);
for(; count>^0&&rc~SUCCESS ; count—)
{
if( sscanf( position,''%d % d ", &x, & y) != 2 )  
rc = INVALID_FILE_FORMAT;

options->setTimeDomainFieldSamplingPoint( count, x, y ); 
sprintf(test,"%d %d ",x,y); 
position = position + strlen( test);
}
cerr « "Message: Sampling ” «  options->getSamplingPointCountO«" points for outputlu";
}
else if( (position = strstr(iine, X_FIELD__INTEGRATOR_TOKEN)) != NULL)
{
int count; 
int x;
char test[2048];
position -  position + strlen(X„FIELD_INTEGRATOR_TOKEN);
if( sscanf( position,"%d", &count) != 1)
rc = INVALID_FILE„FORMAT;
options->setXIntegrationLineCount( count);
count—;
sprintf(test,"%d ",count);
position = position + strlen( test);
for( ; count>=0&&rc~SUCCESS ; count-)
{
ifl[ sscanf( position,"%d ", &x) != 1) 
rc = INVALID_FILE_FORM AT; 

options->setXIntegrationLine( count, x ); 
sprintf(test,"%d ",x); 
position = position + strlen(test);
}
cerr « "Message: Sampling" «  options->getXIntegrationLineCount() « "  x integration lines for outputlW;
}
else if( (jxisition = strstr(line, Y_F1ELD_1NTEGRAT0R_T0KEN)) != NULL )
{
int count; 
inty;
char test[2048];
position = position + strlen(Y_FIELD_lNTEGRATOR_TOKEN); 
if( sscanf( position,"%d ", &count) != 1) 
rc = INVALID_FILE_FORMAT; 
options->setYIntegrationLineCount( count); 
count-;
sprintf(test,"%d ",count);
position = position + strlen( test);
fo r(; count>=0&&rc==SUCCESS ; count—)
{
if( sscanf( position,"%d ", &y) != 1) 
rc = INVALID_FILE_FORMAT; 

options->setYIntegrationLine( count, y ); 
sprintf(test,"%d ",y); 
position = position + strlen( test);
}
cerr «  "Message: Samplng " «  options->getYIntegrationLineCountO «  " y integration lines for outputl'n";
}
else
{
cerr « "What the heHlW;
}
return rc;
}
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PropertyReader: :~PropertyReader()
{
c e r r «  "Deleting: PropertyReader \n";
}

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIWIIIIIIIlllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliil 
//Pulsed Gaussian Source.cpp -  instantiates a pulsed gaussian source 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//include "PulsedGaussianSource.h"
//include "GaussianSource.h"
#include <iostream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "Geometry.h"

PulsedGaussianSource::PulsedGaussianSource( 
long index, char *name, Material *lastMaterial, 
double maxEField, int startTime, double lambda, 
double FWHM, double pulseFWHM, double phi)

:GaussianSource( index, name, lastMaterial, maxEField, startTime, lambda, FWHM)
{
m_dPhi = phi/10.0*m_dAngularFrequency, m_dAngularFrequency; 
m_dPulseOffset =2*pulseFWHM; 
m_dPulseWidth = pulseFWHM;
m_dPulseSigma = m_dPulseWidth / (2  * sqrt( 2*log( 2 ) ) ) ;
c e r r «  "Message: Creating "«m_dPulseWidth « "s FWHM pulsed gaussian sourceW;
}

int PulsedGaussianSource::initialize( Geometry ’ geometry)
{
int rc = GaussianSource::initialize( geometry);
cerr« "Message: Pulse max occurs at time" «  m_dPulseOffset«  " seconds'll"; 
if( m_dPulseOffset >= geometry->getRunningTime())
{
cerr « "Warning: Pulse maximum occurs after the last time steph";
}
return rc;

}

//TE functions

double PulsedGaussianSource::getElectricFieldZx( int i, int n )
{
//if we're a vertical source then all Z Electric field components 
//in the x direction should not exist 
if{ mJMinX =  m_iMaxX) 
return 0;

double offset = m_dDeltaSpace * sqrt( ( i - m JH alfX ) * ( i- m JHalfX));

double EField = m_dMaxElectricField 
*exp(-0.5*offset*offset/m_dSigma/m_dSigma); 

double time = (n-m_JStartTime) >= G ? (n -m_iStartTime)*m„dDeltaTime : 0;

EField*- cos( (m_dAnguiarFrequency + m_dPhi*(time - m_dPulseOffset) )*(time - m_dPulseOffset) );

EField*= exp(- (time-m„dPulseOffset)*(time-m_dPulseOffset)
/ (2  * m_dPulseSigma * mjiPulseSigma));

return EField;
}
double PulsedGaussianSource::getElectricFieldZy( int j, int n )
{
//if we're a horizontal source then all Z Electric field components 
//in the Y direction should not exist 
if( mJMinY =  m JM axY ) 
return 0;
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double offset = m_dDeltaSpace * sqrt( ( j - m JH alfY ) * (j - m JH alfY ));

double EField = m_dMaxElectricFieId 
*exp(-0.5*offsrt*offset/m_dSigma/m_dSigma); 

double time = (n-m_iStartTime) >= 0 ? (n -mJStartTime)*m_dDeltaTime : 0;

EField*= cos( (m_dAngularFrequency + m_dPhi*(time - m_dPulseOffset) )*(time - m_dPulseOffset));

EField*= exp(- (time-m_dPulseOffset)*(time-m_dPulseOffset)
/ (2  * m_dPulseSigma * m_dPulseSigma));

return EField;
}

double PulsedGaussianSource::getMagneticFieidX( int i, int n )
{
//if we're a vertical source then all X Magnetic field components 
//should not exist 
if( mJMinX —  m JM axX ) 
return 0;

double offset = m_dDeltaSpace * sqrt( ( i - m_iHalfX) * ( i - m JH alfX )); 
double HField = m_dMaxMagneticField 

*exp(-0.5*offset*offset/m_dSigma/m_dSigma); 
double time = (n-m_iStartTime) > 0 ? (n-m_iStatTime+0.5)*m_dDeltaTime ; 0;

HField*= cos( (m_dAngularFrequency + m_dPhi*(time - m_dPulseOffset) )*(time - m_dPulseOffset)
- m„dAngularFrequency*[NVERSE_LIGHT_SPEED*getReffactiveIndex()*0.5 *m_dDeltaSpace);

HField*= exp(- ( (timem_dPulseOffset+nWERSEJJGHTJSPEED*getRefractiveIndex()*0.5*m_dDeltaSpace)*(time- 
m„dPulseOffset+INVERSE„LIGHT„SPEED*getRefractiveIndex0*0.5li’m_dDeltaSpace))

/ (2  * m_dPulseSigma * m_dPulseSigma));

return HField;
}
double PulsedGaussianSource::getMagneticFieldY( int j, int n )
{
//if we're a horizontal source then all Y Magnetic field components 
//should not exist 
if( m_iMinY —  m JM axY ) 
return 0;

double offset = rnJIDeltaSpace * sqrt( ( j - m JH alfY ) * ( j - m JH alfY )); 
double HField = m_dMaxMagneticFie!d 

*exp(-0.5*offset*offset/m_dSigma/m_dSigma); 
double time = (n-mJStartTime) > 0 ? (n-mJStartTime+0.5)*m_dDeitaTime : 0;

HField*=cos( (m_dAngularFrequency + m_dPhi*(time - m_dPulseOffset) )*(time - m_dPulseOffset)
- m_dAngularFrequency*INVERSEJJGHTJ>PEED*getRefraetivelndex()*0.5*m_dDeltaSpace);

HField*^ exp(- ( (timem_dPulseOffset+INVERSEJJGHTjSPEED*getRefinctiveIndex0*O.5*m_dI)eltaSpace)*(time-
m_dPulseOffset+INVERSEJLIGHT_SPEED*getRefractiveIndex()*G.55!lm_dDeltaSpace))

/ (2  * m_dPulseSigma * m_dPulseSigma ));

return HField;
}

//TM Functions
double PulsedGaussianSource::getMagneticFieldZx( int i, int n )
{
//if we're a vertical source then all Z Magnetic field components 
//in the x direction should not exist 
if( mJMinX —  mJMaxX ) 
return 0;

double offset = m_dDeltaSpace * sqrt( ( i - m_iHalfX) * ( i- m JH alfX ));
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double HField = m_dMaxMagneticField 
*exp(-0.5*offset*offset/m_dSigma/m_dSigma); 

double time = (n-mJStartTime) >= 0 ? (n -mJStartTime)*m_dDeitaTim e : 0;

HField*= cos( (m_dAngularFrequency + m_dPhi*(time - m_dPulseOffset) )*(time - m_dPulseOffset) 
-m_dAngularFrequency4'INVERSEJ-IGHT_SPEED*getRefractiveIndex()*0.5*m_dDeltaSpace);

HField*= exp( - (time-m_dPulseOflset)*(time-m_dPulseOflset)
1 ( 2 *  m_dPulseSigma* m_dPulseSigma));

return -HField;
}

double PulsedGaussianSource::getMagneticFieldZy( int j, int n )
{
//if we're a horizontal source then all Z Magnetic field components 
//in the Y direction should not exist 
if( mJMinY =  mJMaxY ) 
return 0;

double offset = m_dDeltaSpace * sqrt( ( j - m JH alfY ) * (j  - m JHalfY));

double HField = m_dMaxMagneticField 
*exp(-0.5*offset*offset/m_dSigma/m_dSigma);

double time = (n-mJStartTime) >= 0 ? (n -mJStartTime)*m„dDeltaTime : 0;

HField*= cos( (m_dAngularFrequency + m_dPhi*(time - m_dPulseOffset) )*(time - m_dPulseOffset) 
-m_dAngularFrequency*INVERSE_LIGHT_SPEED*getReiractiveIndex0*0.5*m_dDeltaSpace);

HField*= exp( - (time-m_dPulseOffset)*(time-m_dPulseOffset)
/  ( 2 *  m_dPulseSigma * m_dPulseSigma));

return -HField;
}
double PulsedGaussianSource::getElectricFieldX( int i, int n )
{
//if we're a vertical source then all X Electric field components
//should not exist
iff mJMinX —  m JM axX )
return 0;

double offset = m_dDeltaSpace * sqrtf ( i - m JH alfX ) * ( i - m JHalfX)); 
double EField = m_dMaxElectricField 

*exp(-0.5*offset*offset/m_dSigma/m_dSigma); 
double time = (n-mJStartTime) > 0 ? (n-mJStartTime+0.5)*m_dDeltaTime : 0;

EField*= cosf (m_dAngularFrequency + m_dPhi*(time - m_dPulseOffset) )*(time - m_dPulseOffset));

EField*= expf - (time-m_dPulseOffset+INVERSE_LIGHT_SPEED*0.5*m_dDeltaSpace)*(time- 
m_dPulseOffset+lNVERSE_LIGHT_SPEED*0.5*m_dDeltaSpace)

1 ( 2 *  m_dPulseSigma * m_dPulseSigma));

return EField;
}

double PulsedGaussianSource::getElectricFieldY( int j, int n )
{
//if we're a horizontal source then all Y Electric field components 
//should not exist 
if( m_iMinY == mJMaxY ) 
return 0;

double offset -  m_dDeltaSpace * sqrt( ( j - m__iHalfY) * ( j - m JHalfY)); 
double EField = m„dMaxEIectricField 

*exp(-0.5*offset*ofFset/m_dSigma/m_dSigma); 
double time -  (n-mJStartTime) > 0 ? (n-mJ StartT ime+0.5) *m_dD eltaT ime : 0;

EField*= cos( (m_dAngularFrequency + m_dPhi*(t ime - m_dPulseOffset) )*(time - m_dPulseOffset));
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EField*= exp( - (time-m_dPuIseOffset+INVERSE_LIGHT_SPEED*0.5*m_dDeltaSpace)*(time- 
m_dPulseOffset+INVERSE_LIGHT_SPEED*0.5*m_dDeitaSpace)

/ (2  * m_dPulseSigma * m_dPulseSigma));

return EField;
}

double PulsedGaussianSource::getElectricFieldZ( int i, int k, int n )
{
return 0;
}
double PulsedGaussianSource::getElectricFieldTheta( int i, int k, int n )
{
return 0;
}
double PulsedGaussianSource::getElectricFieldR( int i, int k, int n )
{
return 0;
}

double PulsedGaussianSource::getMagneticFieldZ( int i, int k, int n )
{
return 0;
}
double PulsedGaussianSource::getMagneticFieldTheta( int i, int k, int n )
{
return 0;
}
double PulsedGaussianSource::getMagneticFieldR( int i, int k, int n )
{
return 0;
}
PulsedGaussianSource::~PulsedGaussianSource()
{
c e r r «  "Message: Deleting pulsed gaussian sourceV';
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//PulsedSecondOrderSolver.cpp —second order accurate implementation of the FDTD algorithm

#include "PulsedSecondOrderSolver.h"
#include "SecondOrderSolverh"
#include "Geometiy.h"
#include "Options.h"
#include "iostream.h"
#include "SecondOrderSolver.h"
#include "PerfectlyMatchedLayerBoundaryCondition.h"
#inciude "GaussianSource.h"
#include "BitmapFieldWriter.h"
#include "TimeDomainFieldWriter.h"
#include "Reldlntegrator.h"
#include <math.h>
#include <cstdio>

PulsedSecondOrderSolver::PulsedSecondOrderSolver( Geometry *geom, Options ^options)
: SecondOrderSoIver( geom, options )
{
cout «"Creating: PulsedSecondOrderSolverVi";
IfTM  Mode
m_DElectricFieIdX = NULL; 
m_DElectricF ieldY = NULL; 
m_DMagneticFieldZ = NULL;
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/ATE Mode
m_DMagneticFieldX - NULL; 
m_DMagneticFieldY = NULL; 
m_DElectricFieldZ = NULL;
}
PulsedSecondOrderSolver::~PulsedSecondOrderSolverO
{
cout «"Deleting: PulsedSecondQrderSolver'n"; 
geometry = NULL;
}
int PulsedSecondOrderSolverr.solveO
{
int ic = SUCCESS;

if( options>getSimulationModeO —  TE_MODE)
{
cerr «  "Message: Solving geometry for TE Mode\n";
rc = solveTEMode();
if ( rc != SUCCESS ){ return rc ;}
}
if( options->getSimulationMode() —  TM_MODE)
{
cerr « "Message: Solving geometry for TM ModeW ;
rc = solveTMModeO;
if ( rc != SUCCESS ){ return rc ;}
}
if( options->getSimulationMode() —  TM_TE_MODE)
{
cerr «  "Message: Solving geometry for TEand TM ModeVi"; 
rc |= solveTEModeO; 
rc |= solveTMModeO; 
if ( rc != SUCCESS){ return i c ;}
}
returnrc;
}

int PulsedSecondOrderSolven :initialize()
{
int rc = FiniteDifferenceTimeDomainSolventinitializeO; 
if(rc !- SUCCESS) 
return rc;

//check the mJTime and space deltas...
cerr « "Message: Initializing Second Order SolveiV1;
if( geometry->getDeltaTimeO > geometry->getDeltaSpace()/( LIGHT_SPEED )/sqrt(2.0))
{
cerr « "Warning: Upper bound on lattice spacing is not met!\n"; 
cerr « "Message: m_dDeltaSpace ~ " «  geometry~>getDeltaSpace0 «  ’V ;  
cerr «  "Message: m_dDeltaTime = " «  geomeQy>getDeltaTime() «  "Vi"; 
rc = NUMERICAL_STABILITY_WARN1NG;
}
return rc;
}

int PulsedSecondOrderSoiver: :solveTEModeQ 
{
int rc = SUCCESS; 
int i j,n,k;
m„iWidth = geometry->getGridWidthQ; 
mJHeight = geometry ->getGridHeight(); 
mJTime = geometry->getGridTime();
TimeDomainFieldWriter *tdfw = new TimeDomainFieldWriter( geometry, options, "Ez"); 
Fieidlntegrator *fi = new Field! ntegrator( geometry, options);

m_dDeltaTime = geometry->getDeltaTimeO; 
m_dDeltaSpace = geometry->getDeltaSpaceQ;
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be = PerfectlyMatchedLayerBoundaryCondition::getBoundaiyCondition();

PML_width = bc->getWidth();
PML_top = mJHeight - PML_width;
PML_bottom = PML_width;
PML_right -  mJWidth -PML_width;
PML_left = PML_width;

//TM according to Taflove
cerr «"\nM essage: Solving for TE Mode! \n";

cerr « "Message: Grid size = "  «  geometry->getGridWidth()« "  x " «  
geometry->getGridHeightO «  'V ;

cerr « "Message: Space step = " «  geometry->getDeltaSpace() « "  meter&i";
cerr « "Message: mJTime step = " «  geometry->getDeltaTimeO «  ” seconds\n";
cerr« "Message: Simulation mJTime = "  «  geometiy->getRunningTimeO « "  secondsV;
cerr « "Message: Cells per minimum lambda = ” «  geometry->getMinimumLambdaO/geometry->getDeltaSpace() « 'Nn";

m_DElectricFieldZ = new double*[ mJW idth ]; 
mJDMagneticFieldX = new double*[ m JW idth}; 
m_DMagneticFieldY = new double*[ mJWidth ]; 
m_DElectricFieldPrevZ = new double*[ mJWidth ];

cerr « "Dispersive Materials exist. Creating extra arrays.Jn"; 
m_DEiectricFieldDisplacementZPrevPrev -  new double*[ mJWidth ]; 
m_DEIectricFieldDisplacementZPrev = new double*[ mJW idth ]; 
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZ = new double*[ m_iWidth ];

mJ)LinearPolarization 1 PrevPrev = new double*[ m_iWidth ]; 
m_DLinearPo larization 1 Prev = new double*[ mJW idth ];

m_DLinearPolarization2PrevPrev = new doubiej mJW idth ]; 
m_DLinearPolarizatbn2Prev = new double*[ mJW idth ];

m_DLinearPolarization3 PrevPrev = new double*[ m_iWidth ]; 
mJDLinearPolarization3Prev = new double*[ mJW idth ];

//extra arrays for boundary condition 
mJDEiectricFieldZX = new double*[ mJW idth ]; 
m„DElectricFieldZY = new double*[ mJWidth ];

//initialize the actual fields
for( i=0; KmJWidth; i-H-)
{
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZPrevPrev[i] = new double[ m_iHeight ]; 
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZPrev[i] -  new double[ m_iHeight ]; 
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZ[i] = new doublet mJHeight ];

m_DLinearPolarizationlPrevPrev[i] = new doublet m_iHeight ]; 
m_DLinearPolarizationlPrev[i] = new doublet mJHeight ];

m_DLinearPolarization2PrevPrevti] = new doublet mJHeight ]; 
m_DLinearPolarization2Prev[i] = new doublet mJHeight ];

m_DLinearPolarization3PrevPrevti] = new doublet m_iHeight ]; 
m_DLinearPolarization3Prev[i] = new doublet mJHeight ];

m_DElectricFieIdZ[i3 = new double [ mJHeight ]; 
m_DMagneticFieldXti] = new double [ mJHei^it ]; 
m__DMagneticFieldYti] == new double t mJHeight ]; 
m_DElectricFieldPrevZ[i] = new double [ m_iHeight ];

m_DElectricFieldZX[i] = new doublet mJHeight ]; 
m_DElectricFieldZY[i] = new doublet mJHeight ];

for( j=0; j<mJHeight; j++ )
{
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m_DElectricFieldZ[i][j] = 0; 
m_DMagneticFieldX[i][J] = 0; 
m_DMagneticFieldY[i][j] = 0; 
m_DElectricFieldPrevZ[i][j] = 0;

m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZPrevPrev[i][j] = 0; 
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZPrev[i][j] = 0; 
mJ3ElectricFieIdDisplacementZ[i][j] = 0;

m_DLinearPolarizationlPrevPrev[i][j] = 0; 
m_DLinearPolarizationlPrev[i][j] = 0;

m_DLinearPolarization2PrevPrev[i]0] = 0; 
m_DLmearPolarization2Prev[i][jJ = 0;

m_DLinearPolarization3PrevPrev[i][j] = 0; 
m_DLmearPolarization3Prev[i][i] = 0;

m_DElectricFieldZX[i][j] = 0; 
m_DElectricFieldZY[i][j] - 0;
}
}
//loop through the m_iTime steps... 
fot( n=0; n<m_iTime; n++)
{
//loop through the space region solving for H
cerr«  "Message:" « double(n)/double(m_iTime)*100 «  " percent completeV;

for( k=0; k<m_iWidth*in_iHeight; k++ )
{
processPointTE(ij,n);

i++;
if(i%m_iWidth —  0)
{
i=0;
j++;
if( j%m_iHeight =  0 )
j=0;

}
} // index loop

if( option9->getSamplingPointCount() > 0 )
{
tdfw->addPoint( m_DElectricFieldZ, n); 
fi^-addPoint( m_DElectricFieldZ, n );
}
//output to a file if necessary
if( options>getFrameSpacingO != 0 &&(n+l)%options->getFrameSpacingO =  0)
{
char filename[512];
//output the E field at this mJTime step if required
sprintf(filename,"%s_%s_%s_%4d",options->getSimulationNameO,TE_MODE_TOKEN, "Ez",(n+l)/options- 

>getFrameSpacing());

rc = BitmapFieldWriter::write( filename, m_DElectricFieldZ, m_iWidth, m_iHeight, options);
}

if( n == m_iTime-l && options>isQueryContinueO)
{
char option;
cerr « "Message: Would you like to continue processing (y/n)?"; 
cin »  option; 
int extTime=0;
while( option 1= 'y' && option !- 'n ')
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{
cerr«  "Please input y/n!"; 
cin »  option;
}
if( option =  y  )
{
cerr « "Please specify the number of extended m_iTime steps:
cin »  extTime;
int oldTime = m_iTime;
m_iTime -=extTime;
geometry->setGridTime( m_iTime);
tdfw->reset( oldTime );
fi->reset( oldTime );
}
}

} // n loop

if( options->getFrameSpacingO —  0 )
{
char filename[512];
//output the E field at this m_iTime step if required
sprintf(filename,"%s_0/cS_%s_0/o4d",optionS'>getSiniulationName(), TE_MODE_TOKEN, "Ez", 0 ); 
rc = BitmapFieldWriter::write( filename, m_DElectricField2, mJWidth, m_iHeight, options);
}

if( options->getSamplingPointCount() > 0 )
{
tdfw->wnte();
fi->writeO;
}
//delete the arrays
for( i-0; i<m_iWidth; i++)
{
delete [] m_DElectricFieldZ[i]; 
delete [] mJTMagneti cFieldX[i]; 
delete [] m_DMagneticFieIdY[i]; 
delete [] m_DElectricFieldZX[i]; 
delete [] rn_DElectricFieldZY[i];
}
delete [] m_DElectricFieldZ; 
delete [\ m_DMagneticFieldX; 
delete [] m_DMagneticFieldY; 
delete [] m_DElectricFieldZX; 
delete [] rnJDElectricFieldZ Y; 
delete tdfw; 
delete fi;

cerr« "Message: Finished TE Mode\n\n"; 
return rc;
}

int PulsedSecondOrderSolver: :sol veTMModeO 
{
int rc = SUCCESS; 
int i j,n,k;
m_iWidth -  geometry->getGridWidth(); 
m_iHeight = geometry->getGridHeight(); 
m_iTime -  geometry->getGridTime();

m_dDeltaTime = geometry >>getDeltaTimeO; 
m_dDeltaSpace -  geometry->getDeltaSpaceO;

TimeDomainFieldWriter *t dfwx = new TimeDomainFieldWriter( geometry, options, "Ex"); 
TimeDomainFieldWriter *tdfwy = new TimeDomainFieldWriter( geometry, options, "Ey"); 
Fieldlntegrator *fi = new FieldIntegrator( geometry, options);

be = PerfectlyMatchedLayerBoundaryConditbn::getBoundaryCondition0;
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PML_width=bc ->getWidth(); 
PM Ljop = mJHeight -PML_width; 
PML„bottom = PML„width-l; 
PML_right = m_iWidth -PML_width; 
PMLJeft = PML_width-l;

//TE according to Tafiove
cerr «"\nM essage: Solving for TM Mode!\n";

cerr «  "Message: Grid size = " «  geometry->getGrid WidthQ « "  x " «  
geometiy->getGridHeightQ «  "to";

ceir « "Message: Space step = " «  geometry->getDeltaSpaceO «  " meter^n";
c e r r «  "Message: mJTime step = " «  geometry ->getDeltaTime()« "  seconds\n";
cerr « "Message: Simulation m_iTime = "  «  geometry->getRunningTime() « "  secondsV;
cerr « "Message: Cells per minimum lambda = " «  geometry->getMinimumLambdaO/geometry->getDeltaSpace()« *\n";

m_DMagneticFieldZ = new double*[ m_iWidth ]; 
m_DElectricFieldX -  new double*[ mJWidth ]; 
m„DElectricFieldY = new double*[ m_iWidth ]; 
m_DTotalElectricField = new double* [m_iWidth]; 
m_DCurrentDensityX = new double*[ mJWidth ]; 
m_DCurrentDensityY = new double*[ mJW idth ];

m_DElectricFieldPrevX = new doubie*[ mJWidth ]; 
m_DElectricFieldPrevY = new double*[ mJW idth ];

mJ3ElectricFieldDisplacementXPrevPrev = new double* [ mJW idth ]; 
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementXPrev = new double*[ mJWidth ]; 
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementX =new double* [ mJW idth ];

m_DElectricFieldDisplacementYPrevPrev = new double*[ mJWidth ]; 
mJDElectricFieldDisplacementYPrev = new double*[ mJWidth ]; 
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementY = new double*[ mJW idth ];

m_DLinearPolarizationlXPrevPrev = new double*[mJWidth]; 
mJDLinearPoIarizationl XPrev «  new double*[ mJWidth ];

m_DLinearPolarization 1 YPrevPrev = new double*[ mJW idth ]; 
m_DLinearPolarizationl YPrev -  new double*[ mJW idth ];

m_DLinearPolarization2XPrevPrev = new double*[ mJWidth ]; 
m„DLinearPolarization2XPrev = new double*[ mJWidth ];

m_DLinearPolarization2YPrevPrev = new double*[ mJWidth ]; 
m_DLinearPolarization2YPrev = new double*[ mJWidth ];

m_DLinearPolarization3XPrevPrev = new double*[ mJWidth ]; 
m_DLinearPolarizatbn3XPrev = new double*[ mJWidth ];

m_DLinearPolarization3 YPrevPrev = new double*[ mJW idth ]; 
m_DLinearPolarization3YPrev -  new double*[ mJWidth ];

//extra arrays for boundary condition 
m_DMagneticFieldZX—newdouble*[ mJWidth ]; 
m_DMagneticFieldZY — new double*[ mJW idth ];

//initialize the actual fields 
for( KmJWidth; i++)
{
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementXPrevPrev[i] = new double[ m_iHeight ]; 
mJ3ElectricFieldDisp!acementXPrev[i] = new double[ mJHeight ]; 
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementX[i] = new doublet mJHeight ];

m_DElectricFieldDisplacementYPrevPrev[i] -  new doublet mJHeight ]; 
mJDElectricFieldDisplacementYPrev[i] = new doublet mJHeight ]; 
m_DElectricFie!dDisplacementY[i] = new doublet mJHeight ];
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ra_DLmearPolarizationlXPrevPrev[i] = new double[ mJHeight ]; 
m_DLinearPolarizationlXPrev[i] = new doublet mJHeight ];

m_DLinearPolarizationlYPievPrev[i] = new doublet mJHeight ]; 
m_DLinearPolarizationlYPrev[i] = new doublet mJHeight ];

m_DLinearPolarization2XPrevPrev[i] = new doublet mJHeight ]; 
m_DLinearPolarization2XPrev[i] = new doublet mJHeight ];

m_DLinearPolarization2YPrevPrev[i] = new doublet mJHeight ]; 
m„DLinearPolarization2YPrev[i] = new doublet mJHeight ];

m_DLinearPohrization3XPrevPrev[i] = new doublet mJHeight ]; 
m_DLinearPolarization3XPrev[i] = new doublet mJHeight ];

m_DLinearPolarization3YPrevPrev[i] = new doublet mJHeight ]; 
m_DLinearPolarization3YPrev[i] = new doublet mJHeight J;

m_DElectricFieldPrevX[i] = new double [ mJHeight ]; 
m_DElectricFieldPrevY[i] = new double [ mJHeight ];

m_DMagneticFieldZ[i] = new double [ mJHeight ]; 
m_DElectricFieldX[i] = new double [ mJHeight ]; 
m_DElectricFieldY[i] = new double [ mJHeight ]; 
m_DTotalElectricField[i] = new double [mJHeight];

m_DCurrentDensityX[i] = new doublet mJHeight ]; 
m_DCurrentDensityY[i] = new doublet mJHeight ];

mJDMagneticFieldZXfi] = new doublet mJHeight ]; 
m_DMagneticFieldZY[i] = new doublet mJHeight ];

for( j=0; j<m_iHeight; j+ + )
{
m_DMagneticFieldZ[i][j] ® 0; //add on the incident beam at t=0
m_DElectricFieldX[i][j] = 0;
m_DElectricFieldY[i] [j] = 0;
m_DTotalElectricFieId [i]0] = 0;
m_DCurrentDensityX [i] [j] = 0;
m_DCurrentDenatyY[i][j] = 0;

m_DElectricFieldPrevX[i][j] — 0; 
m_DEiectricFieldPrevY[i][j] — 0;

m_DElectricFieldDisplacementXPrevPrev[i][j] = 0; 
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementXPrev[i][j} -  0; 
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementX[i][j] = 0;

m_DElectricF ieldDisplacementYPrevPrev[i] [j] = 0; 
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementYPrev[i][j] = 0; 
m_DElectricFieIdDispiacementY[i][j] = 0;

m_DLinearPolarization 1 XPrevPrev[i] [j ] -  0; 
m_DLinearPolarizationlXPrev[i][j] = 0;

m_J3LinearPoIarizationl YPrevPrev[i][j] = 0; 
m_DLinearPolarizationlYPrev[i][j] = 0;

m_DLinearPolarization2XPrevPrev[i][j] = 0; 
m„DLmearPoiarization2XPrev[i][j] = 0;

mJDLmearPolarization2YPrevPrev[i][j] = 0; 
ra_DLinearPolarization2 YPrev [i] [j] = 0;

m_DLinearPoiarization3XPrevPrev[i][j] = 0; 
m_DLinearPoiarization3XPrev[i][j] — 0;

m_DLinearPolarization3YPrevPrev[i][j] = 0;
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m_DLinearPolarization3YPrev[i3[j] = 0;

m_DMagneticFieldZX[i}jj] = 0; 
mJ}MagneticFieldZY[i][j] -  0;
}
}
//loop through the mJTim e steps... 
for( n=0; n<mJTime; n++)
{
//loop through the space region
c e r r «  "Message:" «  double(n)/double(mJTime)*100 « "  percent completed"; 
i=j=0;

for( i=0; i<m_iWidth; i++ ) 
for( j=0; j<mJHeight; j++ ) 
processPointTM(ij,n);
// index loop

//output to a file if necessary
if( options->getFrameSpacingO != 0 && (n+l)%options->getFrameSpacingO =  0)
{
char filename[512];

//output the E field at this mJTime step if required
sprintf(filename,"%s„%s„%s_%4d",option9->getSimulationNameO, TM_MODE_TOKEN,"Et",(n+l)/options* 

>getFrameSpacingO);

rc = BitmapFieldWriter::write( filename, mJDTotalElectricField, mJW idth, mJHeight, options);

//output the E field at this mJTime step if required
sprintf(filename,"%s_%s_%s_%4d")options->getSimulationName(), TM_MODE_TOKEN,"Hz",(n+l)/options- 

>getFrameSpacingO);

rc = BitmapFieldWriten:write( filename, mJDMagneticFieldZ, mJWidth, mJHeight, options, true);

>
if(options->getSamplingPointCountO > 0)
{
tdfwx->addPoint( m_DElectricFieldX, n ); 
tdfwy->addPoint( m_DElectricFieldY, n ); 
fi->addPoint( m__DT otalElectricField, n );
}
if( n == mJTime-1 &&  options>isQueryContinue())
{
char optira;
cerr « "Message: Would you like to continue processing (y/n)?"; 
cin »  option; 
int extTime=0;
while( option != y  && option != 'n ')
{
cerr «  "Please input y/n!"; 
cin »  option;
}
if( option —  y )
{
cerr «  "Please specify the number of extended mJTime steps:";
cin »  extTime;
int oldTime = mJTime;
mJTime +=extTime;
geometiy->setGridTime( m JT im e);
tdfwx->reset( oldTime);
fi->reset( oldTime);
}
}
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} // n loop

if( options>getFrameSpacmgO =  0)
{
charfilename[512];
//output the E field at this m JTime step if required
sprintf(filename,"%s_%s_%s_%4d'',options->getSimulationName(),TM_MODE_TOKEN,"Ez'',0); 
rc -  BitmapFieldWriter::write( filename, mJJTotalElectricField, mJWidth, mJHeight, options);
}
if( options>getSamplingPointCount() > 0 )
{
tdfwy->writeO;
tdfwx.->wme();
fi->writeO;
}
//delete the arrays
for( i=0; i<mJWidth; i++)
{
delete [] m_DTotalElectricField[i]; 
delete Q m_DMagneticFieldZ[i]; 
delete 0 m_DElectricFieldX[i]; 
delete [] m_DElectricFieldY[i]; 
delete [] m_DMagneticFieldZX [i]; 
delete [] m_DMagneticFieldZY [i];

}
delete [] m_DTotalElectricField; 
delete [] m_DMagneticFieldZ; 
delete [] mJDElectri cF ie IdX; 
delete [] m„DEl ectri cF ieldY; 
delete [] m_DMagneticFieldZX; 
delete [] m_DMagneticFieldZY; 
delete tdfwx; 
delete tdfwy; 
delete fi;
c e r r «  "Message: Finished TM Mode’to W ; 
return rc;
}
intFulsedSecondOrderSolver::processPointTM(int i, int j, intn)
{
Material* mat = geometry->getMaterial(i j);

double linearPolarizationlX; 
double linearPolarizationlY; 
double linearPolarization2X; 
double IinearPolarization2Y; 
double linearPolarization3X; 
double linearPolarization3Y; 
double denominator; 
double Z1 X,Z 1 Y,Z2X,Z2Y,Z3 X,Z3 Y; 
double a\,a2,2&,c\,c2,c3,g\Ig2,g3; 
double hl,h2,h3,h4;

double tempEFieldX = m_DElectricFieldX[i][j]; 
double tempEFieldY = m_DElectricFieldY[i] [j];

if( mat ->isBoundary())
{
linearPolarizationlX -  0; 
linearPolarizationlY = 0; 
linearPolarization2X -  0; 
linearPolarization2Y = 0; 
linearPolarization3X =» 0; 
linearPolarization3Y = 0; 
double mAx = bc->getMagneticCoefficientAQ,
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mBx -  bc->getMagneticCoefficientB(), 
mAy = bc->getMagneticCoefficientA(), 
mBy = bc->getMagneticCoefficientB(); 
double eAx = bc->getElectricCoefficientA0, 
eBx -  bc->getElectricCoefficientB(), 
eAy = bc->getElectricCoefficientA(), 
eBy = bc->getElectricCoefficientBO;

//were in the left layer 
if( i < PML_width)
{
//were in the bottom left comer 
if( j < PML_width)
{
mAy = bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientA( PML_width - j - 1 ) ;  
mBy = bc->getMagneticFieldExponentiaICoefficientB( PML_width- j - 1); 
mAx = bc->getMagneticFieldExpcnentialCoefficientA( PML_width- i -1 ); 
mBx = bo>getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( PML_width- i -1 );

eAx = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientA(PML_width-j - 1 ); 
eBx -  bc->getEIecfricFieldExponentialCoefficientB( PML_width - j -1 ); 
eAy — bo>getElectricFieldExponentia!CoefFicientA(PML_width - i - 1); 
eBy = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB( PML_width - i -1 );
}
//were in the top left comer
else if( j >= mJHeight-PML_width)
{
mAx=bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientA(PML_width-i-1); 
mBx = bo->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefricientB( PML_width- i -1 ); 
mAy = bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefFicientA( j-mJHeight+PML_width) ; 
mBy = bo>getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( j-m JHeight+PML_width);

eAy = bo->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientA( PML_width - i -1 ) ;  
eBy = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB( PML_width - i -1 ) ;  
eAx = bo>getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientA(j -mJHeight+PML_width); 
eBx = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB( }mJHeight+PML_width);
}
//were in the left layer only 
else
{
mAx -  tx»getMagneticFieldExponentialCoeffitientA( PML_width- i -1 ); 
mBx = hD*>getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( PML_width- i - 1); 
mAy = bc->getMagneticCoefficientA(); 
mBy = bc->getMagneticCoefFicientB();

eAy = bcr>getElectricFieldExponentialCoefFicientA( PML_width - i - 1 ); 
eBy -  bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB( PML_width - 1 -1 ); 
eAx = bc->getElectricCoefficientA(); 
eBx = bc->getElectricCoefficientBO;
}

else if( i >= mJWidth - PML_width)
{
//were in the bottom right comer
iftj < PML_width )
{
mAx -bc*>getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientA( i-mJWidth+PML_width); 
mBx -  bo>getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( FmJWidth+PML_width); 
mAy = bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientA(PML_width-j- 1);
mBy -  bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( PML_width- j  - 1);

eAy — bo->getElectricFieIdExponentialCoefficientA( i -mJWidth+PML_width); 
eBy = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB( i-mJWidth+PML_width); 
eAx = bo->getElectricFieldExponentialCoeffidentA( PML_width - j  -1 ) ;  
eBx = bo>getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB( PML_width - j  -1 );
}
//were in the top right comer
else if(j >= mJHeight-PML_width)
{
mAx = bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientA( i-rnJWidth+P ML_width);
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mBx = bo->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( kn_iWidth+PML_width); 
mAy -  bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientA( j-m_iHeight+PML_width); 
mBy = bc*>getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( j-m_iHeight+PML_width);

eAy = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientA( i-m_iWidth+PML_width); 
eBy = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB( i-m_iWidth+PML_width); 
eAx = bo>getElectricFieldExponentialCoefFicientA(j -m_iHeight+PML_width); 
eBx = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB( j-m_iHeight+PML_width);
}
//were in the right layer only 
else
{
mAx «  bo>getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientA( i-m_iWidth+PML_width); 
mBx = bo->getMagneticFieldExponentiaICoefficientB( i-mJWidth+PML_width); 
mAy = bc->getMagneticCoefficientAO; 
mBy -  be->getMagneticCoefficientB();

eAy = bo->getElectncFieldExponentialCoefficientA( i -m_iWidth+PML_width); 
eBy = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB( im„iWidth+PML_width ); 
eAx = bo->getElectricCoefficientAO; 
eBx = bc->getElectricCoefficientB();
}
}
//were in the bottom layer only 
else if( j < PML_width)
{
mAx = bc->getMagneticCoefficientA(); 
mBx = bc->getMagneticCoefBcientBO;
mAy = bo->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientA( PML_width - j - 1 ); 
mBy = bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( PML_width -j -1 );

eAy = bc->getElectricCoefficientA(); 
eBy = bc->getElectricCoefficientBO;
eAx -  bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientA( PML_width- j -  1); 
eBx = bcs>getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB(PML_width-j -1 );
}
//were in the top layer only
else if( j >= m_iHeight - PML_width)
{
mAx = bo->getMagneticCoefficientA(); 
mBx = bc->getMagneticCoefficientBO;
mAy = bo->getMagneticFieIdExponentialCoefficientA( j-m_iHeight+PML_width); 
mBy = bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( j-m_iHeight+PML_width );

eAy = bc->getElectricCoefficientAO; 
eBy = bc->getEIectricCoefficientB();
eAx = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientA( j-m_iHeight+PML_width); 
eBx = be->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB(j-m_iHeight+PML_width);
}
else
{
cerr «  "Error: Enterened erroneous rcgion!'n";
}

double Hzx = j=m_iHeight-l?0.0:m_DMagneticFieldZ[i][j+l]; 
double Hzy = i=m_iWidth-l?0.0:m_DMagneticFieldZ[i+l][j];

m_DElectricFieldX[i][j] = eAx * m_DElectricFieldX[i][j]
- eBx * ( m_DMagneticFieldZ[iJ[j]
-Hzx);

m_DElectricFieldY[i][j] = eAy * m_DElectricFieldY[i][j]
- eBy * ( Hzy
- m_DMagneticFieldZ[i][j]);

double Ey = i=0?0.0:m_DElectricFieIdY[i-l][j]; 
double Ex = j=0?0.0:m_DElectricFieldX[i][j-l];

m_DMagneticFieldZX[i][j] = 
mAx * m_DMagneticFieldZX[i][j]
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- mBx * ( mJDElectricFieldY[i][j]
-Ey);

m_DMagneticFieldZY[i] [j] -  
mAy * m„DMagneticFieldZ Y[i] [j]
-mBy * (-  m_DElectricFieldX[i][j]
+ Ex);

m_DMagneticFieldZ[i][j] = m„DMagneticFieldZX[i][j] + m_DMagneticFieldZY[i][j];
}
else
{
double A =mat->getElectricCoefficientA(); 
double B = mat->getElectricCoefficientBO; 
double Bo = geometty->getDeltaTime()/geometr^>getDeltaSpaceO;

double Hzx = j=m_iHeight-l?0.0:m_DMagneticFieldZ[i][j+l]; 
double Hzy = i=m_iWidth-l?0.0:m_DMagneticFieldZ[i+l][j];

double HzbicX = 0; 
double HzIncY = 0;

Source *source = NULL;

if( ( source = geometry->isPointLeftOfSource( i, j  ) ) ! — NULL )
{
HzIncY = source->getMagneticFieldZy( j, n );

}
else if( ( source = geometry->isPointBelowSource( i, j ) )  != NULL )
{
HzIncX = source->getMagneticFieldZx( i, n );
}
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementX[i][j] = m_DElectricFieldDisplacementX[i][j]
+ Bo * ( Hzx
- m_DMagneticFieldZ[i][j]
- HzIncX);

m_DE!ectricFieldDisplacementY[i][j] = m_DElectricFieldE>isplacementY[i][j]
+ Bo * ( m_DMagneticFieldZ[i][j]
- Hzy
+ HzIncY);

if( mat ->isDispensive())
{
if( mat->isMetal())
{
hi =mat->getCoefScientH10; 
h2 = mat->getCoefficientH20; 
h3 = mat->getCoefficientH3(); 
h4 = mat->getCoefficientH40;

m_DElectricFieldX[i][j] = ( hi *m_DElectricFieldDisplacementX[i][j] - 4*m_DElectricFieldDisplacementXPrev[i][j] 
+ h2*m_DElectricFieldDisplaconentXPrevPrev{i][j] + 4*mat ->getElectricPennittvityO*m_DElectricFieldX[i][j]
- h3*m_DElectricFieldPrevX[i][j])
/ ( h 4 );

m_DElectricFieldY[i][j] “  ( hi*m_DElectricFieldDisplacementY[i][j] - 4*m_DElectricFieldDisplacementYPrev[i][j] 
+ h2*m_DElectricFieldDisplacementYPrevPrev(l]n] + 4*mat ->getElectricPermittivityO*m_DElectricFieldY[i][j]
- h3*m_DElectricFieldPrevY[i][j])
/  ( h 4 );
}
else ih; mat ->isConductive())
{
double delta=geometiy->getDeItaSpaceO; 
double delta_time=geometry->getDeltaTimeO;

m_DElectricFieldX[i][j] -  m__DElectricFieldX[i][j]
+ B * ( Hzx - mJDMagneticFieldZ[i][j]
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- delta*m_DCunentDensity X[i] [j]
);

m_DElectricFieldY[i]|j] = m_DElectricFieldY[i][j]
+ B * ( m_DMagneticFieldZ[i][j] - Hzy
- delta*m_DCiOTentDensityY[i][j]
);

double epsilon_efP=mat->getElectricPennittivityO; 
double alpha=-mal->getScatteringFrequencyO;
double beta?=EPSILON_NOT*mat->getPlasmaFrequency0*niat->getPlasniaFrequency();

m_DCurrentDensityX[i]0M2+alpha*delta_time)/(2-alpha*deltaJiine)*m_DCurrentDensityX[i][j]+delta_time*beta/(2-
alpha*delta_time)*m_DElectricFieldX[i][j];

m_DCuirentDensityY[i][j]=(2+alpha*delta_time)/(2-alpha*delta_time)*m_DCurrentDensityY[i][j]+delta_time:f'bete'(2-
aIpha*delta_time)*m_DElectricFieldY[i][j];

}
else
{
al = mat->getCoefficientAl();
a2 = mat->getCoefficientA2();
a3 = mat->getCoefficientA30; 
cl =mal->getCoefficientW10; 
c2 = mat->getCoefficientW20; 
c3 = mat->getCoefficientW30; 
gl ■- mat->getCoefficientG1 (); 
g2 = mat->getCoefficientG20; 
g3 = mat->getCoefficientG30;
denominator = -al*a2*a3 + al*c2*c3 + c2*cl*a3 - 2*cl*c2*c3 + c3*cl*a2;

//X direction
Z1X = cl*( m_DElectricFieldDisplacementX[i] [j] + m_DElectricFieldDisplacementXPrevPrev[i][j] - 
m_DLinearPolarization2XPrevPrev[i][j] -m_DLinearPolarization3XPrevPrev[i][j]) + 
4*m_DLinearPolarizationlXPrev[i][j] + gl*m_DLinearPolarizationlXPrevPrev[i]|j];

Z2X = c2*( m_DElectricFieldDisplacementX[i][j] + m_DElectricFieldDisplacementXPrevPrev[i][j] - 
m_DLinearPolarizationlXPrevPrev[i][j] -m_DLinearPolarization3XPrevPrev[i][j]) + 
4*m_DLinearPolarization2XPrev[i][j] + g2*m_DLinearPolarization2XPrevPrev[i][j];

Z3X = c3*( m_DElectricFieldDisplacementX[i][j] + m_DElectricFieIdDisplacementXPrevPrev[i][j] - 
m„DLinearPolarizationlXPrevPrev[i][j] -m_DLinearPolarization2XPrevPrev[i][j]) + 
4*m_DLinearPolarization3XPrev[i][j] + g3*m_DLinearPolarization3XPrevPrev[i][j];
//Y direction
Z1Y = cl*( m_DElectricFieldDisplacementY[i][j] + m_DElectricFieldDisplacementYPrevPrev[i]|j] - 
m_DLinearPolarization2YPrevPrev[i][j] - m_DLinearPolarization3YPrevPrev[i][j]) + 
4*mJDLinearPolarizationlYPrev[i][j] + gl*m_DLinearPolarizationlYPrevPrev[i][j];

Z2Y = c2*( m_DElectricFieldDisplacementY[i][j] + m_DElectricFieldDisplacementYPrevPrev[i][j] - 
m_DLinearPolarizationlYPrevPrev[i][j] - m_DLinearPolarization3YPrevPrev[i][j]) + 
4*m_DLinearPolarEation2YPrev[i][j] + g2*m_DLinearPolarization2YPrevPrev[i]|j];

Z3Y -  c3*( m_DElectricFieldDisplacementY[i][j] + m_DElectricFieldDisplacementYPrevPrev[i][i] - 
m_DLmearPolarizationlYPrevPrev[i][j] - mJ3LinearPolarization2YPrevPrev[i]|j]) + 
4*m_DLinearPolarization3YPrev[i]0] + g3*m_DLinearPolarization3YPrevPrev[i]|j];

//X direction
linearPolarizationlX = ZlX*(-a2*a3+c2*c3)/denominatQr-cl*(-a3+c3)/denommator*Z2X-cl *(c2-a2)/denominator*Z3X;

linearPolarization2X=<2*(-a34c3ydenominator*ZlX-Z2X*(al*a3<:l*c3)/denoininator+c2*(al-cl)/denorninator*Z3X;

linearPolarization3X =-c3*(c2-a2)/denominator*ZlX+c3*(al-cl)/denominator*Z2X-Z3X*(al*a2-cl*c2)/denominator; 
m_DElectricFieldX[i][j] = (1.0/EPSILON_NOT) * ( m_DElectricFieldDisplacementX[i][j] - linearPolarizationlX - 

linearPolarization2X - linearPolarization3X);
//Y direction
linearPolarizationlY = ZlY*(-a2*a3+c2*c3)/denominator-cl*(-a3+c3)/denominator*Z2Y-cl*(c2-a2)/denoniinator*Z3Y; 

linearPolarizatbn2Y = -c2*(-a3+c3)/denominator*ZlY-Z2Y’l'(al*a3-cl*c3)/denominator^c2*(al-cl)/denominator:|,Z3Y; 

linearPolarization3Y =-c3*(c2-a2)/denominator*ZlY+c3*(al-cl)/denoininator*Z2Y-Z3Y*(al*a2-cl*c2)/denominatoi;
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m_DElectricFieldY[i3[j] = (1.0/mat->getElectricPermittivity Q)* (m_DElectricFieldDisplacementY[i][j] -linearPolarizationlY- 
HnearPolarization2Y - linearPolarization3Y);

}
}
else
{
A = mat->getElectricCoefficientAO;
B = mat->getElectricCoefficientBO; 
linearPolarizationlX = 0; 
linearPolarization2X = 0; 
linearPolarization3X = 0; 
linearPolarizationlY = 0; 
linearPolarization2Y = 0; 
linearPolarization3Y = 0;
m_DElectricFieldX[i]jj] — A * mJDElectricFieldX[i][j]
+ B * (Hzx
- mJDMagneticFieldZ[i]|j]
- HzIncX);

inDElectricFieldYHDJ = A * mJDEIectricFieldY[i][j]
+ B * ( m_DMagneticFieldZ[i][j]
- Hzy
+ HzIncY);

}

m„DElectricF ieldPrevX [i] 0 ] = tempEFieldX; 
mJDElectricFieldPrevY[i][j] -  tempEFieldY;

m„DLinearPolarizat ionlXPrevPrev[i][j3=m_DLinearPoiarizationlXPrev[i][j]; 
m_DLinearPolarization2XPrevPrev[i][j]=m_DLinearPolarization2XPrev[i][j]; 
m_DLinearPolarization3XPrevPrev[i][j3=m__DLinearPolarization3XPrev[i][j];

m_DLinearPolarizationlYPrevPrev[i][j]=m_DLinearPolarizationiYPrev[i][j]; 
m_DLinearPolarization2 YPre vPre v[i] [j ]=m_DLinearPolarization2 YPrev [i] [j ]; 
m_DLinearPolarization3YPrevPrev[i]|j]=m_DLinearPolarizatton3YPrev[i][]];

mJDLinearPolarizationlXPrev[i][j] = linearPolarizationlX; 
m_DLinearPolarization2XPrev[i3[i] = linearPolarization2X; 
m_DLinearPolarization3XPrev[i][j] = linearPolarization3X;
m_DElectricFieidDisplacementXPrevPrev[i][j] = m_DElectricFieldDisplacementXPrev[i][j]; 
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementXPrev[i][j] ~ mJDElectricFieldDisplacementX[i][jJ;

m_DLmearPolarizationlYPrev[i][j] = linearPolarizationlY; 
m_DLinearPolarization2YPrev[i][j] = HnearPolarization2Y; 
m_DLinearPolarization3YPrev[i][j] = linearPolarization3Y;
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementYPrevPrev[i][j] = m_DElectricFieldDisplacementYPrev[i][j]; 
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementYPrev[i] [j] = m_DElectricFieldDisplacementY[i] [j];

Material *mat = geometry->getMaterial(i j);

double Ey = i=0?0.0:m_DElectricFieldY[i-l J [j]; 
double Ex =j=0?0.0:m„DElectricFieldX[i3[J-l];

A = mat->getMagneticCoefFicientAO;
B = mat->getMagneticCoefficientB();

double ElncX = 0; 
double ElncY -  0;

if(mat->isSource())
{
Source * source = (Source *) mat;
ElncX = source->getElectricFieldX( i, n );
ElncY = source->getElectricFieidY( j, n );
}

m_DMagneticFieldZ[i303 -  
A * m_DMagneticFieldZ[i][j]
+ B * (  m_DElectricFieldX[i] [j]
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-Ex
- m_DElectricFieldY[i][j]
+ Ey
- ElncX
+ ElncY );

}
// calculate the total electric field
m_DTotalElectricField[i][j] = sqrt(m_DElectricFieldY[i][j]*m_DElectricFieldY[i][j] + 

m„DElectricFieldX[i][j]*ni_DElectricFieldX[i]!j]);

return SUCCESS;
}
int PulsedSecondOrderSolver::processPointTE(int i, int j, int n)
{
Material* mat = geometry->getMaterial(i J);

double linearPolarizationl; 
double linearPolarization2; 
double linearPolarization3; 
double denominator; 
double Z1,Z2,Z3;
double al ,a2,a3,cl ,c2,c3 ,g 1 ,g2,g3 ,h 1 ,h2^i3,h4; 

double tempEFieldZ = m_DElectricFieldZ[i][j];

if( mat->isBoundaryO)
{
linearPolarizationl = 0; 
linearPolarization2 -  0; 
linearPolarization3 = 0; 
double mAx = bo>getMagneticCoefficientA(), 
mBx = bc->getMagneticCoefficientB(), 
mAy = bc->getMagneticCoefficientA(), 
mBy = bc->getMagneticCoefficientBO; 
double eAx = bc->getElectricCoefficientAO, 
eBx = bc->getElectricCoefficientBO, 
eAy ~ bc->getElectricCoefficientA(), 
eBy = bc->getElectricCoefficientBO;

//were in the left layer 
if( i < PML_width)
{
//were in the bottom left comer 
iftj < PML_width )
{
mAy = bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientA( PML_width- i - 1 ) ;  
mBy = bfr>getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( PML_width- i -1) ;  
mAx = bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefEcientA(PML_width-j - 1 ) ;  
mBx = bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( PML_width- j - 1);

eAx = bo>getElectricFieldExponentialCoefFicientA( PML_width - i -1 ); 
eBx = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefiicientB( PML_width - i -1 ); 
eAy = bo->getElecfricFieldExponentialCoefficientA( PML_width - j  -1 ); 
eBy = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB(PML_width - j -1 );
}
//were in the top left comer
else if(j >= mJHeight- PML_width)
{
mAx = bc->getMagneticFieldExponentiaICoefficient A( PML_width - i - 1 ) ;  
mBx = bo->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( PML_width- i - 1); 
mAy = bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientA( j-mJHeight+PML_width) ; 
mBy = bo->getMagneticFieIdExponentialCoefficientB( j-m„iHeight+PML_width);

eAx = bo>getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientA( PML_width - i - 1 ); 
eBx = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefFicientB(PML_width - i - 1 ); 
eAy = bo>getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientA(j -mJHeight+PML_width ); 
eBy = bo>getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB( j-m_iHeight+PML_width);
j
IIwere in the left layer only
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else
{
mAy -  bo>getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientA( PML_width- i - 1 ) ;  
mBy = bo>getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( PML_width- i - 1 ) ;  
mAx = bo>getMagneticCoefficientAO; 
mBx = bo>getMagneticCoefficientBO;

eAx = bo>getElectricFieIdExponentialCoefficientA(PML_width - i- 1 ); 
eBx = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB( PML_width - i -1 ); 
eAy = bo>getElectricCoefficientAO; 
eBy = bo>getElectricCoefficientBO;
}

}
else if( i >= m_iWidth - PML_width)
{
//were in the bottom right comer 
if(j < PML_width )
{
mAy — bo->getMagneticFieldExponaitialCoefficientA( hm_iWidth+PML_width); 
mBy = bo>getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( i-m_iWidth+PML_width); 
mAx = bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientA(PML_width-j-1 ); 
mBx = bo->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( PML_width- j -1) ;

eAx = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientA( i-m JWidth+PML_width); 
eBx = bc->getElectricFieIdExponentialCoefficientB( i-m_iWidth+PML_width); 
eAy = bo>>getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientA( PML_width - j -1 ); 
eBy = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB(PML_width-j- I );
}
//were in the top right comer
else iflj >= mJHeight- PML_width)
<
mAy = bo->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientA( i-m_iWidth+PML_width); 
mBy = bo>getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefFicientB( i-m_iWidth+PML_width); 
mAx = bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientA( j-mJHeight+PML__width); 
mBx = bo->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( j-mJHeight+PML_width);

eAx = bo->getEiectricFEldExponentialCoefficientA(i-mJWidth+PML__width); 
eBx = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB( i-mJWidth+PML_width ); 
eAy = bo>getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientA( j -mJHeight+PML_width); 
eBy = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB( }mJHeight+PML_width);
}
//were in the right layer only 
else
{
mAy -  bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientA( i-mJWidth+PML_width ); 
mBy = bo>getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefFicientB( i-mJWidth+PML_width); 
mAx = te->getMagneticCoefficientAO; 
mBx = bc->getMagneticCoefficientBQ;

eAx = bo->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefTicientA( i-mJWidlh+PML_width); 
eBx = bo->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB( i-mJWidth+PML_width); 
eAy = bc->getElect ricCoefficientA(); 
eBy = bo>getElectricCoefficientBO;
}
}
//were in the bottom layer only 
else tfij < PML_width )
{
mAy = bc->getMagneticCoefBcientAO; 
mBy = bc->getMagneticCoefficientBO;
mAx = bo->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientA(PML_width - j -1 ); 
mBx = bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( PML_width -j -1 );

eAx = bc->getElectricCoefficientA(3; 
eBx = bo>getElectricCoefScientBO;
eAy = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientA(PML_width- j - 1); 
eBy -  bc->getElectricFieldExponentiaICoefficientB( PML_width - j -1) ;
}
//were in the top layer only
else if( j >= mJHeight - PML_width)
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{
mAy = bo>getMagneticCoefficientAO; 
mBy = bc->getMagneticCoefficientBO;
mAx = bo>getMagnettcFieIdExponentialCoefficientA( j-m_iHeight+PML_width); 
mBx = bc->getMagneticFieldExponentialCoefficientB( j-m_iHeight+PML_width);

eAx = bc->getElectricCoefficientA(); 
eBx = bc->getElectricCoefficientBO;
eAy = bc->getEiectricFieldExponentialCoefficientA( j-m_iHeight+PML_width); 
eBy = bc->getElectricFieldExponentialCoefficientB( j*m_iHeight+PML_width);
}
else
i
cerr « "Error: Enterened erroneous regionlW;
}
double Ezx = j===m_iHeight-1 ?0.0;m_DElectricFieldZ[i][j+1 ]; 
double Ezy= i=m„iWidth-l?0.0:m_DElectricFieldZ[i+l][j];

m„DMagneticFieldX[i][j] -m A x * m_DMagneticFieldX[i][j]
+ mBx * ( m_DElectricFieldZ[i][j]
- Ezx );

m_DMagneticFieldY[i][j] -  mAy * m__DMagneticF ieldY [i] [j ]
+ mBy * ( Ezy
- m_DElectricFieldZ[i][j]);

double Hy = i==0?0.0:m_DMagneticFieldY[t-l][}]; 
double Hx -  j=0?0.0:m„DMagneticFieidX[i][fl];

m_DElectricFieidDisplacementZ[i][j] = 
mJDElectricFieldDisplacementZ[i] 0]
+ geometry ->getDeltaTimeO/geometry->getDeltaSpace()
* (m_DMagneticFteldY[i]0]
-Hy
- m_DMagneticFieldX[i][j]
+ Hx );

m„DElectricFieldZX[i]0] = 
eAx * m_DElectricFieldZX[i][j]
+ eBx * ( m„DMagneticFieldY[i][j]
-Hy);

m_DElectricFieldZY[i][j] = 
eAy * ra_DElectricFieldZY[i][j]
+ eBy * (- m_DMagneticFieldX[i][j]
+ Hx);

m_DElectricFieldZ[i][j] =
m_DElectricFieldZX[i][j] + m_DElectricFieldZY[i][j];

}
else
{
double A = mat ~>getMagneticCoeflicientAQ; 
double B = mat->getMagneticCoefficientB();

double Ezx= j=m JH eight- 1 ?0.0:mJDEIectricFieldZ[i][j+1 ]; 
double Ezy = i===m_iWidth-l?0.0:m_DElectricFieldZ[i+13[j];

double EzlncX — 0; 
double EzIncY = 0;

Source * source = NULL;

if( ( source = geometry->isPointLeftOfSource( i, j  ) )  != NULL)
{
EzIncY = source->getElectricFieldZy( j, n );
}
else if( ( source = geometry->isPointBelowSource( i, j ) )  != NULL)
{
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EzIncX = source>getElectricFieldZx( i, n );
}

m_DMagneticFieldX[i][j] = A * m_DMagneticFieldX[i][j]
+ B * ( m_DElectricFieldZ[i][j]
- Ezx
+ EzIncX);

m_DMagneticFieldY[i][j] = A * m_DMagneticFieldY[i][j]
+ B * ( Ezy
- m_DElectricFieldZ[i](j]
- EzIncY);

double Hy = i=0?0.0:m_DMagneticFieldY[i-l][j]; 
doible Hx = j=0?0.0:m_DMagneticFieldX[i]|JI];

B = geometiy->getDeltaTimeO/geometry->getDeltaSpaceO;
A = (! -mat->getEleclricConductivity()*geometiy->getDeltaTime()/2.0) /
(1 - nmt->getElectricConductivityO*geometiy->getDeltaTimeO/2.0);

double HIncX = 0; 
double HIncY = 0;

if( mat ->isSourceO )
{
Source ‘ source = (Source *) mat;
HIncX = source->getMagneticFieldX( i, n );
HIncY = source^*getMagneticFieldY( j, n );
}
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZ[i]|j] = 
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZ[i][j]
+ B * ( m_DMagneticFieldY[i][j]
-Hy
- m_DMagneticFieldX[i]0]
+ Hx
+ HIncX 
-HIncY);

if(mat->isDispersiveO )
{
if( mat->isMetalO)
{
hi =mat->getCoefficientHl(); 
h2 = mat->getCoefficientH20; 
h3 = mat->getCoefficientH30; 
h4 = mat->getCoefficientH40;

m_DElectricFieldZ[i][j] = ( hl*m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZ[i][j] - 4*m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZPrev[i][j] 
+ h2*m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZPrevPrev[i][j] + 4*mat ->getElectricPermittivity()*mJDElectricFieldZ{i][j]
- h3*m_DElectricFieldPrevZ[i][j])
/ ( h 4 ) ;
}
else
{
al = mat->getCoefficientA10; 
a2 -  mat->getCoefficientA2(); 
a3 = rnat~>getCoefficientA3();
cl =mat->getCoefficientW10; 
c2 -  mat->getCoefficientW20; 
c3 -  mat->getCoefficientW3(); 
gl =mat->getCoefficientGlQ; 
g2 = mat->getCoefficientG2(); 
g3 = mat->getCoefFicientG3Q;
denominator = -al*a2*a3 + al*c2*c3 + 02*01*33-2*01*02*03 + 03*01 *a2;

Z1 -  cl*(m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZ[i][j] + m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZPrevPrev[i3[j] - 
m_DLinearPolarization2PrevPrev[i][j] - m_DLinearPolarization3PrevPrev[ij[j]) + 
4*m_DLinearPolarizationl Prev[i] [j] + gl *m_DLinearPolarization IPrevPre v[i] [j];
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Z2 = c2*( m_DEiectricFieldDisplacementZ[i][j] + m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZPrevPrev[i][j] - 
mJDLinearPolarization 1 PrevPrev[i][j] - m_DLinearPolarization3PrevPrev[i][j]) +
4*m_DLinearPolarization2Prev[i][j] + g2*m_DLmearPolarization2PrevPrev[i]jj];

Z3 = c3*( mJDElectricFieldDisplacementZ[i][j] + m_DEiectricFieldDisplacementZPrevPrev[i][j] - 
m_DLinearPolarizationlPrevPrev[i][j] - m_DLinearPolarization2PrevPrev[i][j]) +
4*m_DLinearPolarization3Prev[i][j] + g3*m_DLinearPolarization3PrevPrev[i][j];

linearPolarizationl — Z 1 *(-a2*a3+c2*c3)/denommator~cl *(-a3+c3)/denominator*Z2-cl *(c2 -a2)/denominator*Z3;

linearPolarization2 — -c2*(-a3+c3)/denominator*Zl-Z2*(al*a3-cl*c3)/denominator+c2*(al -cl j/denominator^ZS;

linearPolarization3 -  -c3*(c2-a2)/denominator*Zl+c3*(al -c 1 )/denom inator * Z2 -Z3 * (a 1 *a2-cl *c2)/denominator; 
m_DElectricFieldZ[i][j3 = (1.0/mat->getElectricPermittivityO) * ( m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZ[i][j] - linearPolarizationl 

linearPolarization2 - linearPolarization3);
}
}
else
{
A = mat ->getElectricCoefficientAO;
B = mat->getElectricCoefficientB(); 
linearPolarizationl = 0; 
linearPolarization2 = 0; 
linearPolarization3 = 0; 
m_DElectricFieldZ[i][j] —
A * m_DElectricFieldZ[i][j]
+ B * ( m_DMagneticFieldY[i][j]
-H y
- m_DMagneticFieldX[i][j]
+ Hx 
+ HIncX 
-HIncY);

}
m_DElectricFieldPrevZ[i][j] -  tempEFieldZ;
m_DLinearPolarizationlPrevPrev[i]Ij]=mi_DLinearPolarizationlPrev[i3[j];
m_DLinearPolarization2PrevPrev[i][j]=m_DLinearPolarization2Prev[i][j];
m_DLinearPolarization3PrevPrev[i][j]=:m_DLinearPolarization3Prev[i]{j];

m_DLinearPolarizationlPrev[i][j] = linearPolarizationl; 
m_DLinearPolarization2Prev[i][j] = linearPolarization2; 
m_DLinearPolarization3Prev[i][j] = linearPolarization3;
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZPrevPrev[i][j] = m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZPrev[i][j]; 
m_DElectricFieldDisplacementZPrev[i][j] = m_DElectricFieldDisplacemmtZ[i][j];

return SUCCESS;
}iil!illiii!liili!i!ill!!lli!lili!il!il!illiliiil!lilliil!lil!iilifii!l!!lill!lliili!liiilllllillllllli!lllilillllliiii 
//TimeDomainFieldWriter.cpp -  outputs the field into a matlab readable format

#include "TimeDomainFieldWriter.h"
#include "stdheader.h"
#include "Bitmap.h"
#include "Options.h"
#include "Geometry.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <iostream.h>

TimeDomainFieldWriter::TimeDomainFieldWriter( Geometry* geom, Options* opt, char* FieldDir)
{
options -  opt; 
geometry = geom;
m_DField = new double*[options->getSamplingPointCountO];
if( options->getSimulationMode() —  TMJV1GDE)
{
sprintf(m_sFilename, "%s_%s_%s.tim", options>getSimulationName0,TM_MODE_TOKEN, FieldDir); 
}
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else
{
sprintfljn_sFilename, "%s_%s_%s.tim", options>getSimulationName(),TE_MODE_TOKEN, FieldDir); 
}

for(int F=0;i<options->getSamplingPomtCount();i-H-)
{
m_DField[i] = new doublet geomeiry->getGndTime()];
}
}
int TimeDomainFieldWriter::reset( int oldTime)
{
int rc = SUCCESS;
for(int i=0;i<options->getSamplingPointCountO;i+F)
{
double *temp = mJDField[i];
m_DField[i] = new double[ geometry->getGridTimeQ]; 
memcpy( m_DField[i], temp, sizeof(double)*oldTime ); 
delete temp;
}
return rc;
}
int TimeDomainFieldWriter::addPoint( double** field, int timeStep)
{
int rc = SUCCESS; 
int x,y;
for(int i=0;i<options->getSamplmgPointCount();i-H')
{
x = options->getXSamplingPoint(i);
y = aptions->getYSamplingPoint(i);
if[ x >= geometry->getGridWidth())
m_DField[i][timeStep] = 0;
else if( y >= geometry->getGridHeight())
m_DField[i] [timeStep] = 0;
else if( timeStep >= geometry->getGridTimeO)
m_DField[i][timeStep] = 0;
else
m_DField[i][timeStep] = field[ x ][ y ];

}
return rc;
}
T imeDomainF ieldWriter: :~T imeDomainFieldWriterO
i
for(int i=0;i<options->getSamplingPointCountO;i++)
{
delete Q m_DField[i];
}
delete [] m_DField;
}

int TimeDomainFieldWriter::writeO 
{
int rc = SUCCESS; 
int ij;

FILE *fj3= NULL;

Ip = fopen( m_sFilename, "wt"); 
if(fp =  NULL)
{
rc - INVALID_FILENAME; 
return rc;
}

for( j==OJ<geometry->getGridTimeO; j + +)
{
fprintf(fp," %le", (double)j*geometry->getDeltaTimeO);
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}
fprintf(fp,"\n");

for(i=0;i<options->getSamplmgPointCountO;i++)
{
for( j=Oy<geometiy->getGridTimeO; j+ + )
{
rprintlifp,11 %le''>m_DField[i][j]);
}
lprintf(fp,'W);
}

if[ fp != NULL ) 
fclose(jp); 

return rc;
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